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Preface
The joint workshop of the Fraunhofer Institute of Optronics, System Technologies
and Image Exploitation IOSB and the Vision and Fusion Laboratory (Institute for
Anthropomatics, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)), is organized annually
since 2005 with the aim to report on the latest research and development findings
of the doctoral students of both institutions. The workshop provides a forum for
scientific discussion and debate on the presented results. Furthermore, the personal
exchange of the doctoral students affords the opportunity of identifying new perspectives, future research directions, and cooperations between the students. The
2009 joint workshop was held in La Bresse, France, on August 02–06. This book
provides a collection of technical reports on the research results presented on the
2009 workshop.
The editors would like to thank all the organizers of the workshop for their efforts
that led in a pleasant and rewarding stay in France. The editors would also like to
thank the doctoral students for writing and reviewing the technical reports and for
responding to comments and suggestions of their colleagues. It is hoped that this
collection of technical reports forms a valuable addition to the scientific and developmental knowledge in the main research fields of the Vision and Fusion Laboratory and Fraunhofer IOSB, which are image processing, pattern recognition,
system technologies, and information fusion.
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jürgen Beyerer
Dr.-Ing. Marco Huber
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Long-Term Sensor Scheduling
Marco F. Huber
Variable Image Acquisition and Processing Research Group (VBV)
Fraunhofer Institute of Optronics, System Technologies and
Image Exploitation IOSB
marco.huber@ieee.org
Technical Report IES-2009-01
Abstract: The optimization over long time horizons in order to consider longterm effects is of paramount importance for effective sensor scheduling in
multi-sensor systems like sensor arrays or sensor networks. Determining the
optimal sensor schedule, however, is equivalent to solving a binary integer
program, which is computationally demanding for long time horizons and
many sensors. For linear Gaussian models, two efficient long-term sensor
scheduling approaches are proposed in this report. The first approach determines approximate but close to optimal sensor schedules via convex optimization. The second approach combines convex optimization with a branch-andbound search for efficiently determining the optimal sensor schedule. Both
approaches are compared by means of numerical simulations.

Notation
x, x
x, x
x̂, x̂
xk , x1:k
A
A
|A|
N (x; x̂, C)
u1:k , u∗1:k
ul1:k , uu1:k
J(u1:k )

deterministic variable/vector
random variable/vector
mean value of random variable/vector
vector at time step k / sequence of vectors from time step 1 to k
general set
general matrix
matrix determinant
multivariate Gaussian density with mean x̂ and covariance C
sensor schedule for time step 1 to k / optimal sensor schedule
sensor schedule obtained via:
convex optimization (real-valued, provides lower bound) /
conversion (binary-valued, provides upper bound)
objective function value of sensor schedule u1:k
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Introduction

Recent developments in wireless communication and sensor technology facilitate
building up and deploying sensor systems for a smart and persistent surveillance.
For instance, sensor networks consisting of numerous inexpensive sensor nodes
are a popular subject in research and practice for monitoring physical phenomena
including, e.g., temperature and humidity distributions, biochemical concentrations, or vibrations in buildings [ASSC02]. For many of such sensor systems it
is necessary to balance between maximizing the information gain and minimizing
the consumption of limited resources like energy, computing power, or communication bandwidth. Sensor scheduling, which is also referred to as sensor selection,
allows trading off these conflicting goals and forms the basis for an efficient and
intelligent processing of the sensor data.
A sensor schedule specifies a time sequence of sensors to be allocated for performing future measurements. The main objective is to allocate the sensors in a
most informative way, which requires making decisions involving multiple time
steps ahead. In this report, sensor scheduling for linear Gaussian dynamics and
sensor models is studied, where one out of a set of sensors is selected at each time
instant for performing a measurement. For such models, one of the first works
on long-term sensor scheduling can be found in [MPD67]. It is shown that a separation principle holds, i.e., the sensor schedule can be determined independent
of the control of the observed system and independent of the measurement values. The optimal sensor schedule then results from off-line traversing a decision
tree consisting of all possible sensor sequences. In order to avoid enumerating all
schedules in a brute force fashion, which is of exponential complexity, optimal or
suboptimal pruning techniques are employed. Optimal techniques yield the optimal sensor schedule by all means without the need of examining all schedules (see
for example [LI99, HH08]). Suboptimal methods as those in [GCHM04] allow
more significant savings in computational demand by abdicating the guarantee of
conserving the optimal schedule. Greedy, or myopic, scheduling algorithms represent an extreme case of suboptimal search, where a series of one-step ahead
solutions is calculated [Osh94, QKS07].
Alternatively to traversing the decision tree, which corresponds to solving a binary integer program, convex optimization approaches have recently been proposed for solving sensor selection problems, i.e., problems of selecting the best
n-element subset from a set of sensors (see [CMPS07, JB09]). These approaches
can significantly improve the efficiency of determining informative sensor schedules, but they are so far not appropriate for optimal long-term sensor scheduling
for arbitrary linear Gaussian dynamics and sensor models.
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Both long-term sensor scheduling approaches proposed in this report overcome
these restrictions. At first a general sensor scheduling problem for linear Gaussian models is formulated in Section 2. In Section 3 it is shown that this sensor
scheduling problem is a convex optimization problem when employing continuous relaxation of the decision variables. The first approach directly solves the
resulting convex program, which leads to suboptimal but valuable sensor schedules without demanding many computations and memory. In order to provide
the optimal sensor sequence, the second approach described in Section 4 utilizes
branch-and-bound search for traversing a decision tree. To exclude complete subtrees containing suboptimal sensor schedules as early as possible, the solution of
the convex optimization is used for calculating tight lower and upper bounds to the
subtrees’ values. The performance of the proposed approaches is demonstrated by
means of simulations in Section 5, while in Section 4 conclusions and an outlook
to future work are given.

2

Problem Formulation

In this report, the sensor scheduling problem for discrete-time linear Gaussian
models is examined. The dynamics model of the observed system is given by
xk+1 = Ak · xk + wk .

(2.1)

A finite set S of sensors is considered for performing measurements, where measurement z ik from sensor i ∈ S = {1, . . . , S} is related to the system state xk via
the measurement model
z ik = Hik · xk + v ik .
Both Ak and Hik are time-variant matrices. The noise terms wk and v ik are zerov,i
mean white Gaussian with covariance matrices Cw
k and Ck , respectively. A meai
surement value ẑ k of sensor i ∈ S is a realization of z ik . The initial system
state x0 ∼ N (x0 ; x̂0 , Cx0 ) at time step k = 0 is Gaussian with mean x̂0 and
covariance Cx0 .
The aim of long-term sensor scheduling is to minimize the covariance Cxk of
the state xk and thus, to minimize the uncertainty of the state estimate under
the consideration of the future behavior of the observed dynamical system and
long-term sensing costs. For this purpose, the optimal sensor schedule u∗1:N =
 ∗ T
T T
(u1 ) , . . . , (u∗N )
∈ {0, 1}S · N is determined over a finite N -step time hori∗
zon. Here, uk = [uk,1 , . . . , uk,S ]T encodes the index of the sensor scheduled
for measurement at time step k, i.e., if sensor i is scheduled at time step k then
uk,i = 1 and uk,j = 0 for all j 6= i.
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For determining the optimal sensor schedule u∗1:N , the constraint optimization
problem
u∗1:N = arg min J(u1:N )

(2.2)

u1:N

subject to

N
X

cT
k · uk ≤ C ,

k=1
T

1 · uk = 1 ,

(2.3)

k = 1, . . . , N ,

(2.4)

S

(2.5)
uk ∈ {0, 1} , k = 1, . . . , N
PN
is formulated, where J(u1:N ) = k=1 gk (u1:k ) is the cumulative objective function to be minimized. In (2.3), ck = [ck,1 , . . . , ck,S ]T contains the sensor costs
ck,i , e.g., energy or communication, of selecting sensor i at time step k. With this
constraint it is guaranteed that a feasible sensor schedule does not exceed a maximum cost C. The scalar functions gk ( · ), i.e., the summands of J(u1:N ), quantify
the uncertainty subsumed in Cxk (u1:k ). They can be
• the trace operator trace (Cxk (u1:k )), whose minimization corresponds
(graphically spoken) to minimizing the perimeter of the rectangular region
enclosing the covariance ellipsoid,
p
• the root-determinant |Cxk (u1:k )|, which leads to the minimization of the
volume of the covariance ellipsoid, or
• the maximum eigenvalue λmax (Cxk (u1:k )), whose minimization corresponds to minimizing the largest principal axis of the covariance ellipsoid.
The covariance itself is given by the information form of the Kalman filter
covariance recursion (see for example [KSH00])

−1
w
Cxk (u1:k ) = Ak−1 · Cxk−1 (u1:k−1 ) · AT
k−1 + Ck−1
+

S
X

uk,i · Hik

T

· Cv,i
k

−1

· Hik

−1

, (2.6)

i=1

commencing from Cx0 .
The constraints in (2.4) and (2.5) together ensure that one sensor per time step
is selected for measurement. This restriction is made for brevity and clarity reasons. The extension to selecting multiple sensors per time step can be achieved by
replacing the right hand side of (2.4) with the desired number of sensors. Alternatively, by modifying (2.2) and (2.3), is is also possible to minimize the sensor costs
regarding a maximum allowed value of J( · ), i.e., a maximum allowed uncertainty.
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Convex Relaxation

The optimization problem in (2.2)–(2.5) is a so-called binary integer program.
Problems of this type are known to be NP-hard (see [Kar72]) and thus, obtaining
the optimal solution for large N and/or large S is computationally prohibitive in
general. However, by replacing the binary non-convex constraints in (2.5) with
the linear constraints uk ∈ [0, 1]S for k = 1, . . . , N , a convex relaxation of the
original problem (2.2) is obtained. To see this, it is important to note that the constraints (2.3) and (2.4) are already convex. Furthermore, as shown in the following
theorem, the sum to be minimized in (2.2) is now convex as well.
Theorem 1 (Convex Objective Function) The objective function J(u1:N ) in (2.2)
is convex in terms of u1:N ∈ [0, 1]S · N .
P ROOF. To prove the convexity of gk (u1:k ) and thus of J(u1:N ), it must be shown
that (see for example [BV08])
gk (λ · u1:k + (1−λ) · ũ1:k ) ≤ λ · gk (u1:k ) + (1−λ) · gk (ũ1:k )

(3.1)

for k = 1, . . . , N , ∀ u1:k , ũ1:k ∈ [0, 1]k · S , and ∀ λ ∈ [0, 1].
At first, it is proven by induction that the covariance recursion (2.6) is a convex function of u1:k . The induction starts with Cx1 (u1 ). Defining Mik :=
T
−1

P
w −1
Hik · Cv,i
· Hik and P1 (u1 ) := A0 · Cx0 · AT
+ i u1,i · Mi1
0 + C0
k
and utilizing the results in [Kra36] on matrix convex functions, it follows from the
matrix convexity property of the matrix inversion that
−1

Cx1 (λ · u1 + (1−λ) · ũ1 ) = (λ · P1 (u1 ) + (1−λ) · P1 (ũ1 ))

≤ λ · P−1
(u ) +(1−λ) · P−1
(ũ )
| 1 {z 1}
| 1 {z 1}
=Cx
1 (u1 )

=Cx
1 (ũ1 )

∀ u1 , ũ1 ∈ [0, 1]S and ∀ λ ∈ [0, 1]. Defining the predicted covariance
w
Cpk (u1:k−1 ) := Ak−1 · Cxk−1 (u1:k−1 ) · AT
k−1 + Ck−1 , it generally holds that
Cxk (λ · u1:k + (1−λ) · ũ1:k )
S
−1

−1 X
= Cpk λ · u1:k−1 + (1−λ) · ũ1:k−1
+
(λ · uk,i + (1−λ) · ũk,i ) · Mik
i=1
(a)

≤





λ · Cpk u1:k−1

−1

+

S
X

uk,i · Mik



i=1

+ (1−λ) ·



Cpk

ũ1:k−1

−1

+

S
X
i=1

ũk,i · Mik

−1
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(b)

≤ λ · Cxk (u1:k ) + (1−λ) · Cxk (ũ1:k )

(3.2)

for k = 2, . . . , N , ∀ u1:k , ũ1:k ∈ [0, 1]k · S , and ∀ λ ∈ [0, 1]. Here, (a) results
from the induction hypothesis that Cxk−1 (u1:k−1 ) is convex in u1:k−1 , from the
convexity of the matrix inversion, and from rearranging terms; (b) is the result of
a repeated application of the convexity of the matrix inversion.
As the trace is a linear matrix function and the root-determinant as well as the maximum eigenvalue are convex matrix functions (see for example [BV08]), the inequality in (3.1) holds if these three functions are applied on (3.2). Thus, gk (u1:k )
PN
is convex and the nonnegative sum J(u1:N ) = k=1 gk (u1:k ) is convex as well,
which concludes the proof.

It is important to note that the sensor scheduling problem formulated by (2.2)–(2.5)
and its convex relaxation proven in Theorem 1 extends existing convex approaches
[CMPS07, JB09] in many ways. Instead of one-step time horizons, i.e., myoptic/greedy scheduling, arbitrarily long time horizons are possible. Furthermore,
the dynamics model in (2.1) need not to be restricted to regular system matrices
Ak and to system noise covariances Cw
k = 0. Especially the latter is of paramount
importance for realistic sensor scheduling problems. Finally, there is no restriction
to a specific scalar function gk ( · ) as in [CMPS07]. Instead, various functions for
evaluating the quality of a sensor schedule are considered here.

3.1

Solving the Relaxed Problem

The computational complexity of optimally solving the original binary integer program is in O(S N ). Various methods are available for efficiently solving the convex
relaxation of the sensor scheduling problem, e.g., interior-point methods [BV08].
These methods typically require only a few tens of iterations for calculating the optimal solution even for large problem sizes, e.g., length of time horizon and number
of sensors beyond 10. The computational complexity of one iteration is polynomial in the number of variables in u1:N , which is S · N . The derivation of the
gradient of J(u1:N ) necessary for interior-point methods is shown in Appendix A.
The solution ul1:N of the convex problem, however, only approximates the optimal
solution u∗1:n of the original scheduling problem. More specifically, ul1:N is no
longer binary and the objective function value J l := J(ul1:N ) is a lower bound of
the optimal value J(u∗1:N ). The latter finding follows directly from the convexity
of the relaxed problem and from the fact that the relaxed solution set [0, 1]S · N
contains the binary set of the original problem.

Convex Optimization Approaches to Long-Term Sensor Scheduling
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Conversion into Binary Solution

In order to allow selecting sensors for measurement, ul1:N has to be converted into
a binary vector by employing an appropriate conversion or rounding method. The
value J u := J(uu1:N ) of the resulting (binary) sensor schedule uu1:N has to be as
close as possible to the optimal one in order to provide informative sensor measurements. In the following, two appropriate conversion methods are introduced.
Independent of the chosen conversion method, the value J u of the converted sensor
schedule provides an upper bound to the optimal value J(u∗1:N ).
3.2.1

Sampling

Each component ulk of ul1:N can be interpreted as a discrete probability distribution
over the set of sensor indices S. This is due to the constraint in (2.4), whereby the
elements ulk,i , i = 1, . . . , S of ulk are within the interval [0, 1] and sum up to
one. Hence, a sensor i corresponding to an element ulk,i with a large value can be
considered as being more likely in the optimal sensor schedule than sensors with
small values.
To convert ul1:N into a feasible binary vector, for each k = 1, . . . , N a (single) sensor is randomly selected according to the distribution ulk . For being feasible, the resulting converted schedule uu1:k has to satisfy the cost constraint (2.3). Otherwise,
the schedule is discarded. This procedure is repeated multiple times, where only
the currently best feasible schedule, i.e., the schedule that satisfies (2.3) and provides the currently smallest objective function value J u is stored. The samplingbased conversion method can be terminated for example after a predefined number
of trials or when the currently best value J u remains unchanged for a predefined
number of trials.
3.2.2

Swapping

To improve a converted schedule uu1:N , the swapping method proposed in [JB09]
can be adapted. A modified sensor schedule is derived from uu1:N by swapping a
scheduled sensor with one of the unselected sensors for each time step. The choice
of an unselected sensor at time step k is deterministically guided according to the
probabilities represented by ulk , i.e., the sensors are selected in descending order
of the values in ulk . If the modified schedule is feasible and improves the objective
function value J u , it is used for initializing the next swapping trial.
In order to start the swapping method with a feasible schedule, the sensor schedule
that selects at each time step k the sensor i = arg minj ck,j with the smallest cost
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is chosen initially. The method must terminate because there is only a finite but
very large number of swapping possibilities. To bound the computational demand,
the number of swapping trials is limited by means of a predefined value.

4

Optimal Scheduling

Determining the optimal sensor schedule and thus, directly solving the binary integer program given by (2.2)–(2.5) can be considered as searching a decision tree
with depth N and branching factor S. The problem here is that the optimal solution
often can be found at an early stage when employing appropriate search methods,
while the proof of its optimality requires evaluating most of the suboptimal sensor
schedules, which is infeasible for large problem sizes. In this section, the previously introduced convex optimization approach is combined with efficient search
methods for decision trees for early eliminating (pruning) suboptimal schedules.

4.1

Branch-and-Bound

A search technique common for classical decision problems like travelingsalesman or knapsack is branch-and-bound (BB) search. The basic idea of BB
is to assign lower and upper bounds of the achievable objective function value to
any visited node. Based on these bounds, nodes and thus complete subtrees can be
pruned under the guarantee that the pruned node is not part of the optimal sensor
schedule.
For a particular node that was reached during the search by employing the sensor
schedule u1:k ∈ {0, 1}k · S , the objective function can be written according to
J(u1:N ) = J(u1:k ) + J(uk+1:N ) ,
| {z } | {z }
known

(4.1)

unkown

where only the value of the first summand is already evaluated and thus known.
While the value of the second summand is not calculated yet, a lower and upper
bound can be easily assigned to it by exploiting the results of Section 3.1 and
Section 3.2. The value of the optimal solution ulk+1:N of the convex relaxation for
minimizing J(uk+1:N ) serves as lower bound and the conversion of ulk+1:N into
a binary-valued vector uuk+1:N provides an upper bound. Hence, the inequality
J(u1:k ) + J(ulk+1:N ) ≤ J(u1:N ) ≤ J(u1:k ) + J(uuk+1:N )
holds for the objective function value in (4.1).
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Algorithm 4.1 Initially Jmin = ∞. For a given sensor schedule u1:k do:
1: if leaf node, i.e., k = N then
// Global bound of currently best schedule u0:N −1
2:
Jmin ← J(u1:N )
3: else
4:
U ←∅
// List of sensors to expand
5:
for all sensors i ∈ {1, . . . , S} do
// u1:k and uk+1,i = 1 fixed
6:
if costi ≤ C and Ji ≤ Jmin then
7:
Jil ← Solve convex optimization problem
8:
Jiu ← Calculate upper bound via conversion
9:
U ← U ∪ {i}
10:
end if
11:
end for
12:
U ← sort(U)
// Sort sensors based on Jil
13:
for all sensors i ∈ U do
14:
if Jil ≤ Jmin and ∀ j ∈ U : Jil ≤ Jju then
15:
Expand i
// Set uk+1,i = 1, call Algorithm 4.1
16:
end if
17:
end for
18: end if
It is worth mentioning that a valuable upper bound, i.e., a tight one, normally cannot be provided for branch-and-bound for sensor scheduling tasks (see for example
[CMPS06, Hub09]). Here, the solution of the convex relaxation allows calculating
tight upper bounds in a straightforward fashion. These further reduce the size of
the search space.

4.2

Search Algorithm

The combination of BB search with convex optimization is illustrated in Algorithm 4.1, which basically employs a depth-first search. For a given sensor schedule u1:k it is checked, which child nodes should be expanded, i.e., it is checked
whether an element uk+1,i , i ∈ S of uk+1 could be set to one or not. Therefore,
for each child node i ∈ S the minimum cost possible is computed as
costi :=

k
X
n=1

cn · un + ck+1,i +

N
X
n=k+2

min cn,j .
j

Furthermore, the value Ji := J(u1:k+1 ) and the bounds Jil := Ji + J(ulk+2:N ),
Jiu := Ji + J(uuk+2:N ) are calculated, where uk+1,i = 1 and uk+1,j = 0 for
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all j 6= i. Based on these values, a node i is expanded only if following four
requirements are fulfilled:
1. The cost constraint can be met, i.e., a feasible solution exists (line 6).
2. The value Ji of the node is below the value Jmin of the currently best sensor
schedule (line 6).
3. The lower bound Jil is below Jmin (line 14).
4. The lower bound is below the upper bounds of all neighboring nodes j 6= i
(line 14).
Obviously, the third requirement implies the second one. But in order to avoid
an unnecessary calculation of the lower and upper bound, the second requirement
is checked separately together with the first requirement (line 6–10). To further
accelerate the search, the remaining sensors in U are sorted in descending order
according of their lower bounds (line 12)1 . In doing so, the search is continued
with the most promising sensor first in order to force a stronger reduction of the
currently best value Jmin . This value is automatically reduced once a leaf node is
reached (line 1–2).

5

Simulation Results

The effectiveness of the proposed sensor scheduling methods is demonstrated in
the following by means of a numerical simulation from the field of target tracking. The state xk = [xk , ẋk , y k , ẏ k ]T of the observed target comprises the twodimensional position [xk , y k ]T and the velocities [ẋk , ẏ k ]T in x and y direction.
The system matrix and noise covariance matrix of wk of the dynamics model (2.1)
are
" 3 2#


T
T
1T
w
Ak = I2 ⊗
and Ck = q · I2 ⊗ T32 2 ,
(5.1)
0 1
2 T
respectively, where In indicates an n × n identity matrix and ⊗ is the Kronecker
matrix product. In (5.1), T = 1 s is the sampling interval and q = 0.2 is the scalar
diffusion strength. Mean and covariance of the initial state x0 are x̂0 = [0, 1, 0, 1]T
and Cx0 = 10 · I4 , respectively.
1 Alternatively,

U can be sorted in ascending order with respect to the upper bounds.
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Figure 5.1: Number of nodes in the decision tree when applying the branch-andbound-based scheduling methods BBC (black lines), BBL (green), and BBZ (red)
for different time horizons lengths N and for two different maximum cost
functions C1 (dashed) and C2 (solid) in log-scale.
A sensor network observes the target. It consists of six sensors with measurement
matrices




H1k = H3k = 1 0 0 0 , H2k = H5k = 0 0 1 0 ,




H4k = 0 0 0 1 , H6k = 0 1 0 0 ,
noise variances Ckv,1 = 0.2, Ckv,2 = Ckv,3 = Ckv,4 = 0.1, Ckv,5 = Ckv,6 = 0.05,
and costs ck = [1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2]T for each k. Furthermore, it is also possible to omit
a measurement. This option can be considered as having a seventh sensor with
infinite noise variance. Performing no measurement is free of cost, i.e., ck,7 = 0.
Altogether, the set S comprises S = 7 sensors. The scalar functions gk ( · ) are set
to the root-determinant for each k.
For comparison, five different scheduling methods are considered: (1, denoted in
the following by CONVEX) The approach described in Section 3, which directly
solves the convex optimization problem and employs the swapping method for
conversion. (2, BBC) The BB approach described in Section 4. For determining
the upper bounds via conversion, the swapping method is employed. (3, BBL)
Like BBC but without utilizing upper bounds for pruning. (4, BBZ) BB search that
employs no upper bounds and bounds the second summand in (4.1) from below
with zero. (5, GREEDY) The sensors are scheduled in a greedy (one-step lookahead) fashion (see for example [KG05]). For CONVEX and BBC, the number of
swapping trials is set to S · N .
In Figure 5.1, the search performance of the three BB methods is compared. For
this purpose, two different maximum costs C1 (N ) = round 43 · N and C2 (N ) =

12
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Figure 5.2: Objective function values J of the scheduling methods BBC (black,
solid), CONVEX (green, dotted), and GREEDY (red, dashed) for maximum cost
function C1 .
2 · N are considered, which depend on the change of the time horizon length N =
1, . . . , 10. The maximum cost function C2 (N ) allows sensor scheduling without
omitting a measurement. With the proposed optimal scheduling method BBC, the
number of nodes in the decision tree can be kept on a low level. Here, the search
performance clearly benefits from the tight lower and upper bounds provided by
the convex optimization and the conversion, respectively. This can be seen in
particular for C2 , where
PNBBC only visits at most 92 nodes, while the complete
decision tree contains k=1 7k < 3.3 · 108 nodes. The higher number of visited
nodes for cost function C1 compared to C2 results from the effect that the more
restrictive cost constraint provided by C1 leads to looser bounds.
Without considering upper bounds for pruning as it is the case for BBL , the number
of visited nodes increases significantly. But still, the search performance of BBL is
much better than BBZ as the lower bound provided by the solution of the convex
optimization is closer to the true values of the subtrees.
Since calculating lower and upper bounds by means of convex relaxation is computationally more demanding than calculating the simple bound used for BBZ , the
runtime of BBZ is lower for short time horizons even if BBZ leads to larger decisions trees. But with increasing length of the time horizon, the difference in runtime between BBZ and the other BB methods becomes smaller and at some point,
both methods outperform BBZ. For example, with the current, barely optimized
implementation based on MATLAB version 7.9, BBC outperforms BBZ from horizon length N = 9 on for cost function C1 . It is expected that employing an optimized implementation, outperforming BBZ occurs for significantly shorter time
horizons.
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In Figure 5.2, the objective function values of BBC are compared with
GREEDY and CONVEX for the costs C1 (N ). The GREEDY method is the computationally cheapest one, but provides highly suboptimal results. Due to the myopic
planning, GREEDY is not able to anticipate the long-term effect of early selecting costly sensors. In this simulation example, GREEDY omits measurements at
the last time steps of the horizon and not in between in order to meet the maximum cost constraint. The proposed suboptimal CONVEX method provides sensor schedules close to the optimal ones, whereas the computational demand is
significantly smaller compared to BBC, especially for very long time horizons.
CONVEX trades scheduling quality off against scheduling complexity, which is
desirable for computationally constrained sensor systems.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

Employing convex optimization for determining long-term sensor schedules is a
promising approach. In this report, a general sensor scheduling problem for linear
Gaussian models was formulated and the convexity of its relaxation was proven.
Based on this result, two scheduling methods utilizing convex optimization have
been proposed. The first approach directly solves the relaxed sensor scheduling
problem in order to provide suboptimal but computationally cheap solutions. The
second approach provides the optimal sensor schedule, where convex optimization is utilized for eliminating suboptimal sensor schedules at an early stage of
branch-and-bound search. Compared to existing approaches on sensor scheduling
via convex optimization, general linear Gaussian sensor scheduling problems are
covered. Furthermore, both proposed scheduling methods are appropriate for long
time horizons and many sensors, where choosing the better suited approach for a
given scheduling problem depends on the requirements on estimation quality and
computational capabilities.
Future work is mainly devoted to three aspects: improving search speed for
branch-and-bound search, incorporation of nonlinear dynamics and sensor models, and applying model-predictive/moving horizon control. Further improving
search speed can for example be achieved by incorporating so-called Gomory’s
cuts, i.e., additional inequality constraints that reduce the size of the search space
[SM99]. By this means the proposed branch-and-bound search would be extended
into a branch-and-cut search. A completely different way of solving the sensor
scheduling problem would be to employ so-called outer approximation [FL94].
Here, the convex relaxation of the sensor scheduling problem is transformed into a
series of linear programs that finally leads to the optimal (binary) sensor schedule.
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A comparison of branch-and-cut search and outer approximation with respect to
computational demand would by of particular interest.
The incorporation of nonlinear models can be achieved by employing a conversion
of the nonlinear models into linear ones via linearization, e.g., first-order Taylor
series expansion or statistical linearization as in [Hub09]. This linearization can
be combined with model-predictive control in order to facilitate sensor scheduling
for very long or even infinite time horizons.

Appendix
A

Analytical Expression of the Gradient

Since interior-point methods employ Newton’s method, the computation time of
solving the relaxed sensor scheduling problem can be significantly reduced by providing an analytical expression of the gradient of the objective function J(u1:N ).
The gradient is given by
N

∇J(u1:n ) =

∂J(u1:N ) X ∂g(u1:k )
=
,
∂u1:N
∂u1:N
k=1

which boils down to calculating the derivatives

T 
 T
∂g(u1:k )
∂g(u1:k )
=
, 0T
∂u1:N
∂u1:k
{z
} |{z}
|
1:k

(A.1)

k+1:N

for k = 1, . . . , N .
The partial derivative

∂g(u1:k )
∂u1:k
2

in (A.1) requires determining the derivative

with Cxk according to (2.6). With the differential identity (see [PP08])
∂X−1 = − X−1 · ∂X · X−1 ,

X ∈ Rn×n

and defining
w
Cpk := Ak−1 · Cxk−1 · AT
k−1 + Ck−1 ,


T
−1
Mik := Hik · Cv,i
· Hik ,
k
X
−1
Pk := (Cxk ) = (Cpk )−1 +
uk,i · Mik ,
i
2 The

argument u1:k is omitted in the following for clarity.

∂Cx
k
∂u1:k

(A.2)
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the desired derivative of Cxk accords to
∂P−1
∂Cxk
∂Pk
k (A.2)
=
= −Cxk ·
· Cxk
∂u1:k
∂u1:k
∂u1:k


∂Cp
p −1
p −1
x
x
k
C
·
(C
)
·
·
(C
)
·
C
k
k
k
k
(A.2)
∂u


 .
= 
P 1:k−1
i
x
u
·
M
·
C
Cxk · ∂u∂
k
k
i k,i

(A.3)

k

The first row in (A.3) can be written in recursive form as
Cxk · (Cpk )−1 ·

∂Cpk
· (Cpk )−1 · Cxk =
∂u1:k−1
Cxk · (Cpk )−1 · Ak−1 ·

∂Cxk−1
p −1
· AT
· Cxk
k−1 · (Ck )
∂u1:k−1

∂Cx
1
∂u1,i

= −Cx1 · Mi1 · Cx1 for i = 1, . . . , S. For each element
P
i = 1, . . . , S of the second row in (A.3) holds ∂u∂k,i i uk,i · Mik = Mik .

commencing from

As the function g( · ) can be the trace, root-determinant, or the maximum
eigenvalue (see Section 2), the identities
∂ trace(X) = trace(∂X) ,
p
p

∂ |X| = 12 |X| · trace X−1 · ∂X ,
∂λi (X) = v T
i · ∂X · v i

(A.4)
(A.5)
(A.6)

from matrix calculus in differential form have to be applied to each partial deriva∂g(u )
∂g(u1:k )
for concluding the derivation of ∂u 1:k . In (A.4)–(A.6), X ∈ Rn×n
tive ∂uk,i
1:k
x
has to be replaced by Ck . (A.4) and (A.5) can be found in [PP08]. In (A.6), λi is
the i-the eigenvalue of X and v i is the corresponding i-th normalized eigenvector,
with λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ . . . ≤ λn (see [OW95]).
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Abstract: This contribution presents a short overview of the development
of the Mumford-Shah functional (MSF) and its applications in image processing with emphasis on image registration. MSF has been primarily developed for image segmentation having the main advantage of not requiring
prior information. Its main disadvantages are the ill-posedness and the need
of discretization when employing the continuous formulation.
Despite these disadvantages MSF is meanwhile also employed for object
detection, image registration and inpainting. The known methods for image
registration of stereo series perform a pairwise registration mostly based on
grey values. If the image series are combined image series (e.g., stereo and
spectral image series) a registration method invariant with regard to the grey
values is necessary. This contribution presents new ideas of how MSF can be
used to perform an edge based registration of such combined image series.

1

Introduction

The Mumford-Shah functional (MSF) has been developed by D. Mumford and J.
Shah and first published in a short article in 1985 [MS85]. This has been followed
by a circumstantial contribution in 1989, which also discusses optimal approximations [MS89]. The functional can be considered as one of the most powerful
methods for image segmentation, its main advantage being that no prior information is necessary. The main disadvantage is that the functional in its standard form
is ill-posed.
As a result the subsequent scientific researches have been following two directions:
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• The first direction is being given by those who employ the functional in
image processing applications trying to regularize it, or by using a discrete
formulation.
• The second direction is being mainly followed by mathematicians, who research and prove properties of the functional and possible regularizations
mostly for the n dimensional case; see Section 3.

Following, the problem formulation is presented in its continuous form for the two
dimensional case. The main goal is to segment an image (defined as a function):
g : Ω → R,

Ω ⊆ R2

such that the resulting image can be written as:
s : Ω → R,

with Ω = Ω1 ∪ Ω2 ∪ . . . ∪ ΩN ∪ Γ .

The domain Ω of the original image g is segmented in more regions Ωi , and Γ,
which is a closed set of C1 curves [MS85, MS89].
The image segmentation is obtained by minimizing MSF:
E(s, Γ) := µEd (s, Γ) + Es (s, Γ) + νEl (Γ) .

(1.1)

Thus the minimization of the functional imposes with its terms the following
conditions on the result:
• Ed (s, Γ) ensures that the segmented image is as similar as possible to the
original image.
• Es (s, Γ) demands the smoothness of the result.
• El (Γ) demands that the sum of the lengths of the curves is minimal.
µ and ν are weights for scale and contrast. µ influences the dimensions of the
segmented regions and ν influences the contrast between them.
For the discrete case a more common and simpler formulation for describing images using matrices (unlike in [MS85, MS89] where the notion of latices [Her67]
is employed) is chosen. In this case, the image to be segmented is represented
using a matrix B. The segmented image is a partitioning of the initial image. This
means, the resulting image can be represented using distinct submatrices S i of B,
such that all S i put together form B. Γ remains a closed set of C1 curves describing the partitioning; see Figure 1.1. The structure of the functional is the same as
in Eq. (1.1).
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Figure 1.1: Examples for the set of curves Γ for the continuous and discrete
case [MS85, MS89].
The present contribution gives first in Section 2 an overview of the developed models of the Mumford-Shah functional, followed by some of its main properties in
Section 3. Further on, a parallel between the discrete and continuous models is
discussed in Section 4. An overview of the applications of MSF in image processing is given in Section 5. The emphasis is on possibilities to use MSF for the
registration of combined stereo and spectral series.

2

Models of the Mumford-Shah Functional

The most simple model is the Ising model [Mum94]:
E(s, Γ)Ising : = µEd (s, Γ) + νEl (s, Γ)
ZZ
=µ
(s(u) − g(u))2 du + νH1 (Γ) .
Ω

It only consists of two terms, renouncing on the demand of the smoothness of
the result, at the cost of only being able to segment grey value images, by which
foreground and background “obviously” differ [Mum94]. The first term measures
the similarity between the original image g and the segmented one s. The second
term gives the length of the curve by means of the 1D Hausdorff measure [CS05].
The Ising model has the advantage of being superior to the simple threshold based
segmentation, by a better handling of outliers.
The second model is called the Cartoon model and it is the standard model of MSF:
ZZ
ZZ
E(s, Γ) := µ
(s(u) − g(u))2 du +
k∇s(u)k2 du + νH1 (Γ) . (2.1)
Ω

Ω\Γ

The second additional term Es (s, Γ) with regard to the Ising model assures the
smoothness of the result on the entire domain Ω without Γ.
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The discrete formulation is similar to the continuous one [MS85, MS89]:
X
X
E(Γ)discrete := µ
(sk − gk )2 +
(sk − sl )2 + ν||Γ|| .
k

(k,l)

(k,l)∈N

sk and gk are elements of the resulting S and original B matrices, respectively
(i.e., sk and gk are image pixels). N is a set containing the indexes of neighbouring
matrix elements (i.e., neighbouring pixels in the image) and ||Γ|| describes the
length of the curves (generally, ||Γ|| is a measure for volume).
The only assumption made for the segmentation by means of MSF is that the
regions to be segmented are separated by sharp curves. The disadvantage of the
model is its tendency to approximate the curves with minimal surfaces [Oss97],
see also Section 3.
This disadvantage is compensated by the Theater-Wing model, which takes into
consideration, that the objects in the image occlude each other. Therefore the
curves describing the boundaries of the objects can be treated separately and the
problem of minimal surfaces is avoided [Mum94].
Another model is the Spectrogramm model, which is able to segment textured
surfaces by using their local spectral signature in the image [Mum94]. The next
sections of this contribution concentrate on the properties and applications of the
Cartoon model (Eq. (2.1)), as this is the most reviewed and analyzed model in the
literature.

3

Properties of the Mumford-Shah Functional

One of the most important properties of the MSF is its tendency to perform the
segmentation such that the obtained curves are minimal surfaces. The property
of minimal surfaces is that they intersect only three at a time with 120° angles
between them [Oss97, Dav05]. This property also known as the Mumford-Shah
conjecture results from the definition of Γ as a finite union of C1 curves [Dav05]
and holds for the two dimensional case.
Further, the set Γ of curves does not contain isolated (short) curves or dispersed
curves [LS94] . These properties prove the superiority of the MSF with regard to
other image segmentation algorithms, which strongly depend on image features
(e.g., corners and edges).
Another property of MSF is that it is well-posed only in its discrete formulation.
The continuous formulation is ill-posed [Mum94]. [KKB+ 07] proposes an equivalent convex formulation (i.e., if a minimum of the functional is found, then it is the
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Figure 3.1: Example of two different optimal segmentation results of the left
image using MSF [Dav05].
global minimum). Some other proposed regularization are presented in Sections 4
and 5.
The segmentation problem by means of MSF always has a result, i.e., the existence
of the result has been proven in [LS94], but the uniqueness is not provided. A
clear example is given in Figure 3.1. The left image in Figure 3.1 can be optimal
segmented in the two ways shown in the two right images.

4

Discrete vs. Continuous Models

One of the common approaches to use MSF in its continuous formulation (see
Eq. (2.1)) is by approximating Γ with level sets [CV01]. More exactly, Γ is the
zero level set of a Lipschitz continuous function φ segmenting two regions of an
image [Osh03]:
φ : Ω → R,

Γ := {u ∈ Ω|φ(u) = 0} .

The two segmented regions of the image are given by the sets:
ω := {u ∈ Ω|φ(u) > 0}
Ω \ ω ◦ := {u ∈ Ω|φ(u) < 0} ,
with ω ◦ as the interior of the set ω. It is important to mention that none of the sets
ω or Ω \ ω ◦ must be connected. Therefore it is straightforward that Γ is, in this
case, defined as the set of pixels u describing the boundary ∂ω of the set ω.
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The MSF functional is then defined as [CV01]:
ZZ
E(b1 , b2 , φ) :=
ZΩZ
+

(g(u) − b1 )2 H(φ(u))du
(g(u) − b2 )2 (1 − H(φ(u)))du

(4.1)

Ω

ZZ
+ν

δ(φ(u))k∇φ(u)kdu .
Ω

b1 and b2 are the mean grey values in the two segmented regions ω and Ω \ ω ◦ .
H(φ) is the Heaviside function and δ(φ(u)) := D1 H(φ(u)) is the generalized
derivative of the Heaviside function [Osh03]. ∇ represents the divergence.
The first two terms of the formulation of MSF using level sets in Eq. (4.1) approximate the first term Ed (s, Γ) in Eq. (2.1), by supposing that the regions to be
segmented are homogeneous. Therefore, it is only necessary to measure the difference between the grey values of the original image and the mean grey values
(i.e., b1 for the interior and b2 for the exterior of the set ω, respectively) of the
segmented images. The sum of the first two terms is then minimal, if the zero level
set of φ best approximates the boundaries of objects [CV01]. The last term of
Eq. (4.1) is a surface integral and computes in the two dimensional case the length
of the curves represented by the zero level set of φ. The result of the segmentation
is obtained by minimizing the functional in Eq. (4.1) e.g., by using finite difference
method [CV01].
The advantage of combining MSF with level sets like in Eq. (4.1) is that the
smoothness assumption acts regularizing. The disadvantages of the model in
Eq. (4.1) are that it can only segment foreground from background and that the
results depend on the initialization of the curve and the approximations of H(φ)
and δ(φ) [CV01].
Another possibility of segmenting images by means of MSF is using a discrete
formulation similar to the continuous one [EXSE07]:
E(b1 , b2 , Γ) :=

X
X
(g(u) − b1 )2 $u +
(g(u) − b2 )2 (1 − $u )
u

+ν

X

(4.2)

u

X

uk uli ∈N (uk )



wi $uk (1 − $uli ) + $uli (1 − $uk ) ,
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where $u is a binary variable:
(
1,
$u :=
0,

φ(u) > 0
else .

The first two terms of the functional in Eq. (4.2) are similar to the first two terms of
Eq. (4.1) and have the same functionality. The third term measures the length of the
curves of Γ by means of the Cauchy-Crofton formula [BK03], i.e., if the curves
Γ lie between two neighbouring pixels ul and uk , then a weight wi is added,
depending on which neighbor of uk the pixel uli is (e.g., left or right neighbor).
The minimization of the functional in Eq. (4.2) is done using the graph cuts algorithm [BK03, EXSE07], which searches for the maximum flow cut in a graph
having as nodes the pixels in the image and as costs on the edges the values of the
respective terms of Eq. (4.2) [BK03].
The advantage of the use of the discrete formulation of MSF minimized by means
of graph cuts (besides the well-posedness) is that the result is independent of initializations. Moreover, graph cuts guarantee to converge to a ”good” minimum;
i.e., a boundary is given in [Vek99]. The disadvantage of being able to only
segment foreground from background remains.

5

Applications in Image Processing: the image registration case

The only application of MSF mentioned until now was image segmentation. In
this section more applications and modalities to employ MSF in image processing
are presented.
Besides the usual segmentation of an image in foreground and background, the
detection of objects in images is an important topic in image processing. There are
two contributions employing MSF for object detection to be mentioned:
• The first one proposes a method to expand the continuous formulation of
MSF by another term, which contains prior information about Γ (e.g., the
form of the curves) [CTWS02]. This term acts regularizing, such that the
objects can be correctly detected and segmented in the images, even if they
are partially occluded.
• The second contribution provides the connection between snakes, geodesics
and MSF by proving that the minimization of MSF is equivalent to the
minimization of the geodesic snake functional [BEV+ 05].
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Another important domain where MSF is useful is image registration. The main
purpose here is to find a transformation f : Ωgi → R2 between two images gi :
Ωgi → Ωgj and gj : Ωgj → R2 such that:
d(gj , gi ◦ f ) → min ,
with d being an arbitrary distance function, which measures the differences between two images. The registration by means of MSF is an edge based registration; i.e., the only functionality of f is to warp the curves of Γ from one image into
the other; see Eq. (5.1).
The functional for registering two images comprises therefore, among other terms,
the segmentation terms of the standard MSF (Eq. (2.1)) for both images:


ZZ
ZZ


(sj (u) − gj (u))2 du +
(si (u) − gi (u))2 du +
E(si , sj , Γ, f ) := µ 
Ωgj

Ωgi

ZZ
Ωgi \Γ

k∇si (u)k2 du +

ZZ

k∇sj (u)k2 du + νH1 (Γ) .

Ωgj \f (Γ)

(5.1)
The results are two segmented images si and sj
along with the transformation function f and one
set of curves Γ, which best segment both images
gi and gj . Therefore, the first two terms measuring the difference between the original and the
segmented images are alike. The third and fourth
terms ensure the smoothness of the resulted segmented images, such that the smoothness of the
second segmented image gj is demanded on its
support Ωgj without the transformed set of curves
f (Γ). As there is only one set of curves for both
images, only one term is necessary to measure
their length.

Figure 5.1:
The tiger
grabbed in the image series
in Figure 5.2.
As a regularization approach, [Dro05] proposes the Dirichlet boundary condition,
which is formulated as an additional term to the functional in Eq. (5.1). [Dro05]
registers pairs of positron density (PD) and magnetic resonance (MR) images.
This contribution proposes another possibility of extending MSF for simultaneously pairwise registration of stereo image series (i.e., more than two images).
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Figure 5.2: Stereo and spectral image series of the scene in Figure 5.1 acquired
with a camera array. The cameras were equipped with different spectral filters.
The middle transmission wavelength of the spectral acquisition filters is written in
the upper right corner of each image.

Particularly for combined stereo and spectral image series, where standard stereo
registration algorithms can not be applied, could such an extension be very useful.
Due to the spectral component, the images in the combined stereo and spectral
series have different grey values for the same object point; see Figure 5.2. In Figure 5.1 the original acquired scene (an orange tiger with black and white stripes)
is presented.
There are two possibilities of registering such combined image series by means of
MSF:

• The first one is to built a functional having the terms of MSF from Eq. (2.1)
for each image and additionally a term that measures the dissimilarity
between the segmentations:
E(s1 , . . . , sn , Γ1 , . . . Γn ) :=
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n
X



µ

i=1

+α


ZZ

(si (u) − gi (u))2 du +

Ωgi

X
(i6=j)

ZZ
Γi

ZZ


k∇si (u)k2 du + νH1 (Γi )

Ωgi \Γi




ZZ
h min de (u, ξ) du +
ξ∈Γj

Γj

 !
h min de (u, ξ) du ,


ξ∈Γi

(5.2)
with de as a distance measure taking in consideration the disparity (i.e., the
difference between the position of corresponding pixels in the images, which
is inversely proportional to depth) and h a function which ensures robustness. α is a weight for the dissimilarity term. The result consists in the
segmented images s1 , . . . , sn and the sets of curves Γ1 , . . . , Γn .
• The second possibility is to extend Eq. (5.1). For this a labeling function
z : Ωz → L is defined on the set of all pixels Ωz := Ωg1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ωgn in
the images of the series. The labels are disparities between the pixels of
a chosen image pair of the series [GHB08]. z is consequently a function
describing corresponding pixels in the images.
E(s1 , . . . sn , Γ, z) :=


Z
Z
Z
Z
X
X

(si (u) − gi (u))2 du +
k∇si (u)k2 du + νH1 (Γ) ,
µ
i

Ωgi

i

Ωgi \Γi

(5.3)
whereas Γ is the determined set of curves in one selected image. Γi is
computed by image warping using the function z [FL04]. In this case, the
results comprise besides the segmented images only one set of curves Γ,
which should best segment all images of the series and the function z, which
describes the registration.
The advantage of the first formulation in Eq. (5.2) is that for images that are very
different (e.g., spectral images, by which the contrast between neighbouring image
regions differs from image to image, see Figure 5.2) a segmentation of each image
is found, even if these are different; see Figure 5.3. In the second case of Eq. (5.3)
the solution is forced to one set of curves, which in some cases might fail to work
(i.e., such that no set of curves Γ is found). As an example, the segmented images
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Figure 5.3: Segmented images from Figure 5.2 using MSF from Eq. (4.2).
in the lower row of Figure 5.3 are completely different from the segmented images
in the upper row.
Even though the segmentation results with MSF are very promising, further experiments are necessary to prove its superiority with regard to the methods employed until now to register combined image series [GMHB08, GHB08], i.e., the
images were segmented using the watershed transformation [GW08] and then registered by comparing the features of the obtained regions. The main problem of
this approach was that the segmentations of the images were very different (see
Figure 5.4), which has been making the feature based registration difficult.
Summing up, the advantages of using MSF for segmenting combined image series
are:
• The segmentation results for the images are similar, at least for images
acquired in neighbouring spectral bands; see Figure 5.3.
• The segmentation and registration steps are performed simultaneously.
• No prior information or parametrization (e.g., for the segmentation) is
required.
The disadvantages that could be established until now are:
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Figure 5.4: Segmented images from Figure 5.2 using the watershed transformation.

• Opposite to the watershed transformation, which gives a detailed segmentation of each image (see Figure 5.4), MSF segments only foreground from
background. This means that only some edges (those of the segmented
region) can be used for registration. The computed transformation might
therefore be not representative for all pixels in the image. As an example,
the segmented regions in Figure 5.3 in the images acquired at 800 and 850
nm may at most be representative for the face of the tiger, but not for its
legs; i.e., the depth values of the respective scene planes are different. A
possible solution is a sequential segmentation and registration by masking
the regions previously registered.

• In the case of combined stereo and spectral images, it is difficult to find a
common segmentation for all images.

For completeness, some other applications of MSF in image processing worth
mentioning are: inpainting [ES02] and dynamic texture segmentation [DCFS03].
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Conclusions and Future Work

This contribution presented a short overview of the Mumford-Shah functional and
its applications in image processing. It has been observed that mainly one of the
four models given by [Mum94], namely the Cartoon model, is being employed
in image processing. Since MSF is ill-posed regularizations are needed. These
can be achieved either by adding an additional term to the functional (e.g., describing boundary conditions) or by assuming that the regions to be segmented are
homogeneous.
One important image processing application for which MSF can be employed is
image registration. This contribution presented some new ideas for registering
combined stereo and spectral image series by means of MSF. Even though the first
enquires are very promising, a more detailed analysis and tests are required. The
results will be published in future contributions.
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Abstract: Local Bayesian fusion approaches reduce high computational costs
caused by Bayesian fusion. This paper mainly deals with focussed Bayesian
fusion, a special local Bayesian fusion technique, which is easily realizable
in practice. An interval scheme for global probabilities is derived. Using
concepts from information theory and decision theory, other new results concerning the global meaning of focussed Bayesian fusion and its consistency
with Bayesian decision theory are presented.

1

Introduction

To automate the combination of information from several information sources, an
adequate fusion methodology is needed. The Bayesian fusion methodology fulfills all essential requirements on a reasonable fusion methodology [BSW07]. It is
mathematically funded and has theoreticly a comprehensive range of application.
Information is represented by probability distributions in the sense of the Degree of
Belief interpretation. By this, the Bayesian fusion methodology accounts for every
kind of uncertainty in an adequate manner [Lin87]. However, its practical application in real world examples is often critical due to high storage and computational
costs.
By the use of local Bayesian fusion approaches, high costs caused by Bayesian fusion can get circumvented. At local Bayesian fusion, the complete calculation of
the posterior distribution for all possible values of the Properties of Interest (PoI)
is avoided. For this, ideally all task specific information, i.e., prior knowledge
and source specific information, is pre-evaluated. The aim is the detection of values of the PoI that have a higher potential to be the true value than others have.
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Probabilistic statements are then made with respect to modifications of the usual
Bayesian model.
Restricting the space Z that specifies the possible values of the PoI delivers a
straightforward fusion scheme. With respect to the PoI, the actual Bayesian fusion
task gets completely restricted on U ⊂ Z, here. The set U contains the most
task relevant part of Z. All other possible values of the PoI, i.e., the elements of
Z \ U , are completely ignored. Because of its theoretic similarity to the focussing
mechanism of the Bayesian fusion methodology [BHSG08], this technique has
been termed focussed Bayesian fusion in [SHGB09].

1.1

Contributions

Focussed Bayesian fusion has been already considered in particular in [SB08]
and [SHGB09]. The aim of the present paper is to report new results on this
local Bayesian fusion technique. The main focus of the investigations is the
global meaning of focussed Bayesian fusion. Additionally, questions with regard to its consistency with decision theory are addressed. Within this report,
focussed Bayesian fusion is looked from different perspectives. For this, purely
probabilistic, information theoretic, and decision theoretic views are adopted.

1.2

Structure

Necessary basics of Bayesian fusion are shortly reviewed in Section 2. For a more
detailed introduction, the reader is referred for example to [BSW07, Bey99, BS04].
In Section 3, a purely probabilistic view is adopted to derive an interval scheme for
global probabilities. Provided that the global prior relevance of the local context U
is known, this interval scheme is computable within a focussed Bayesian model.
Therefore, it is described in Section 3.1 what knowledge about global probabilities
is obtainable if only their focussed equivalents are known. These results are also
generally useful for probabilistic modelling in cases in that it is unknown if the
domains are chosen comprehensive enough. Possible negative consequences of
the closed world assumption of Bayesian modelling, which usually makes quantitative Degree of Belief statements possible, become clear. Facts concerning a
meaningful construction of focussed Bayesian models are used in Section 3.2 for
the derivation of lower bounds for global probabilities, which are computable if the
prior relevance of the local context is ratable. These bounds complement known
upper bounds, which are reviewed in Section 3.1. The resulting probability interval
scheme is analyzed in Section 3.3. As shown in [SHGB09], an information theoretic quality indicator for local Bayesian fusion makes sense on the basis of both,
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the Minimum Information Principle (MIP) [Wil80] and Walkers minimization rule
for Bayesian inference [Wal06]. The information theoretic quality indicator also
serves as a construction rule for meaningful focussed Bayesian models. In Section
4.1, the meaning of Walkers minimization rule for local Bayesian fusion is further
clarified without taking recourse to the theoreticly more complex MIP. In Section
4.2, the value of the knowledge of the global prior and global posterior relevance,
respectively, of the local context is rated information theoreticly. Therefore, an
information measure, which is the basis of the analysis in Section 4.1, is used.
In Section 5, local Bayesian fusion is considered in the context of decision theory. Bayesian theory distinguishes itself by its consistency with decision theory
[Bey99]. Bayesian inference is even a special form of a decision problem [BS04].
The consistency of focussed Bayesian fusion with decision theory is demonstrated
in Section 5.1. A way to solve a decision problem on the basis of a focussed
Bayesian model by the use of the derived probability interval scheme is discussed
in Section 5.2. Finally, Section 6 is a short conclusion.

1.3

Remarks

By the transformation of all information into a probabilistic representation, fusion
tasks, which may involve most diverse kinds of information, get methodically unified. For the comprehensive validity of the results about local Bayesian fusion,
their development is based on the assumption that the pre-evaluation is done after
performing the transformation.
In case of statistical conditional independence of the information contributions,
the individual transformation of each of them in a probabilistic representation by
a source specific Likelihood is sufficient to realize exact Bayesian fusion, see Section 2. Here, the Likelihood with respect to all information contributions results
from the multiplication of the source specific ones. For mathematical simplicity,
the presented results are based on the consideration of the Likelihood with respect
to all information contributions. However, their special adaption for source specific
Likelihoods is straightforward—at least if the statistical conditional independence
of the information contributions holds.

2

Bayesian Fusion

By z = (z1 , . . . , zN ) ∈ Z = Z1 × . . . × ZN , N ∈ N, the PoI are denoted.
We assume that the quantity z adopts a certain, but not directly observable true
value. Let ds ∈ Ds denote the information contribution of the information source
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s ∈ {1, . . . , S}, S ∈ N, and d = (d1 , . . . , ds ) summarize all source specific
information.
At Bayesian fusion, prior knowledge with respect to the PoI is represented probabilistically by1 the prior distribution p(z) and source specific information specifies
the Likelihood p(d|z). Bayesian inference on the basis of the Bayesian theorem
delivers the posterior distribution p(z|d):
p(z|d) =

p(d|z) p(z)
∝ p(d|z) p(z) ,
p(d)

z∈Z.

If the information contributions are statistically independent given z, which can
be assumed for example if heterogenous information sources have to be fused, a
sequential inference scheme is mathematically exact:
p(z|d) ∝

S
Y

p(ds |z) p(z) ,

z∈Z.

s=1

The computational complexity for the calculation
of the posterior distribution is2
qQ
QN
N
O( n=1 |Zn |) = O(ζ N ) where ζ = N n=1 |Zn | denotes the geometric mean
value. To obtain meaningful estimates for the true value of z, decision theoretic
concepts have to be used. Because they have to applied on p(z|d), Bayesian fusion
demands considerable computational resources regardless of wether the whole
posterior distribution or wether a simple estimate for the true value is demanded as
final result. It gets clear that the complete calculation of p(z|d) for all z ∈ Z has
to be avoided to reduce the computational complexity of Bayesian fusion. Local
Bayesian fusion approaches realize this objective.

3
3.1

Probability Bounds
Meaning of Restricted Probability Statements

The restriction of Z on U mathematically corresponds to a conditioning on the
local context U , see [SHGB09]. The focussed posterior distribution pU (z|d) is
1 The components of d and z are discrete or continuous depending on the fusion task. The term
distribution is used for a density distribution in the case of continuous quantities and for a discrete
distribution in the case of discrete quantities.
2 By |Z |, the cardinality of a discrete subspace Z and the Lebesgue measure (length, area, or
n
n
volume) of a continuous subspace Zn is denoted.
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given by
(
pU (z|d) = p(z|d, U ) =

p(z|d)
P (U |d)

0,

,

z∈U ,
z ∈Z \U .

(3.1)

In the focussed Bayesian model, events3 E ⊆ Z \ U are assumed to be impossible.
Because of the normalization requirement Ron a probability distribution, the global
posterior probability mass4 P (Z \U |d) = Z\U p(z|d) dz of Z \U is redistributed
on U . This is done for z ∈ U by the division of the global posterior
distribution
R
p(z|d) by the global posterior probability mass P (U |d) = U p(z|d)
R dz of the
local context U . By this, the global posterior probability P (E|d) = E p(z|d) dz
of events E ⊆ U gets increased by the distortion factor P (U1 |d) . Hence, within the
local context U , local posterior probability statements PU ( · |d) represent upper
bounds for their global equivalents:
P (E|d) ≤ PU (E|d) ,

E⊆U .

(3.2)

There are two influence factors that affect the degree by that the absolute value
of the posterior probability of an event E ⊆ U is distorted by the focussing. The
lesser the global posterior relevance P (U |d) of the local context U , the more global
posterior probability statements are overestimated by the use of the focussed posterior distribution, i.e., for two different local contexts U1 , U2 ⊆ Z and an event
E ⊆ U1 ∩ U2 , it holds
P (U1 |d) < P (U2 |d) ⇒ PU2 (E|d) < PU1 (E|d) .
The lesser the global probability P (E|d) of an event E ⊆ U , the lesser its absolute
value gets increased by the focussing: for E1 , E2 ⊆ U , one has
P (E1 |d) < P (E2 |d) ⇒ PU (E1 |d) − P (E1 |d) < PU (E2 |d) − P (E2 |d) . (3.3)
It should be remarked that certain conclusions on the basis of a focussed Bayesian
model are globally fully meaningful. These are comparisons of posterior probability statements for events E ⊆ U by the use of probability ratios [SB08]. In particular, the focussed posterior distribution introduces with respect to events E ⊆ U
the same preference ordering as the global posterior distribution does.

3.2

Special Knowledge at Focussing

If the pre-evaluation is performed with respect to the probabilistic information
representations, see Section 1.3, U is defined to contain these elements z of Z
3 Events

are setsRto that a probability is assigned.
notation Z . . . dz stands for integration with respect to continuous subspaces and for
summation with respect to discrete subspaces of Z.
4 The
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for that p(d|z) or p(z) is high enough5 . The introduction of a threshold δ for
the value of the Likelihood with respect to z is critical because there is no normalization requirement for the Likelihood with respect to z. As consequence, δ
has to depend on parameters that give it a relative nature. E.g., the dependency
δ = δ(maxz∈Z p(d|z)) makes sense [SB08]. Another kind of dependency is
described in Section 4.1.
The results of Section 3.1 hold in an analogous manner
for prior probability stateR
ments. The global prior probability P (U ) = U p(z) dz rates the global prior
relevance of the local context U . By the focussing, the prior relevance of U gets
modified to one. However, in many focussed Bayesian fusion tasks, the value of
P (U ) is at least approximately ratable.
Assuming P (U ) to be known, the inequality p(d|z) ≤ δ for z ∈ Z \ U delivers a
lower bound for the global posterior relevance P (U |d) of U :
R
p(d|z) p(z) dz
P (U |d) = U
p(d)
R
p(d|z) p(z) dz
U
R
=R
p(d|z) p(z) dz + Z\U p(d|z) p(z) dz
U
R
p(d|z) p(z) dz
U
R
≥R
(3.4)
p(d|z) p(z) dz + δ Z\U p(z) dz
U
R
p(d|z) p(z) dz
U
=R
p(d|z) p(z) dz + δ (1 − P (U ))
U
R
p(d|z) pU (z) dz
U
=R
=: β .
1
p(d|z)
p
U (z) dz + δ ( P (U ) − 1)
U
The focussed prior distribution pU (z) is related to the global prior distribution
p(z) by the identity pU (z) = Pp(z)
(U ) . The Likelihood of the focussed Bayesian
model is exactly an extract of the Likelihood of the global Bayesian model. To
make these connections clear, the general inference scheme for focussed Bayesian
fusion [SB08] is cited:
pU (z|d) ∝ p(d|z) pU (z) ,

z∈U .

From these considerations, it becomes clear how β is computable within the
focussed Bayesian model.
5 If

an interpretation of the prior knowledge as an additional information contribution is possible,
the analysis can be unified [SB08]. However, this possibility is not used, here.
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By the application of the lower bound for P (U |d), the factor by that a focussed
probability statement with respect to an event E ⊆ U is distorted relative to its
global equivalent can be bounded from above:
PU (E|d)
1
1
=
≤ ,
P (E|d)
P (U |d)
β

E⊆U .

(3.5)

By the use of (3.5), lower bounds for global posterior probability statements can
get calculated within the focussed Bayesian model:
P (E|d) ≥ β PU (E|d) ,

3.3

E⊆U .

(3.6)

Probability Interval Scheme

An interval scheme for global posterior probability statements is delivered by (3.2)
and (3.6): it holds
P (E|d) ∈ [β PU (E|d), PU (E|d)] ,

E⊆U .

These probability intervals are calculable within a focussed Bayesian model if δ is
known and if the global prior relevance P (U ) of the local context U is ratable.
The interval scheme can get easily extended to events E ⊆ Z \ U because by the
use of (3.4), one obtains
P (E|d) ≤ 1 − P (U |d) ≤ 1 − β ,

E ⊆Z \U .

Hence, we have
(
[β PU (E|d), PU (E|d)] ,
P (E|d) ∈ [l(E), r(E)] :=
[0, 1 − β] ,

E⊆U ,
E ⊆Z \U .

(3.7)

In an experimental evaluation, it has been demonstrated that β is a qualitatively
good bound for the global posterior relevance P (U |d) of the local context U at
focussed Bayesian fusion. It becomes shaper with increasing concentration of
the Likelihood on U . There are cases in that the knowledge of the probability
interval scheme (3.7) is sufficient to identify the maximum a posteriori estimate of
a discrete global posterior distribution.
In [SHGB09], the small world formalism has been used to explain the consistency
of local Bayesian fusion approaches with Bayesian theory in a demonstrative manner. Here, the basic essentials of the argumentation will be reviewed and further
expanded.
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For the mathematical solution of a fusion task, an adequate modelling is needed.
It is not possible to model the real world completely. A global Bayesian model
(Z × D, p(z, d)) corresponds to a so called model world. It contains at least that
part of the real world that is meaningful for the fusion task. At local Bayesian
fusion approaches, the actual fusion task is solved only with respect to a so called
local world, which is a real subset6 of the model world. By construction, the local
world has a high chance to be task relevant. At focussed Bayesian fusion, the local
world corresponds to the focussed Bayesian model7 (U × D, pU (z, d)).
Focussing makes events E ⊆ U more probable than they globally are. By the
knowledge of the bound β for the global posterior relevance P (U |d) of the local
context U , this overestimation is reversible in principle. However, this reversion
is to strong and as consequence, it makes events E ⊆ U less probable than they
globally are.
By the additional introduction of a reference world that lies between real world and
model world, all derived probability bounds can get included in the small world
formalism. The reference world has the form (R × D, pR (z, d)) with Z ⊆ R.
Thereby, the probability distribution pR (z, d) is not known completely. Taking
into account (3.7), one obtains for the corresponding posterior distribution:


= β pU (z|d) , z ∈ U ,
(3.8)
pR (z|d) = ≤ 1 − β ,
z ∈Z \U ,


=?,
z ∈R\Z .
At focussed Bayesian fusion, the local world also represents a focussing of such
a reference world. The exact values of reference posterior probability statements
PR (E|d) are known for events E ⊆ U . They are equal to the bounds l(E) of
the probability intervals in (3.7). For events E ⊆ U , the upper bounds in (3.7)
are the focussed probability statements. Hence, for events E ⊆ U , the length
d(E) := r(E) − l(E) of the probability intervals is identical to the absolute value
of the distortion that results from the focussing of the reference world on the local
world. The distortion factor at this transition is β1 .
By the application of the previous results, conclusions concerning d(E) can be
easily derived. The larger β, the lesser d(E) is for all E ⊆ U . Because of (3.4),
a large value of β indicates that the global posterior relevance P (U |d) of the local
context U is large. Hence, large values of P (U |d) generally correspond to small
6 All

kinds of subset relations within the small world formalism are task specific, see [SHGB09].
Strictly speaking, in a focussed Bayesian model of the kind (U × D, pU (z, d)), the probability
of events E * U is not defined. To demonstrate the connection between global and local Bayesian
models explicitly, such probability values nevertheless have been introduced in (3.1) and been declared
to be zero.
7
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probability intervals for events E ⊆ U . It is directly clear from (3.7) that this
connection also holds for events E ⊆ Z \ U . For events E1 , E2 ⊆ Z \ U , it
holds that d(E1 ) = d(E2 ) = 1 − β, i.e., the probability intervals of such events
all have the same length. In contrast, the length d(E) of an probability interval for
an event E ⊆ U depends of the global posterior probability of E. More precisely,
for E1 , E2 ⊆ U , it holds
P (E1 |d) < P (E2 |d) ⇒ d(E1 ) < d(E2 ) .

(3.9)

The proof of (3.9) bases on (3.3). Because of (3.3), its clear that the reference
posterior probability PR (E|d) influences the length of the probability interval: the
lesser PR (E|d), the lesser d(E) is. Combining (3.1) and (3.8), one obtains for
E ⊆ U the identity PR (E|d) = βPp(E|d)
(U |d) . Due to the fact that β and P (U |d) do
not depend on the choice of E, (3.9) gets clear from this identity.
A comprehensive analysis about the best use of the probability interval scheme
may be an important topic in further research. In this regard, it should be stressed
out that by the use of probability intervals, uncertainty is not described purely probabilistically. However, we generally hold the view that the probabilistic calculus
in the Bayesian sense is completely sufficient to handle every kind of uncertainty.

4
4.1

Information Theoretic Analysis
Meaning of Walkers Minimization Rule

Walkers minimization rule bases on Zellners investigation of the information theoretic optimality of Bayesian inference, see for example [Zel02]. He demonstrated
that a distribution r(z) embodies given information in the form of prior knowledge
and source specific information in an optimal manner if it minimizes the functional
Z
F (r(z)) := −

r(z) log p(d|z) dz + KD[r(z), p(z)] .

(4.1)

z∈Z

In (4.1), KD denotes the Kullback-Leibler distance. The domain of F is the set of
all probability distributions r(z) on Z with KD[r(z), p(z)] < ∞.
This minimization rule is structurally different to the minimization rule that underlies the MIP. At the application of the MIP to Bayesian inference, a functional
over probability distributions on Z × D is minimized in the strict sense.
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p(z)

Ip(z) [U ]

p(z|d)
Ip(z) [d, U ]

p(z|U )

Ip(z|d) [U ]
p(z|d, U )

Global Bayesian fusion
Focussed Bayesian fusion
P (U ) additionally known
P (U |d) additionally known

Ip(z|U ) [d]
Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of the information theoretic value of additionally knowing P (U ) and P (U |d), respectively, at focussed Bayesian fusion.
At Bayesian inference, the amount of information about the quantity of interest y
that is provided by the given data x is usually8 defined to be
Ip(y) [x] := KD[p(y|x), p(y)] .

(4.2)

Because of the identity F (p(z|d, U )) − F (p(z|d)) = Ip(z|d) [U ], the difference
F (p(z|d, U )) − F (p(z|d)) measures the amount of information that is additionally
delivered about z by the assumption “z ∈ U ”, which underlies focussed Bayesian
fusion. Clearly, the local context U should be chosen such that the value of this
quantity is low.
As explained in [SHGB09], from the identity Ip(z|d) [U ] = − log P (U |d) it follows that at focussing, one should ignore preferably these z ∈ Z for that both,
p(d|z) and p(z), adopt low values. Thereby, the additional requirement that
KD[p(z|U, d), p(z|d)] has to be hold low enough gives the thresholds for p(z) and
p(d|z) a relative nature.

4.2

Knowledge of the Relevance of Local Contexts

The knowledge of the global prior relevance P (U ) of the local context U is indispensable for the calculation of the derived lower bounds of global posterior
probability statements on the basis of a focussed Bayesian model, see Section
3.2. Here, the value of the knowledge of the global prior and global posterior relevance, respectively, of the local context U is also rated in the context of information
theory.
8 This common definition is for example given by Bernardo [BS04]. Lindley introduced another
definition, see [Lin56]. The difference between the two definitions is often overseen because the expected value of the amount of information about y provided on average by data that are distributed
according to p(x), i.e., the mutual information between x and y, is the same with respect to both of
them. Bernardos definition seems to make more sense, here, because it corresponds to a real posterior
analysis.
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In Figure 4.1, it is graphically shown which connections between a global and a
focussed Bayesian model are information theoreticly quantifiable by the use of the
information measure that has been defined in (4.2). It is marked to what extent the
knowledge of P (U ) and P (U |d), respectively, is needed for this.
If the focussed Bayesian fusion has been performed, the amount of information
about z that is locally provided by d, i.e., Ip(z|U ) [d], can get calculated. If the
global prior relevance P (U ) of the local context U is known, the amount of information that is delivered about z solely by the assumption “z ∈ U ” is additionally calculable because we have Ip(z) [U ] = − log P (U ). Another straightforward
calculation delivers the identity
Ip(z|U ) [d] + Ip(z) [U ] = Ip(z) [d, U ] .
Hence, by the knowledge of the global prior relevance P (U ) of the local context
U , the amount of information that is delivered about z by both together, d and the
assumption “z ∈ U ”, is also quantitatively ratable.
On the other hand, by the knowledge of the global posterior relevance P (U |d) of
the local context U , the amount of information that is additionally to the information from d delivered about z by the assumption “z ∈ U ”, i.e., Ip(z|d) [U ], is exactly
calculable: it holds Ip(z|d) [U ] = − log P (U |d). In Section 4.1, this quantity has
been identified as basis for a construction rule for meaningful focussed Bayesian
models. It is stressed out that in Section 4.1 the knowledge of the exact value of
this quantity has not been assumed.

5
5.1

Decision Theoretic Analysis
Fundamental Consistency of Focussed Bayesian Fusion

Bayesian inference aims at the probabilistic representation and further development of the state of knowledge with respect to the PoI. Bayesian decision theory
also considers the consequences that result from choosing an action a ∈ A. The
consequences usually depend on the true value of the PoI.
A preference ordering on the set A of available actions subject to the true value
of the PoI can be specified by the determination of an utility function u(a, z). An
action aZ is globally optimal if it maximizes the expected utility with respect to
the global posterior distribution, i.e., if it holds
Z
aZ = arg max U[a; p(z|d)] with U[a; p(z|d)] :=
u(a, z) p(z|d) dz .
a∈A

Z
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Usually, a decision maker is termed to act rational within this kind of decision
theoretic model if and only if he chooses a globally optimal action [RN03].
At focussed Bayesian fusion, the global posterior distribution is not known completely. The choice of an action may be based on the expected utility with respect
to the focussed posterior distribution pU (z|d): an action aU is defined to be locally
optimal if it holds
Z
aU = arg max U[a; pU (z|d)] with U[a; pU (z|d)] =
u(a, z) pU (z|d) dz .
a∈A

U

Obliviously, it may hold
U[aZ ; p(z|d)] > U[aU ; p(z|d)] ,
i.e., a locally optimal action is not globally optimal in general. This may call the
global rationality of a decision maker who uses a focussed Bayesian model into
question.
This seeming inconsistency arises if the storage and computational costs that are
necessary for the solution of a decision problem are not taken into account. In
this case, the decision is based on posterior expected utility considerations without
reconsidering the costs that arise for the necessary calculations. At Bayesian decision theory, calculation costs in dependence of the choice of the domains of the
involved quantities are usually neglected. This is because Bayesian theory generally does not address questions with respect to the task specific generation of these
domains9 . In particular, modifications of a Bayesian model with respect to Z are
usually not analyzed.
To make such an analysis possible, let C[V ] denote the costs that are caused by
a Bayesian fusion scheme that is focussed on V ⊆ Z and let aV denote the
respective optimal action. The effective posterior expected utility is defined by
Ueff [aV ; p(z|d), C[V ]] := U[aV ; p(z|d)] − C[V ] .
Generally, the inequality C[U ] < C[Z] will hold for U ⊂ Z. Hence, it is possible that the effective posterior expected utility of an action that is locally optimal
with respect to U ⊂ Z may exceed the effective posterior expected utility of the
globally optimal action. This means that it may hold
Ueff [aZ ; p(z|d), C[Z]] ≤ Ueff [aU ; p(z|d), C[U ]] .
9 See

for example the discussion in [BS04] about the generation of a dynamic frame of discourse.
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I.e., taking into account the significant savings of storage and computational costs
that can be reached by focussed Bayesian fusion, a locally optimal action may be
effectively a better choice than an action that is globally optimal. Assuming that
u(a, z) is uniquely chosen, not negative, and bounded, the following estimation
holds:
0 ≤ U[aZ ; p(z|d)] − U[aU ; p(z|d)]
Z
=
(u(aZ , z) − u(aU , z)) p(z|d) dz
z∈U
Z
+
(u(aZ , z) − u(aU , z)) p(z|d) dz
z∈Z\U
Z
≤
(u(aZ , z) − u(aU , z)) p(z|d) dz
z∈Z\U


≤ (1 − P (U |d))


max max u(a, z) − min min u(a, z)
a∈A z∈Z\U

a∈A z∈Z\U

≤ (1 − P (U |d)) max max u(a, z) .
a∈A z∈Z\U

This means for example that a Bayesian model that is focussed on U ⊂ Z is
preferable for the solution of a decision problem if the global posterior relevance
P (U |d) of the local context U is large and if the value of the utility function is
low for all actions with regard to these values of z that lie in the part of Z that
is ignored at focussing—in comparison to the costs that would be caused by an
evaluation of this part of Z.
If rational decision making is set equally to expected utility maximization, the
given justification has still a shortcoming because mathematically the effective
posterior expected utility does not have the form of an expected utility.
However in reality, the described kind of expected utility maximization can not
be termed always rational: strictly speaking, the calculation of an expected utility
itself corresponds to an act and may not possess maximal expected utility [Sar09].
To formalize this fact, Sargent introduced in [Sar09] the concept of decision levels.
By an (informal) adaption of this concept, the meaning of effective posterior expected utilities can be further explained within the decision theoretic context. The
application of a global Bayesian model and the application of a Bayesian model
that is focussed on U ⊂ Z for the solution of the decision problem correspond
to acts on a second decision level. Their utilities can be defined to be the respective effective posterior expected utilities. After the second level decision has been
made, the actual decision problem is solved on the first level by an expected utility
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maximization on the basis of the Bayesian model that has been chosen on the second level. Hence on the first decision level, the choice of a locally optimal action
that is not globally optimal may be fully rational.
An exact weighting of costs in the form of computational and storage costs and
an abstract kind of utility may not be possible. As consequence, the exact mathematical solution of the second level decision problem will not work in general.
It is stressed out, however, that the main application area of local Bayesian fusion
approaches are tasks where global Bayesian fusion is not feasible due to its prohibitive complexity. In such a case, the costs of global Bayesian fusion have to
exceed the expected utility of a globally optimal action. It is also clear that local
Bayesian fusion approaches will deliver the best possible results if the size of the
local context U is scaled accordingly to the available resources.

5.2

Use of Probability Intervals

The integration of the probability interval scheme that has been derived in Section
3.3 offers an additional approach to the handling of decision problems that are
solved on the basis of a focussed Bayesian model. Exemplarily, a technique for
the case of a discrete Z, which traces back to Fishburn [Fis64], will be adapted,
here. To make it directly applicable, (3.7) is rewritten in the following form:
f (z) ≤ p(z|d) := f (z) + h(z) ≤ f (z) + g(z) ,

z∈Z.

(5.1)

The functions f (z) and g(z) are known while h(z) is unidentified. According to
(3.7), we have f (z) = 0 for z ∈ Z \ U . It must hold
X
X
h(z) = 1 −
f (z) and 0 ≤ h(z) ≤ g(z) , z ∈ Z .
(5.2)
z∈Z

z∈U

On basis of (5.1), bounds for the differences of the global posterior expected
utilities of actions a1 , a2 ∈ A are obtained:
U[a1 ; p(z|d)] − U[a2 ; p(z|d)]
X
X
=
(u(a1 , z) − u(a2 , z)) f (z) +
(u(a1 , z) − u(a2 , z)) h(z)
z∈U

(5.3)

z∈Z

∈ [m(a1 , a2 ), M (a1 , a2 )] .
The first term at the right side of the identity in (5.3) is calculable within the focussed Bayesian model even without regarding values of the utility function for
z ∈ Z \ U . This does not hold for the second term, which contains the unknown
function h(z).
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In the case that m(a1 , a2 ) ≥ 0 holds, a1 definitively has a higher posterior expected utility than a2 has. It becomes clear that a2 is surely not globally optimal
in this case. Analogously, if M (a1 , a2 ) ≤ 0, a2 is globally preferable to a1 and a1
is surely not globally optimal. Additionally, if [m(a1 , a2 ), M (a1 , a2 )] ⊆ [c, d], it
holds U[a1 ; p(z|d)] ∈ [U[a2 ; p(z|d)] + c, U[a2 ; p(z|d)] + d].
Fishburn also describes a method for the identification of [m(a1 , a2 ), M (a1 , a2 )].
Firstly, the elements of Z are ordered according to the value of their utility differences with respect to a1 and a2 . For this, we determine a sequence
(z(i))i∈{1,...,|Z|} as follows:
z(1) := arg max (u(a1 , z) − u(a2 , z)) ,
z∈Z

z(i) := arg

max
z∈Z\{z(1),...,z(i−1)}

(u(a1 , z) − u(a2 , z)) ,

i ∈ {2, . . . , |Z|} .
(5.4)

For the identification of M (a1 , a2 ), this sequence is then processed in ascending
order. Thereby, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , |Z|}, the value of h(z(i)) is set to be the
maximal possible one such that h(z) satisfies (5.2). Inserting the resulting function
h(z) in the second line of (5.3) delivers M (a1 , a2 ). The calculation of m(a1 , a2 )
works mostly analogously. Therefore, the sequence (5.4) has to be processed in
reversed order.
Generally, the identification of m(a1 , a2 ) and M (a1 , a2 ) is not completely locally
realizable. Because of this, a further adaption of the described proceeding to local
approaches could be a topic of further research.
For the rest of this section, the current problems will be exemplarily discussed
with respect to the calculation of M (a1 , a2 ). The determination of an ordering
according to (5.4) may cause problems because it has to be done for all z ∈ Z. In
the resulting sequence, elements of Z \ U may be stand on each possible position.
Verifying the second condition in (5.2) for the determination of h(z) is not critical.
Checking the first condition in
is only locallyPrealizable if there P
exists a j ∈
S(5.2)
j
{1, . . . , |Z|} such that T := i=1 z(i) ⊆ U and z∈T h(z) = 1 − z∈U f (z)
holds.

6

Conclusion

An interval scheme for global probabilities, which is calculable in a focussed
Bayesian model, has been presented. Thereby, the lower bounds are calculable
if the prior relevance of the local context can be rated. Focussed Bayesian fusion has also been analyzed by the use of concepts from information theory and
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decision theory. By these considerations, new results concerning the global meaning and consistence of focussed Bayesian fusion have been obtained. It has been
demonstrated that the solution of a decision problem on the basis of a focussed
Bayesian model can be termed to be rational.
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Abstract: Today’s manufacturing plants are faced with continuous changes
and enhancements. They are equipped with heterogeneous software systems
for different types of tasks, both manufacturing operations and factory planning. To remain competitive, plant operators have to respond quickly to the
situation and requirements of the market. Technology has to support this. Any
change has to be considered, and the equipment and the information technology have to be able to adapt quickly. Technology has to support this: Efficient
modifications result in an increased demand for adaptability or flexibility.
For an efficient and usable information exchange, all systems involved
have to interact as seamlessly as possible in the heterogeneous environment.
This is called interoperability, which is based on the compliance with consistent standards. Therefore, it is not only important how to communicate, but
also what to communicate. Data descriptions must be examined as well as
suitable communication. MES have to form a part of the integrated industrial
engineering chain from mechanical engineering, PLC programming to operations. This contribution deals with some of the challenges that have to be
handled to achieve interoperability.

1

Introduction

MES have to cope with different challenges to achieve interoperability. Interoperability within this context is the ability of different independent production-related
systems to cooperate and exchange information efficiently. Semantic interoperability means that the systems also understand each other. This can also be described as seamless semantic integration. Therefore Flexibility or even mutability
are necessary. Flexibility means the ability to react or the adaptability to several
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known issues. Ultimately, this leads to the adaptability and the ability to react to
unknown issues. This is called mutability.
These topics address mainly the phase of engineering MES. In the following contribution, engineering is viewed as a creative planning process, which is done step
by step in collaboration of different disciplines such as mechanical or electrical
engineers. Within this process, the involved persons are searching for a solution
for an individual, but not particular task. This is very complex and comprises
many participants, ideas, and tools. Thus, it is expensive, time-consuming, and
error-prone [Dra08].
The base of interoperability and flexibility is an integrated engineering chain also
consisting of MES. Therefore, the complete engineering process of MES has to
be changed and even improved. At the moment, engineering of MES takes place
at the end of the plant planning or reconfiguration process and is done manually.
This results in a big amount of manual effort and is cost-intensive and error-prone.
Many different groups are engaged in the improvement of the engineering process–
not only in the field of MES, but also in the more general area of automation and control technology. A German example is the VDI (Verein deutscher
Ingenieure) standardization committee called ‘Integrated engineering of control
systems’ (VDI/VDE-Gesellschaft Mess- und Automatisierungstechnik (GMA):
Fachausschuss 6.12 ‘Durchgängiges Engineering von Leitsystemen’) [SLF+ 08],
[FSM09].
In this contribution, the complex field of MES is represented by production monitoring and control systems, which are a special type of production-related IT. In
this context a production monitoring and control system is a complex central or
decentral IT system for collecting, aggregating/condensing and processing process signals and values in real time. It has a controlling effect on manufacturing
and assembling processes, either in an automated way or by means of user interventions. In line with the definition by Polke in [Pol94], a control system is meant
to support shop floor staff in managing their equipment, and in controlling and
monitoring the production processes.
Challenges and possibilities for the interoperability of MES are depicted in Figure 1.1. These are: Vertical interoperability (1), horizontal interoperability (2),
lifecycle interoperability (3), the interoperability interface (man-machine interoperability/interaction, 4), and an interoperability data representation (interoperability data format, 5). They all lead to new potentials and possibilities (6).
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Figure 1.1: Interoperability of MES
Hereinafter, the author tries to explain how to face these challenges. Thus, different solutions, concepts, and tools are explained, which were developed in different research and development projects at the Fraunhofer IITB and the Universität
Karlsruhe (TH), also in cooperation with industrial partners.

2
2.1

Challenges and Concepts Towards Semantic Interoperability of MES
Vertical MES Interoperability

Future MES will be integrated vertically with the shop floor and collaborate and
interact with components of this level. Plug-and-work mechanisms support this
integration. If something changes within the plant, this leads to changes within
the MES. The vision is an automated integration of new components and the
automated adaption of existing components.
The ProduFlexil research project [SBO+ 09], [EOB07], sponsored by the Federal
Ministry of Education and Research, deals with adaptivity and self-configuration
of manufacturing plants by developing appropriate software mechanisms and architecture patterns that allow plants and plant components to be integrated in an
existing production system as efficiently as possible. In this context, the focus
is on enhancing the flexibility of the plant software and on the configuration and
integration of superordinated systems, e.g., a production monitoring and control
system.
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At the production of the ‘Mercedes C-class’, the production monitoring and control system is connected to 450 PLCs and administrates round about 1000 process
visualization images. According to Fraunhofer IITB’s experience in this field, the
manual engineering effort is 30-40 percent of the total effort for such a software
solution. Out of this percentage, plug-and-play could save about 80 percent.
The pre-requisite for an automated engineering is a self-description containing
all information required by the production monitoring and control system from
different sources [BMSE08]. These are details about the process signals, but also
visualization data. Existing standards in the field of automation technology limit
the amount of describable information. The vision is a plant, which can simply be
linked into the process by ‘plug-and-work’.
Production monitoring and control system engineering of the future will therefore
require a consistent and neutral data format into which existing data formats can
be integrated. It has to answer the question ‘What to communicate?’–Necessary
contents must be structured. At the same time, the semantic of the contents must
be clear. In addition, standardized communication and processing mechanisms
are necessary to answer the question ‘How to communicate?’–This includes the
process as well as the methods. Therefore, the IITB presents a solution, which
combines two standards to form one framework for automated engineering [SE07].
The independent XML-based CAEX (Computer Aided Engineering Exchange,
IEC62424) data exchange format was originally developed in process engineering. Fraunhofer IITB, however, has proved that the format is also suited for the
efficient exchange of data in production engineering [SDS08]. The format takes
account of the problem that the standardization of the tools available on the market only makes sense to a certain degree, if it makes sense at all. The exchange
of CAE (Computer Aided Engineering) planning data between various systems is
structured and organized, and it is used as a standardized data format for the automated engineering of production monitoring and control systems. It is explained
in more detail below.
In this application, CAEX was complemented by OPC UA (OPC Unified Architecture, IEC62541), the service-oriented successor to the industrial OPC communication standard. OPC UA allows for data communication, synchronization and
processing in the prototypical engineering framework (see [Sch08]).
The underlying idea is a consistent standard interface, standardized communication with all systems involved, service-oriented processing, investment protection
in view of supplier-specific formats and ultimately the enhancement of the quality
of data throughout automated processes. Combining both standards to form one
framework boosts the strengths of each and opens up new potentials for the red-hot
topic of “automation of automation” [Sch09b].
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Horizontal MES Interoperability

MES components–even from different vendors–must be integrated horizontally.
This is done by instruments and concepts as Service-Oriented Architectures
(SOA), ontologies or an integrated data management. ProVis.Agent® is a production monitoring and control system and in this respect, a core component of
modern MES. The underlying software agent-based communication enables our
customers to integrate existing applications, which opens up new synergy potentials. ProVis.Agent® can be seen as a vacuum cleaner for data, in other words a
data integration platform.
Today, MES are isolated applications. Tomorrow, they have to be interconnected
to each other in SOA, for instance, based on OPC UA (OPC Unified Architecture).
Each MES has its own view on the common information.
As mentioned above, OPC UA is a standard, which accomplishes to support process communication in a structured way with an underlying user-defined information model. The information model enables users to create a representation of their
plant using the object-oriented model paradigm. The OPC foundation therefore
provides an XML schema for describing these models. Furthermore, the foundation defined a graphical representation for OPC UA information models, which is
much more intuitive for users than the XML representation.
For the information model, the Fraunhofer IITB developed a graphical editor (see
Figure 2.1). It allows to model graphically ‘address spaces’ of OPC UA servers,
which are the ‘living’ online representation of the underlying information model.
Therefore, it provides the graphical base elements defined by the OPC Foundation
and reacts as a normal painting program. The whole application is based on the
Silverlight technology to enable web application.
The defined graphical model can be exported to an XML file, which is conform
to the UA XML schema and can be imported into the OPC UA servers, but the
UA modeller goes even further. It includes the possibility to import CAEX (see
Section 2.4) data and transforms it to an OPC conform description. Thus, MES
can take advantage of the capabilities of OPC-UA servers and CAEX data can be
managed online.
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Figure 2.1: OPC UA Modeller
It is essential for horizontal integration that MES ‘understand’ other systems.
Therefore, the IITB gets involved in standardization. Within the German association for engineers (VDI), the IITB conducts the working group ‘MESlogical interfaces’, which forms part of the MES standardization committee (VDIGesellschaft Produkt- und Prozessgestaltung (VDI-GPP): Arbeitsgruppe ‘Logische Schnittstellen MES-Maschinenebene’ des Fachausschusses 2.5.1 ‘Manufacturing Execuction Systems’). The motivation of the standardization committee results from the existence of numerous standards and the lack of one unique standard.
Thus, machines and plant manufacturers have to adapt to the particular standard
of their customers, which results in manual effort. The goal of the standardization committee is to standardize the communication contents between production
plants and MES. There, machines and plants manufacturers and operators develop
together a common interface. The semantic description of the contents is done by
means of an OWL (Web Ontology Language) ontology. Every user can read this
description, interpret, and integrate it in his automation and IT environment. The
results will be published.

2.3

Man-machine Interface for MES Interoperability

Interoperability comes along with the interaction of different systems as well as
different users. Thus, the interface between man and machine is essential. Humancentered computing providing only required information to the users according to
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their tasks and roles has to be taken into account as well as legal effects. The modified engineering process results from the user’s requirements and possibilities.
Hence, the automated engineering framework consists of different tools providing the user the possibility to influence the automatically generated results. Examples for such tools are the layout manager and the process-product-resource
(PPR) visualization for the engineering framework (see Section 2.1), which are
described hereinafter. Furthermore, a modified engineering process resulting from
the automation of automation has to be considered.
Within the engineering process, the generation of the process control images as
the human-machine interface has to be considered above all. If users create process control images manually, the very same process may be depicted differently
depending on the preferences of the person who has drafted them. Thus, the process control images should be as standardized as possible, while, at the same time,
being as individual as necessary.
In manufacturing, an automated system for image generation will only be accepted
if the user interface is user-friendly and intuitive. The special field of human engineering [Syr70] aims at adapting machinery and other technical equipment to
humans to optimize their cooperation. The characteristics, potentials and requirements of human beings are taken into account, and the visualization of machinery
and/or equipment is based on these conditions. In this process, visualization must
be based on ergonomic guidelines.
The layout of the visualized information has to be as clear and well-arranged as
possible, enabling even inexperienced users to interpret the data intuitively. In addition, appropriate algorithms have to be developed to position the existing equipment components as well as I/O signals on the process control image in line with
the actual layout. Finally, users should be able to adapt the process control images
to their personal requirements. The layout manager generates process images out
of CAEX data. The user just has to define his preferences, the rest is done automatically [SS08]. This ensures that the visualization is consistent and always up
to date.
In addition to typical resource visualization in control technology, the engineering
component also visualizes products and processes involved in the production process [Sch09a]. Products stand for all products and product components, processes
include all kinds of activities, and resources comprise equipment, staff, software,
etc. This classification brings about additional semantic meaning for the system
elements, such as ‘I am a product’, ‘I am a resource’ or ‘I am a process’. The
individual types of elements can be linked with each other, with resources being the central component in this model as resources execute processes and resources process products. The movement of produced products and changes in
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ongoing processes (activities) are visualized on the basis of dynamically updated
CAEX data. The structure of elements, equipment, and products contained in the
images is created dynamically. The allocation of products and processes to a resource (equipment) is equally performed dynamically. It is not necessary to update
processes and product positions in real-time for control technology. The process
signals, by contrast, continue to be visualized in real-time.

2.4

Data Representation for MES Interoperability

Improving efficiency in MES engineering and achieving interoperability requires
an integrated data representation–an interoperability data format.
CAEX is one possible example for such a format. It was developed in cooperation
between the Department of Process Control Engineering of the RWTH Aachen
and the ABB Research Center in Ladenburg. The definition of CAEX has been
taken down in the standard IEC62424. CAEX is a semi-formal description language, which is based on XML. It contains an XML-meta model for describing
the setup and structure of plant data. First and foremost, the format supports library concepts and object-oriented approaches. It is possible to integrate libraries
from users and suppliers as well as project libraries. In addition, both a top-down
and a bottom-up system design is supported. The technical innovation of this approach is the syntactic and semantic unification of the data. This allows decoupling
of the required configuration algorithms from the data sources. As mentioned in
Section 2.1, CAEX is used as a data format within the engineering framework
[SDS08]. To work with CAEX data Fraunhofer IITB developed an intelligent
CAEX-Editor. It hides the XML specific syntax and enables the user to comprehend the data structure at a glance. Hence, it is intuitionally usable and helps to
understand CAEX.
One ‘other’ interoperability data representation to meet these challenges is the
Automation Markup Language (AutomationML, http://www.automationml.org),
which is a superset of CAEX. AutomationML is an XML based data format for the
exchange of plant engineering information. It is defined by the AutomationML Organization. Members are the companies Daimler, ABB, KUKA, Siemens, Phoenix
contact, NetAllied, and Zühlke as well as the Fraunhofer IITB and the Universities of Karlsruhe and Magdeburg. The standardization committee ‘DKE K941.0.2
AutomationML’ (Deutschen Kommission Elektrotechnik Elektronik Informationstechnik (DKE): Gremium ‘DKE K941.0.2 AutomationML’) works on the standardization of the format. The vision is a seamless integration of production monitoring and control systems into the virtual startup and a digital production release.
This allows plants to be evaluated and optimized within the Digital Factory by
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software systems used during real-world operation. The mission is to interconnect engineering tools of different disciplines and to reduce in consequence the
work-intensive engineering process. Therefore, it integrates different standards
and consolidates them ‘under one umbrella’. Hence, the AutomationML architecture consists of many differnt formats. As top-level and semantic-integrating data
format, CAEX was chosen. This is supplemented by Collada (http://collada.org/)
for geometry and kinematics and PLCOpen XML (http://www.plcopen.org/) for
behavior and sequencing. The integration of further standard formats is possible
(see [DLPH08]). The author estimates that AutomationML will become the ‘glue
for seamless automation engineering’.
From the semantic point of view ontologies are also an adequate instrument to
model manufacturing and process plants. CAEX and AutomationML therefore
adapt several concepts and mechanisms from ontologies and can be seen as domain
specific specialism.

2.5

Concept of Automated Engineering

Figure 2.2 depicts the overall concept for automated MES engineering. Its goal
is to provide maximum assistance to the user. Therefore, system-specific CAEX
is created by the CAEX importer out of the existing XML export of the users’
tools. This CAEX data is unified with CAEX data from other tools. To this end,
a mapping consisting of transformation as well as fusion operations is necessary.
After extracting a MES view on these data, a reverse generator extracts systemspecific XML data out of this CAEX data. The whole processing is based on OPC
UA and is completed by a GUI-based interface as Man-machine-interface. The
following aspects cover specific parts of the concept, which are depicted within
the corresponding figures.

Figure 2.2: Overall concept for automated MES engineering
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Almost every production planning tool posseses an XML export. The CAEX importer shown in Figure 2.3 and developed for semantic import takes advantage
of this circumstance and utilizes XML technology. Its purpose is to transform a
system-specific XML file into a system-specific CAEX file. In this process, it support the user and reduces manual work. At the same time, it provides the user the
possibility to integrate his implicit knowledge and helps to explicitely model this
knowledge.
Semantic is in this process incorporated by turning the specific XML tags and
structures into standardized CAEX structures. To achieve this, several steps have
to be processed. First, the user specifies one or more connections between elements from the CAEX XML schema and elements within his XML export file.
This can be assisted by an interactive CAEX explanation describing the four base
structures: Interfaces (logical, technical, and mechanical interfaces), SystemUnits
(types), InternalElements (instances), and Roles (semantic identifier/name). After having defined all possible relations, the user starts the ‘AutoImport’. Within
this step, the XML and XPath technology is used to create multiple connection
between elements out of the starting elments. After a review of the automatically
created connections by the user, the original XML can be transformed into a ‘raw
CAEX’. This means that elements of specific CAEX types already exist, but no
semantic connections between them. This is done in the next step. Roles of an
existing CAEX role library (either standardized, i.e., by AutomationML or userdefined) are assigned to the generated elements. This interlinking must be done
by the user as the CAEX importer cannot imagine or invent the meaning of an
element, but it’s possible to apply learning mechanisms to include and extend this
in the future. Further development focus certainly on the expansion of the user
assistance.

Figure 2.3: Semantic CAEX importer
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After having a system-specific CAEX file, the next goal is to unify the heterogeneous landscape of system-specific data by integrating it into one CAEX ‘world’.
This is called semantic MES Mapping (SMM). It consists of transformation of the
existing files as well as fusion of them. One basic tool for this is depicted in Figure 2.4. It serves as platform for the integration of different mapping mechanisms,
which can be applied. These are for instance name or structural equivalence.

Figure 2.4: CAEX mapping
For completing the implementation of the concept for the Provis-Production-Suite.
A prototypical engineering framework (see Section 2.1 and Figure 2.5) exists,
which processes data in the standardized format CAEX describing plants. By
means of this CAEX information, the engineering of ProVis.Agent® and the generation of images for ProVis.Visu® can be done. The whole framework is based on
OPC UA. It serves as one possible prototype for an automated MES engineering.

2.6

MES Interoperability Along the Lifecycle

Future MES have to be completely connected to the Digital Factory following the
objective of permanent planning. This means that in the case of a change, every
system involved will be adapted immediately. This takes place during the whole
lifecycle where MES are supported by online simulation within the Digital Factory.
Today, the engineering of MES takes place at the end of the plant planning process.
In most cases, the plant already exists at that time and recognized errors are very
time and cost-intensive. However, this engineering effort can be shifted into earlier
phases. MES can be connected to and evaluated against the Digital Factory. In
doing so, the full range of features of those systems is available at that time. This
helps to reduce startup time and to improve the engineering process and results.
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Figure 2.5: Automated engineering framework for MES

From planning to start-up and operation, tools and methods of the Digital factory
are applied. Depending on the development status, as much as possible real systems are introduced. It is important that real control programs are used as early
as possible for controlling the model [Mew09]. At an early time virtual equipment and virtual controller (Figure 2.6, 1) can be linked to the MES. This results
in an absolute simulation below the MES. In the course of evolution, virtual controllers can be changed to real controllers (2). This is the so-called hardware-inthe-loop simulation. If the equipment with the corresponding controllers is assembled (3), the MES can be connected to it and operate on it. In this way, engineering,
evaluation, and optimization can be done step by step.

Figure 2.6: System combinations
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Thus, MES close the loop between operation and planning. Examples for such
a virtual startup of MES are given in [SSB+ 09]. In this domain the IITB manages the standardization committee ‘Digital factory operation’ (VDI-Gesellschaft
Fördertechnik Materialfluss Logistik (FML): Arbeitsgruppe ‘Digitaler Fabrikbetrieb’ des Fachausschusses ‘Digitale Fabrik’). This group of industrial and research partners deals with the development of a VDI recommendation concerning
the main goals of Digital factory operation, possible domains of application and
the application in different phases of the lifecycle. The recommendation will be
published as VDI recommendation 4499 part 2.

3

Application Examples, Conclusion and Potentials

To evaluate the developed tools and methods, various application examples have
been created. For one thing, there are various conveyor systems at hand to validate
engineering and the generation of simple visualization. They include conveyor
belts and turntables as well as a test station or welding cell.
For another, a hierarchical example (Figure 3.1, left) was developed to test the
layout manager, which consists of different hierarchical levels, different equipment
aggregates including conveyors, turntables, and test stations.
To allow for the overall visualization of resources, processes, and products, one
of the conveyor belt examples was complemented by processes and products (Figure 3.1, right). To this end, a three-view modeling concept was developed, which
is a prime example for interlinked engineering data.

Figure 3.1: Hierarchy-based sample application (left) and basic image of the
sample application for resources, products, and processes (right)
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Furthermore, two application examples of process industry were modelled to show
that the developed concepts are also applicable there. The three-view concept
was also applied there, the underlying data format is AutomationML, which was
described in Section 2.4. In the first example (see Figure 3.2), a filling and closing
line for baby food was modelled. The second example consists of a Tetra filling
plant, which is situated within the liquid filling production hall. The example is
described in detail in [SD09].

Figure 3.2: Application example of process industry (1) (plant image source:
Nestlé Deutschland AG)
Semantic interoperability between facilities and superordinate IT-systems inside
the factory becomes the major prerequisite for the future of adaptive manufacturing. Open questions are: how will a corresponding standard would look like, will
there be lots of ‘standards’, e.g., standards related to different branches of industry,
company internal standards or will the manufacturing and automation community
be able to design a common standard for various branches and equipment?
The aspects and examples pointed out in this paper illustrate that interoperability of
MES is not completely realized, but possible. The shown approaches are possible
steps towards this goal.
Moreover, new potentials evolve. Some of them are an automatically generated
documentation and order lists, the calculation of the energy consumption of a
plant by integration of additional slots within the data representation or online
simulation to support decisions concerning unexpected changes on the shop floor.
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Abstract: In many machine vision applications for automated inspection the
illumination design is crucial to the robustness and speed of the inspection
process. Therefore, there is need to investigate and experimentally evaluate
new illumination designs and techniques. We briefly review a representative
selection of illumination techniques that aim to minimize the effort of defect detection by adapting the illuminating light field to the nominal state of
the inspection task. Based on this principle we propose an illumination technique using a projector-camera system which provides inspection images that
directly display differences in reflectance between two scenes.

1

Introduction

The choice of an appropriate illumination design is one of the most important
steps in creating successful machine vision systems for automated inspection tasks.
Since in image acquisition all information about a scene is encoded in its exitant
light field, the incident light field provided by the illumination must be able to
reveal information relevant to the inspection task about the test object. Moreover, in real-time machine vision applications where time is a major constraint,
appropriate illumination can greatly simplify digital image processing tasks and
improve their processing time and reliability. For instance, via an illumination that
results in images with high contrast between object and background, simple image
thresholding may suffice for object segmentation and more sophisticated and time
consuming algorithms can be avoided.
While there are well-founded design rules for choosing the imaging optics for a
machine vision system [BH85], rules for illumination design are less elaborated.
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However, one general design objective is to provide an illumination that accentuates the features of interest, such as surface defects of a faulty test object, while
it minimizes distracting features, e.g., flawless object regions. Some popular illumination techniques like dark-field illumination [Gre04] and techniques based
on polarized light [SUW07] explicitly take care of this demand. In dark-field illumination, a directional illumination is used to enhance the visibility of surface
features like scratches or indentations on an otherwise smooth surface. In the presence of a perfectly smooth surface, which is assumed to be the desired nominal
state of the inspection task, all incident light is reflected away from the camera’s
lens and the captured image is dark. Imperfections on the surface scatter light into
the lens and appear as bright image features. Similarly, in an illumination setup
where a polarized illumination (polarizer) is used in combination with a crossed
polarizing light filter in front of the camera (analyzer), object features with polarizing properties can be highlighted. Viewing the test object in its desired nominal
state where it is assumed that no change in polarisation occurs, the light received
by the camera is almost completely attenuated by the analyzer and thus a dark inspection image is captured. However, object features that cause a rotation in the
angle of polarization, like unwanted refractive index variations or stress in transparent objects, are captured as bright image features. The principle behind both
illumination techniques is to generate inspection images that highlight deviations
from a predefined desired nominal state with high contrast.
Recently, some novel inspection methods have been proposed that take the aforementioned principle a step further by employing more sophisticated illumination
techniques. Techniques like inverse fringe projection [LBOK04][CS07], inverse
patterns for deflectometric inspection [WB07a] and comparative digital holography [BOKJ] are able to directly highlight differences in the shape of two objects.
Defect detection by comparing the actual state of a test object with the desired
nominal state of a master object is a standard task in industrial inspection. In the
case of fringe projection and deflectometry, the shape information of a preceding
measurement is used to computed an inverse structured light pattern of the master object which is then used to evaluate a test object. If master and test object
are identical, a predefined undistorted pattern is obtained. Otherwise, shape differences are directly highlighted by local geometric distortions in the projected
pattern. In the case of holography techniques for object comparison, the coherent
optical wave field of the master object is obtained by digital holography. By illuminating the test object with the coherent mask of the master object, differences in
the shape between the two objects are directly displayed in the inspection image.
All the described inspection techniques have in common that the illuminating light
field is adapted to the desired nominal state of the inspection task. Hence, the captured inspection images directly highlight deviations from the nominal state and
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therefore reduce the effort of defect detection through digital image or signal processing. This means that feature extraction for defect detection partly takes place
in the optical domain, that is, during image formation. We believe that this illumination principle is a promising technique for fast and robust industrial inspection
tasks and is worth to be investigated in more detail.
In this technical report, we apply this principle to propose an illumination technique that is designed to highlight the difference in reflectance and shape of two
objects or scenes. Our goal is to provide a spatially adapted illumination pattern
that results in a featureless flat-gray inspection image if the illuminated test object is identical to the master object. However, differences in reflectance of the
two objects, e.g., caused by defects, should result in detectable image features that
highlight the faulty areas. This goal is archived by utilizing a digital light projector as light source and a technique referred to as radiometric compensation in the
literature [NPGB03].
In the following sections, we describe the setup of a projector-camera system that
is able to generate such illumination patterns and explain the radiometric compensation methods used in our experiments. Moreover, experimental results are
presented and the advantages of the proposed illumination technique compared to
conventional techniques for deviation detection are discussed. In the following,
the adapted illumination pattern that results in a flat-gray camera image is referred
to as the inverse illumination mask of a scene or object.

2

Inspection Image Formation by Means of Radiometric Compensation

In recent years, digital video projectors gained great interest in the computer vision
and graphics community due to enormous technological advancements such as
higher spatial resolution and dynamic range [BIWG08][RLW00][GTLL06]. Since
the radiance of each projector pixel can be controlled separately, they are ideally
suited as experimental platforms for evaluating new illumination techniques. In
combination with a light sensing device such as a camera, systems that utilize digital video projectors as controllable illumination are referred to as projector-camera
systems in the literature. Projector-camera systems allow to project arbitrary complex illumination patterns onto a scene and to capture the corresponding images.
These optically coded images allow computing information about the scene which
is not possible to be retrieved with standard illumination techniques.
Computing the inverse illumination mask of a scene is closely related to the problem of radiometric compensation, which has been widely discussed in the field of
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(a) Schematic of a coaxial projectorcamera system

(b) Prototype system

Figure 2.1: A coaxial projector-camera system.
projector-camera systems [NPGB03][WB07b][AOSS06]. Radiometric compensation deals with the problem of displaying projected images on arbitrary surfaces
with varying color, reflectance and geometry. When an image is projected onto
such a non-cooperative surface, the appearance of the image is modulated by the
spatially varying reflectance and distorted by geometric variations. To be able to
preserve the original intended appearance of the projected image, a camera serves
as a proxy for the human viewer and provides information on how the projected
image has to be compensated prior to projection in order to account for the aforementioned perturbations. For our purposes, radiometric compensation is used to
compute the compensated flat-gray image for a given test scene. Then, the compensated image is exactly the inverse illumination mask that has to be project onto
the scene in order to capture a flat-gray inspection image.

2.1

Projector-Camera Correspondence

For radiometric compensation a precise mapping between camera and projector
pixels has to be established. To avoid parallax errors, a coaxial projector-camera
setup, as proposed in [FGN05], is chosen. As shown in Figure 2.1, a beam-splitter
is put in front of both the camera and the projector optics. In addition, the camera is attached to an assembly of mechanical positioners, which allows a precise
linear and angular positioning of the camera. By a manual calibration procedure,
both centers of field of view are aligned so that a scene-independent geometry is
yielded.
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However, a pixel-wise alignment cannot not be established in a purely optical manner. Hence, a geometrical mapping between points xp = (up , vp ) in the projected
image and points xc = (uc , vc ) in the captured camera image is introduced. For
this purpose, piecewise second-order polynomials for modeling this mapping are
used as proposed in [NPGB03]. The polynomial model for each piece of the image
domain can be written as
xp = Ax̂c , where x̂c = (u2c , vc2 , uc vc , uc , vc , 1)T ,

(2.1)

where the matrix A ∈ R2×6 contains the unknown coefficients for the mapping.
These coefficient are computed by the least-squares-error fitting method using
corresponding points from camera and projector images. Corresponding point
pairs are obtained by projecting and capturing a sequence of binary coded markers, which are then extracted by image thresholding and connected component
analysis.
With (2.1), for each camera pixel the corresponding projector pixel can be determined. However, the calculated pixel positions usually do not fall into the integer grid of the input image of the projector. Hence, the value of each projector
pixel has to be determined by interpolation, taking neighboring pixel values into
account. Due to the well know problems of geometric forward image transformations [Wol94], backward transformation is used to geometric transform and
resample the image prior to projection. The needed inverse geometric mapping is
obtained by swapping input and output points and fitting the polynomial model as
described above. When the geometric backward transformation is applied to an
input image, the projected image appears undistorted to the camera and the captured image matches with the original image in an almost pixel-wise manner (see
Figure 2.2).

2.2

Physics-Based Modelling for Radiometric Compensation

Most approaches to radiometric compensation found in the literature are based
on the inversion of a radiometric model that describes the image formation in a
projector-camera system via a projection screen with spatially varying reflectance
[NPGB03][GPNB04][BEK05a][AOSS06]. The model parameters for a static
scene are computed by projecting and capturing a set of calibration images. This
allows to compensate arbitrary images before projection onto the same static
scene. However, whenever the scene changes, all model parameters have to be
recomputed.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: Geometric transformation of a test projector image (a) and the corresponding captured camera image (b). The geometric transformation of the
input image accommodates for geometric distortions that may be caused by a
misalignment of projector and camera.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the information flow of our projector-camera system and introduces the relevant photometric quantities. Note that the illustrated model applies only to a single scene point and projector and camera are restricted to a single spectral channel. However, the model can be applied to any scene point and all
combinations of projector and camera channels.
Let K ∈ {R, G, B} be a color channel of the projector with spectral response
wK (λ) where λ denotes wavelengths. The scalar pixel value IK in the projector input image is mapped by the projector intensity transfer function pK by the
electronics of the projector to a projector brightness
PK = pK (IK ) .
The function pK is assumed to be non-linear and monotonic. In addition, it is assumed to be spatially invariant but different for each color channel. By modulation
of the projector brightness PK with the spectral response wk , the irradiance
EK (λ) = PK wK (λ)
is produced and illuminates the scene point with spectral reflectance s(λ) in the
viewing direction of the camera. Then the radiance of the scene point in direction
of the camera is
LJ (λ) = PK wK (λ)s(λ) ,
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Figure 2.3: Information flow and radiometric quantities for a projector-camera
system.
which is measured by the camera channel J ∈ {R, G, B} with spectral response
function qJ (λ). The irradiance detected by the camera’s sensor is then
Z
CJ = PK wK (λ)s(λ)qJ (λ) d λ ,
which is further processed by the electronics of the camera to produce the scalar
pixel value
MJ = mJ (CJ ).
The function mJ which relates sensor irradiances to image pixel values is referred
to as camera transfer function and is assumed to be non-linear and monotonic.
Furthermore, it is assumed to be spatially invariant but different for each channel. With the physical model for a single channel, the model can be extended to
three color channels for projector and camera, i.e., J, K ∈ {R, G, B}. In matrix
notation this yields
C =VP,
where





 
CR
VRR VRG VRB
PR
C = CG  , V = VGR VGG VGB  , P = PG 
CB
VBR VBG VBB
PB

(2.2)
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and
Z
VKJ =

wK (λ)s(λ)qJ (λ) d λ .

This is the linear part of the radiometric model which describes the spectral couplings between the projector and the camera channels and their interactions with
the spectral reflectance of the scene. Note that the spectral responses of projector
and camera are unknown but are typically broad and overlapping and thus, they
mutually interfere with each other.
The nonlinear part of the model is expressed by the projector intensity transfer
function
p(I) = P,
where p(I) = (pR (IR ), pG (IG ), pB (IB ))T , and camera transfer function
m(C) = M,
where m(C) = (mR (CR ), mG (CG ), mB (CB ))T . The camera transfer function
is required by all computer vision tasks that need to measure scene radiance, e.g.,
photometric stereo or shape from shading, and its recovery is therefore a well studied problem [GN03]. In our work, the approach described in [MN99] is applied
where images of a static scene are captured with different exposures and samples
of the camera transfer function are implicitly collected. Then, this discrete function
is inverted to obtain discrete samples of the inverse camera transfer function
m−1 (M) = C ,

(2.3)

which is needed to map measured camera pixel values to scene radiances.
The intensity transfer function of the projector can normally be obtained by a
spectroradiometer, but this device was not available for our experiments. However, the off-line calibration procedure described in [NPGB03] allows computing the model parameters V without any prior knowledge regarding the projector
intensity transfer function, provided that the transfer function of the camera is
known. The calibration procedure is based on two steps as follows: In the first
step, the model parameters in matrix V are computed for each pixel. For this
means, the diagonal entries VKK are treated separately by defining the diagonal
matrix D = diag(VRR , VGG , VBB ). Then the matrix V̂ = VD−1 is defined so
that V̂KK = 1, which models only the mixing between unlike color channels. To
determine the 6 model parameters in V̂, 4 images with constant color have to be
projected and captured. For more details on this procedure see [GPNB04].
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In the second step, the non-linear projector intensity transfer function is estimated
for each pixel. Substituting V = V̂D in equation (2.2) and multiplying with V̂−1
from left yields
−1
V̂
| {z C} = DP .

(2.4)

=:Ĉ

Then, since Ĉ and P are vectors and D is diagonal, (2.4) can be written elementwise as
ĈK = VKK · pK (IK ) ,

(2.5)

for each channel K ∈ {R, G, B}. Equation (2.5) shows that ĈK only depends on
the input pixel values IK of channel K and is independent of the other channels.
By defining p0K (IK ) := VKK · pK (IK ) the unknown scaling factors VKK are
included in the unknown camera transfer function p0K and equation (2.5) can be
written as
ĈK = p0K (IK ) .
This means, the function p0K can be sampled by projecting constant images for
each projector pixel value IK = 1, . . . , 255, capturing the corresponding images
MK and determining ĈK via equation (2.3) and (2.4). The samples are then inverted in order to obtain the inverse projector intensity transfer function p0−1 (see
[NPGB03] for a detailed explanation on this procedure). A similar method for
recovering the inverse intensity transfer function is presented in [GPNB04], but
there only two calibration images instead of 260 are required.
Once all model parameters have been determined off-line for a static scene by the
calibration procedure, a compensation image can be computed on-line for any desired camera image. For each desired camera pixel value M = (MR , MG , MB )T ,
the corresponding projector pixel value I = (IR , IG , IB )T can be computed
according to
I = p0−1 (V̂−1 m−1 (M)) .
Note, since the radiometric model is only valid as long as the scene remains static,
the calibration procedure must be repeated making this method inefficiently when
experimenting with different scenes and objects. Furthermore, problems in recovering the projector non-linearity introduced by the intensity transfer function were
encountered in our experiments. Both calibration methods proposed in [GPNB04]
and [NPGB03] were attempted to determine the relationship between camera irradiance and projector input, but with limited success. Both approaches yielded
samples of the intensity transfer function, but however, which were inappropriate
for inversion due to strong noise.
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Error-Feedback Approach To Radiometric Compensation

In [FGN05] and [NPGB03], a method for radiometric compensation using the
error between the desired and measured appearance of the projected image is proposed. The appearance of the projected image is continually measured by the
camera and the computed error is used to adapt the projected image to meet the
desired appearance. Let I be the desired original image and M(t) the corresponding measured image when Ĩ(t) is projected. At t = 0, the algorithm starts by
projecting Ĩ(0) = I. Then the adapted compensation image for time t + 1 can be
computed as
Ĩ(t + 1) = Ĩ(t) + α(M(t) − I),
where α ∈ (0, 1) is a gain factor and addition is defined component-wise for
each color channel separately. By setting I to a flat-gray image and let the errorfeedback algorithm converge to a small constant error, Ĩ becomes the inverse illumination mask. Typically, the algorithm converges after a few iterations (see
Figure 3.1(d)) and is therefore ideally suited for dynamic scenes.

3

Experimental Results

Due to the aforementioned problems associated with the model-based approach,
the error-feedback method presented in Section 2.3 is utilized to compute the inverse illumination mask of a test scene. Figure 3.1 summarizes the results obtained
for a scene that consists of a flat colored background and a gypsum bust in the foreground. Figure 3.1(a) shows the measured camera image when a flat-gray image is
projected. This resembles a coaxial bright-field illumination of the scene. Figure
3.1(b) shows the inverse illumination mask obtained by the feedback algorithm
after 15 iterations. By projecting this image onto the scene, the camera measures
a nearly constant gray image (see Figure 3.1(c)). Figure 3.1(d) illustrates the root
mean square (RMS) error [GW08] between desired flat-gray and actual measured
camera image for each iteration. As clearly can be seen, the RMS error decreases
rapidly and after approximately five iterations no further decrease of the RMS error
is observable.
To evaluate the feasibility of the inverse illumination method for inspection tasks,
the test scene is modified by small paper patches to simulate deviations from the
desired nominal state of our scene. Then, the actual (modified) scene is illuminated
by the inverse illumination mask of the nominal scene and an image is captured.
The results are summarized in Figure 3.2. As expected, deviations from the nominal scene, which are simulated by colored paper patches, are clearly highlighted
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Figure 3.1: Experimental results of the error-feedback algorithm. (a) Image of
scene when a flat-gray image is projected. (b) Inverse illumination mask computed
by the error-feedback algorithm. (c) Measured camera image when the inverse
illumination mask is projected onto the scene. (d) RMS error between desired
flat-gray image and actual measured camera image for each iteration of the errorfeedback algorithm (red, green and blue indicate the error for each color channel).

by the inverse illumination mask. Since deviations in reflectance and shape are directly displayed in the captured inspection image, the effort to detect these can be
reduced. For instance, conventional image segmentation techniques based on color
thresholding [GW08] may be used to identify the faulty regions in the inspection
image (compare Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b)).
Obviously, similar result like in Figure 3.1(d) can be obtained by capturing images from the nominal and actual (modified) scene under conventional bright-filed
illumination and by subtracting the images from each another to get a difference
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3.2: Inverse illumination to highlight deviations from the desired nominal
state of a test scene. (a) Nominal state of the scene with its inverse illumination
mask shown as inset. (b) Modified scene by paper patches. (c) Original scene and
(d) modified scene illuminated with the inverse illumination mask of the nominal
state of the test scene.
image. However, since the usable dynamic range of digital cameras used in machine vision is much smaller than the dynamic range associated with most technical scenes, saturation and underexposures in images are common. Consequently,
by controlling the exposure of the camera so that the brightest scene point is captured without saturation, image regions corresponding to low radiance are captured
with low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
By illuminating a scene with its inverse illumination mask, the exposure of
each pixel on the camera sensor is adapted independently. The notion of spatially varying pixel exposures was first introduced in [NM00] at the cost of
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Figure 3.3: Segmentation in RGB color space by enclosing data regions. (a) Color
distribution of the image pixels in Figure 3.2(c). Each image pixel corresponds to
a vector in the RGB color space. The pixels are densely clustered and are enclosed
by a bounding box which is centered on the color gray. (b) Color distribution of
the image pixels in Figure 3.2(d). Points outside the bounding box belong to image
regions that mark deviations from the nominal state of the scene.
reduced spacial resolution. Some novel approaches have been introduced in
[NB03][NBB04][MSM+ 07] where different optical attenuators like liquid crystals
are used to control the incident irradiance of each camera pixel. In our approach,
the exposure of each camera pixel is controlled indirectly by changing the irradiance of the corresponding scene point, with the result that all scene radiance values
are brought to the same predefined measurable camera pixel value. Consequently,
an inspection image with spatially constant SNR is acquired. Furthermore, by
computing the inverse illumination mask that corresponds to an optimally exposed
flat-gray inspection image just below saturation, deviation detection is performed
in the image signal region with highest SNR.

4

Summary

An illumination technique that directly highlights deviations in reflectance between two scenes is proposed. This is achieved by generating an inverse illumination mask of the desired nominal state of the scene which “neutralizes” the
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appearance of the nominal state to a flat-gray image. By this means, inspection
images with high and constant SNR are obtained that can render the subsequent
digital image processing tasks for defect detection more efficient and reliable. In
future works, we shall investigate the common principle and possible advantages
of scene adapted illumination techniques more formally and attempt to apply this
principle to develop novel illumination techniques. Furthermore, projector-camera
systems in general will be utilized and investigated as programmable light sources
for machine vision applications.
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Abstract: Gaze data contains valuable information about user’s cognitive
processes during execution of a task. In order to use this information, e.g., for
studying user’s strategies or for designing new gaze-based interaction techniques for HCI, gaze data needs to be aligned with the task executed by the
user.
In this paper we propose a novel framework based on the theory of
Markov Decision Processes for putting gaze data into context, allowing for
automated interpretation of gaze position and movement with respect to the
task performed by the user. The model can be used for offline analysis of gaze
data, e.g., for studying gaze behavior, as well as for online interpretation for
realizing new interaction techniques. We evaluate the proposed model with an
indirect object manipulation task and demonstrate how it can be used for intention recognition and/or detection of a mismatch between the mental model
build by the user and the real system.

1

Introduction

Visual perception is an important information channel during manipulation of real
or virtual objects (e.g., icons on a graphical user interface). It allows for perceiving the current state of manipulated objects and/or for visuomotoric control
of manipulators like our hands or a computer mouse. During manipulation tasks,
our gaze behavior is mainly controlled top-down and subconsciously by cognitive
processes which are responsible for task execution. Therefore, natural gaze behavior provides a window into the human mind and allows a conclusion to be drawn
about user’s intentions and cognitive processes. This information could be very
valuable for future adaptive and proactive human-computer interfaces (HCIs).
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However, natural gaze behavior is very complex and is influenced by a vast amount
of factors. Therefore, in order to allow for integration of natural gaze as an
additional modality into HCIs the following steps need to be undertaken:
1. A thorough understanding of natural gaze behavior in dynamic environments needs to be established.
2. Methods for automated online analysis of gaze data in the context of
dynamic environments need to be developed.
3. New multimodal gaze-supported HCIs need to be designed, implemented,
and evaluated.
All of the three points above have been already covered by a large body of research. Natural gaze behavior has been studied in different natural environments
(e.g., during block-copying [PHL01], basic object manipulation [JWBF01], driving [LL94], and playing cricket [LM00]) as well as during human-computer interaction (e.g., [SHAZ00]) and on the field of psychology and physiology (e.g.,
[GBOF08, FJ03]). However, the results of these studies in the form of different
gaze behavior observed during task execution mostly are reported in an informal
way, e.g., as verbal descriptions or as plots of gaze data. Such descriptions can
help to improve the principal understanding of gaze, however, a more formal description of different gaze behaviors in different contexts is required in order to
make results comparable and accessible for automated interpretation.
General methods for automated online analysis of gaze data currently are mainly
limited to fixation detection [SG00, SA01] and analysis of fixation frequency,
duration, and position (e.g., [SA00]). Alignment of gaze data with the task or
cognitive processes often is done manually or is restricted to static environments
(e.g., [SG00, HMR03, SA01]). In order to develop new methods for interpretation of natural gaze behavior in arbitrary dynamic environments a common formal
framework would be very helpful.
Most state-of-the-art gaze-based interfaces use gaze as an explicit pointing device,
e.g., as a replacement for a mouse [Lan00]. This requires gaze to be used for manipulation (e.g., for pressing keys on a virtual keyboard [Lan00]) in addition to
its natural purpose, namely visual perception. Such interaction techniques might
be useful for certain applications, e.g., when hands are not available as an input
modality. However, using gaze-based pointing as a general input technique for
human computer interaction has many limitations (see [BVK09]). Promising examples for gaze-supported interaction techniques are presented in [HMR03] and
[ZMI99]. In both approaches natural gaze behavior is analyzed and the user is
not forced to diverge from that natural behavior for interaction purposes. iDict
[HMR03] analyzes the duration of fixations while the user reads a text in a foreign
language and automatically provides a translation of the fixated word if a longer
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fixation is detected. In the approach ”Manual And Gaze Input Cascaded (MAGIC)
Pointing” [ZMI99] the mouse pointer is placed close to the currently fixated object
in order to eliminate a large portion of the cursor movement. Both approaches do
not use gaze directly as pointing or input device, but interpret gaze data in the context of the task (reading, pointing). However, the link between gaze and cognition
in none of the two approaches is made explicit, e.g., in form of a model. This limits
generalization and development of a deeper understanding of the underlying principles of such techniques. The need for modeling the dependencies between gaze
and the task was also already stated by other researchers (e.g., [SA00] suggest to
use tools from cognitive modeling).
In this paper we propose a new framework based on the theory of Markov Decision
Processes (MDPs), which can provide a common ground for all of the three above
mentioned steps towards adequate interpretation of natural gaze behavior in dynamic environments and usage as additional modality in future HCIs. In particular
we consider the following aspect as important to be covered by such a framework
• Uncertainty of knowledge of the user about the system which is interacted
with seems to play an important role for explaining and interpreting natural
gaze behavior [BVK09]. In contrast to traditional approaches to cognitive
modeling of tasks like GOMS [Joh90] the proposed framework explicitly
allows for modeling uncertain knowledge.
• Multiple strategies may lead to a desired goal when interacting with a system. Natural gaze behavior therefore can be influenced by more than one
of those strategies and by the choice between them, respectively. In the
propose framework multiple possible strategies can be explicitly modeled
and/or generated automatically.
• Simplicity of the framework is important for keeping it applicable for the
above mentioned steps. Even if important components of cognition like
short-time memory are not explicitely covered by the framework, it provides a good basis for investigating and interpreting natural gaze behavior
for many tasks.
The framework proposed here is an extension of the work presented in [BVK09],
where fundamental causal relations between task execution and gaze behavior are
discussed and modeled in a probabilistic framework.

2

Framework for alignment of gaze data

In this section we propose a formal framework for modeling the interdependencies
between gaze data and the task executed by the user. We first derive the formal
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model, then show how gaze behavior can be classified into different categories
related to the current state of task execution. Finally, we illustrate what can be
further inferred from the model regarding intention recognition and detection of
model mismatches.

2.1

A formal model of an interactive system and its mental
representation

The human decision process during interaction with an interactive system consisting of a number of interactive objects can be modeled by the 4-tupel
(Qo , I, P (Qot+1 |Qot , It ), c( · )o ), which defines an MDP. We denote Qo as the
set of all possible states of an object. I is the set of possible inputs or actions which can be performed by the user in order to change the system state.
P (Qot+1 = q ot+1 |Qot = q ot , It = it ) denotes the probability of a state transition
of object o from state q ot to state q ot+1 if input it ∈ I is performed by the user.
The function c defines costs for each system state and state transition, respectively.
These costs can reflect relevance of certain system states for the success of the
whole task, but also cognitive or physical load induced by certain inputs. Without
loss of generality, in the following we will focus on one single object and therefore
omit the index o in the formulas above.
Usually, state transitions in a technical interactive system, in contrast to those in
natural ones, are deterministic. Hence, the state transition probabilities P T for
most technical systems reduce to
P T (Qt+1 = q it+1 | Qt = q t , It = it ) = 1 and
P T (Qt+1 6= q it+1 | Qt = q t , It = it ) = 0,
where q it+1 denotes the state induced by input it . However, the mental model
of such a deterministic system can be incomplete and/or uncertain. Since gaze
behavior is determined by this mental representation of the interactive system P M
and not by the real one (P T ) we chose to use a probabilistic framework in order
to allow for modeling of effects such as a model mismatch (P M 6= P T ). The
different basic components of the model are illustrated in Figure 2.1.
When interacting with a system, the user mostly has a certain goal in mind. He/she
wants the system to take a certain target state, which has to fulfill some requirements. We therefore model a goal as a subset of system states G ⊆ Q with the
indicator function

1 if q ∈ G,
µG (q) =
0 if q ∈
/ G.
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mental model:
PM(Qt+1

| Qt, It)

visual output:
qt+1, qt
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system:
PT(Qt+1 | Qt, It)

goal: G
input:
policy: ¼G(qt)
i

it

Figure 2.1: Basic components of the model.

Such a goal for example can be the selection of a set of objects or their positioning
in a target area on the screen. A complete task can consist of multiple subgoals,
which have to be reached subsequently.
To convey an interactive system from its initial state q 0 into a target state q G ∈ G,
the user has to execute a sequence of actions. In most tasks not only one action
sequence leads to the target state, but many different “ways” can be chosen by the
user. The different policies the user can follow are described as a set of functions
πiG (q) : Q → I,

i = 1, ..., Nπ ,

where the function πiG (q) specifies the action the user will choose according to
policy i when the system is in state q and the goal is G. Nπ is the number of
possible policies.
Given a certain task with an initial state q 0 and a goal G the user has
to decide, which actions are to be executed in order to reach the goal.
P M (Qt+1 |Qt = q t , It = it ) reflects the knowledge the user has about the system, namely which effects a certain input it has on the state of an object and the
system, respectively. If the user had perfect knowledge of the system (P M = P T ),
he could calculate the set of optimal policies for reaching the goal according to his
internal value function c, describing costs for executing the different inputs and the
amount of reward for reaching certain system states. If the user had no knowledge
of the system, he could have the same value function c but would not be able to
calculate any policy, since the effect of actions to the system state would be unknown. Therefore, in this case the user would have to build a mental model of the
system previous or in parallel to the execution of the primary task.
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Two reasons why we look where we look

In this section we analyze what kind of natural gaze behavior would be predicted
by the above model. Generally, we have two reasons to draw our visual attention
on a certain location in an interactive environment.
The first one is control of input i. If the human operator once has decided to
execute a certain action in order to reach the goal, it is important to perform this
input as accurate and fast as possible. Since absolute positioning of limbs by
only proprioceptive feedback is not very accurate [BRS03], vision is needed as
additional feedback channel for accurate position, e.g., of the hand. An input
can be either controlled directly by observing the input device or body part, or
indirectly by observing the system reaction.
The second reason for drawing our visual attention on a certain location is the
verification of system reactions or states. If we had a perfect mental model of
the system and complete and accurate non-visual feedback about our actions i,
we could execute the task successfully with closed eyes. However, neither the
first nor the second assumption is realistic. In most cases the mental model is
incomplete or uncertain, and, as already mentioned above, non-visual feedback
channels (e.g., proprioception or touch) are not accurate enough. Therefore, in
order to create, improve or verify the mental model of the system the user has to
check permanently, whether a certain input leads to the anticipated system reaction
or not. The more confident the mental model is, the less verification of the system
reaction is required.
For further investigations of these two processes, which concurrently influence
natural gaze behavior during human-computer interaction, alignment of gaze data
with the task and system state is required.

2.3

Methods for alignment of gaze data

To align gaze data with the model presented above we use both, absolute position
and movement of gaze. Typically gaze movements are separated into two different components: fixations and saccades. While saccades are rapid eye movements
used to locate the gaze at a certain position, gaze remains almost still during fixations to enable retrieval of visual information. Two different algorithms have been
implemented for automated fixation detection. Both algorithms “I-DT” (Dispersion-Threshold Identification) and “I-VT” (Velocity-Threshold Identification) are
taken from [SG00]. The first algorithm clusters gaze points according to their
spatial distribution, the second one according to the velocity of gaze movements.
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In the following we present methods for interpretation of gaze data in an interactive environment with visual representation of object and system states on a 2dimensional planar display. The state of an object in such an environment can be
described by q t = (pt , αt ), where pt ∈ N2 is the position of the visual representation of the object on the display and αt describes further attributes of the object.
Fixation positions are further denoted with f t ∈ N2 . In order to analyze gaze
positions in the context of a task, we calculate the difference vector v t = f t − pt .
i
− pt with
Additionally, we define the vector wit = p̂πt+1
i
p̂πt+1
= argmax

pt+1

P T (Qt+1 = (pt+1 , αt+1 )|Qt = q t , It = πi (q t )).

as the most probable next object state given a certain policy πi . wit also could be
calculated by not only considering one but cumulating multiple steps of the policy
until a certain horizont of predicition.
Every fixation further is classified into one of the following categories:
P f,i : (kv t k > vo ) ∧ (](v t , wit ) ≤ βmax )
Of,i : (kv t k ≤ vo ) ∧ (wit = 0)
N f : (kv t k > vo ) ∧ (∀i : ](v t , wit ) > βmax )
Of : (kv t k ≤ vo ) ∧ (∀i : wit 6= 0)
Fixations of category P f,i are proactive with respect to policy πi . Category Of,i
contains fixations on objects along a certain policy with no changes in object position, while Of describes all other fixations on an object. N f contains all fixations
belonging to none of the other categories.
The criteria for the different categories only depend on system states at one single
point in time. The time delay for fixation classification induced by a previous
approach presented in [BVK09] can therefore be avoided.
Taking only absolute fixation positions into account for gaze analysis may lead to
problems if gaze position measurement is subject to drift, as it is often the case
with current eye tracking hardware. Therefore, we also classify gaze movements
according to their spatial relation to object and target positions as well as to possible policies. We define saccades as ∆f t = f t − f t−1 and assign them to one of
the following classes:
P s,i : (kv t k > kv t−1 k) ∧ (](∆f t , wit ) ≤ βmax )
P s : (kv t k > kv t−1 k) ∧ (∀i : ](∆f t , wit ) > βmax )
Rs : (kv t k ≤ kv t−1 k)
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Categories P s,i and P s contain proactive, Rs reactive saccades. Too small saccades or those ones too far away from an object are filtered out by the conditions
k∆f t k > ∆fmin and kv t k ≤ vs ∨ kv t−1 k ≤ vs , where ∆fmin is the minimal
length of a saccade and vs the maximal distance to an object.
Proactive gaze behavior which can be assigned to a certain policy (categories P f,i ,
Of,i and P s,i ) can be used for estimating user’s intention. Especially for tasks
with multiple possible policies the policy which will be chosen by the user could
be identified previous to any object movement, allowing for designing new proactive interaction techniques. Additionally, knowing which policy is chosen by the
user according to his gaze movements, a model mismatch can be detected if a different policy is actually executed. In order to reduce training time and to resolve
the model mismatch a hint could be displayed to the user in such a case. More
generally speaking, the interface can automatically adapt to novice or expert users.
Reactive gaze movements are not of value for intention recognition, since they do
not convey any additional information not already available through observation of
system state changes. However, a high amount of reactive fixations might indicate
uncertainty of the user.

3
3.1

Evaluation
Participants and Task

We evaluated the proposed model with a small user study. Four participants were
asked to perform an indirect object manipulation task as fast as possible. The goal
was to move a point from its initial position into a target area as shown in Figure
3.1(a). We distinguish between four types of tasks (A,B,C,D) depending on the
location of the target area on the screen (see Figure 3.1(b)). Subgoals for the two
policies with a minimal number of changes in movement direction of the object
were indicated for each task as small dots.

3.2

Apperatus and system model

The size of the display is 12.1 inches with a resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels. As
input devices we use one single key of a keyboard and a pen tablet, while only
horizontal movements of the pen on the tablet were used. Hence, we obtain the set
of possible inputs I = {0, 1} × N with elements i = (ik , id ), where ik ∈ {0, 1}
indicates whether the key is pressed (1) or not (0) and id ∈ N is the relative
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(b) Mapping of inputs to system reactions and
target quadrants A,B,C and D

Figure 3.1: Experimental task (a) and mapping of input devices (b).
movement of the pen in horizontal direction to the left (< 0) or to the right (> 0).
The position of the point after a state transition is defined by

pt + idt · a0 if ikt = 0,
pt+1 =
pt + idt · a1 if ikt = 1,
where a0 and a1 are the two possible movement directions of the object. The
mapping between inputs and system state transitions is graphically illustrated in
Figure 3.1(b). The mapping was chosen to be distinct from any standard mapping
potentially known by the participants in order to being able to study gaze behavior
under uncertain mental models P M 6= P T of the users.
Figure 3.2 shows the two policies π1 and π2 for a task of type D with minimal
number of changes in movement direction of the object. Note that the arrows
in Figure 3.2 are not the inputs delivered by the policy functions, but indicate the
direction of movement of the visual representation of a manipulated object induced
by a certain input of the policy.
Participants’ eye movements were captured by a SMI iViewX™ HED [Sen03] head
mounted eye tracking system. For transforming gaze positions into screen coordinates a video-based marker detection and tracking system was used (see [BVK09]
for details).

3.3

Procedure

The participants had to execute 60 tasks of different types (A,B,C,D) in random
order, while the order was equal for all participants. Previous to the first task,
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(a) Policy π1 for task D

(b) Policy π2 for task D

Figure 3.2: Two policies for task of type D with minimal number of changes in
movement direction of the manipulated object.
every user was told that only horizontal movements of the pen are interpreted by
the system and the key of the keyboard has “some additional function”. Additionally, users had time to practice interaction with the pen in a separate application, where horizontal movement of the pen changed the background color of the
screen. Hence, no mental model could be build about the mapping between input
and object movement during practice.

3.4

Data Analysis

In the study described here we focus on analyzing gaze movements, which occur
previous to any object movement. Such pre-object gaze movements are particularly
interesting for estimating user’s intention and model mismatches.
Both, fixations and saccades are classified as described in 2.3. In order to obtain
an estimate of user’s intention, information about all pre-object gaze movements
is cumulated by
Π̂G = {πjG1 , ..., πjGM }
with
jk ∈ {i ∈ {1, ..., Nπ }|#P f,i + #P s,i = maximum},
where #P f,i and #P s,i denote the number of pre-object proactive fixations/saccades assigned to the respective policy πiG . In our experiments we only
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consider the two different policies shown in Figure 3.2 (⇒ Nπ = 2). If there are
no proactive gaze movements, intention can not be estimated and Π̂G = {}. If
the number of fixations/saccades assigned to two or more distinct policies is equal
(|Π̂G | > 1), also no decision for one single policy is possible.
The policy actually taken by the user is determined by aligning the sequence of
inputs it1 , ..., itNI with the different policies. We calculate a score si for every
policy πi of a given task according to
si =

NI
X

< ptk +1 − ptk , p̂πtki+1 − ptk >

k=1
G
(m = argmax si ) with the highest score is considered to be the
The policy πm
i

policy, which was chosen by the user for executing the task.
We assume a mismatch between the mental model of the user and the real system
if the estimated user intention differs from the policy actually taken:
G
model mismatch := (Π̂G 6= {}) ∧ (πm
∈
/ Π̂G )

3.5

Results

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show target areas, object movements, and the last pre-object
gaze positions in each task for two different participants. Data from earlier tasks
of the experiments are drawn in light gray, later tasks in dark gray and black,
respectively. In the left figures only data from tasks of type B and in the right
figures only from tasks of type D are shown. For both of the two different tasks
the policies used by the user converged towards a certain policy. However, gaze
behavior differed significantly for the different users and for the tasks.
Figure 3.3 shows data captured from a user (“User 1”) who used proactive gaze
behavior. In the right Figure 3.3 (b) proactive gaze positions are distributed along
policy π2 , which at the same time is the policy most frequently chosen by the
user. In the left Figure 3.3 (a) gaze positions are also proactive, but most of them
are distributed along π1 , while the most frequently used policy is π2 . Hence, the
figure for task B indicates a model mismatch, since pre-object gaze movements
indicate that a wrong system reaction was anticipated by the user.
The user who’s data is shown in Figure 3.4 (“User 2”) almost exclusively used
reactive gaze behavior at the beginning of the task sequence. For both tasks last
pre-object gaze positions are concentrated around the initial object position. Additionally, object paths in Figure 3.4 show much more deviation from one of the
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(a) Task of type B

(b) Task of type D

Figure 3.3: Object paths and last pre-object gaze positions for “User 1” showing
predominantly proactive gaze behavior for tasks of type B (a) and D (b)
two “optimal paths” compared to those in Figure 3.3. This indicates that the user
with proactive gaze behavior has built a better mental model than the user with
reactive gaze behavior or, the other way round, the user with the better model uses
proactive gaze behavior while the user with the worse model uses a reactive one.
At the end of the task sequence for task D “User 2” switched from reactive to
proactive gaze behavior (see Figure 3.4(b)). This also supports the proposition
that a better mental model build over time leads to more proactive gaze behavior.
In order to evaluate the proposed model more formally all pre-object fixations and
saccades are classified as described in 2.3 and 3.4. Further, user’s intention is
estimated as the set of most probable policies Π̂G based on the gaze data and is
G
compared with the true policy πm
chosen by the user. Note that for calculating Π̂G
not only last pre-object fixation as shown in Figure 3.4 and 3.3 is considered, but
all pre-object fixations and saccades are used as described in 3.4. The results of
this evaluation for data collected from four participants are shown in Figure 3.5.
The data in Figure 3.3 corresponds to User 1 and the data in Figure 3.4 to User 2.
Pre-object gaze movements of User 1 and User 4 deliver good estimates of the
policy actually chosen by the user for task D. The amount of tasks of type D with
Π̂G 6= {} is 95.83% for User 1 and 66.67% for User 4. For task B this percentage
is lower for User 1 (52.12%) and similar for User 4 (69.57%). However, especially
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(b) Task of type D

Figure 3.4: Object paths and last gaze position previous to first object movement
for User 2 showing predominantly reactive gaze behavior for tasks of type B (a)
and a switch from reactive to proactive behavior for tasks of type D. (b)
User 4 shows many proactive fixations and saccades indicating a different policy
than the one actually chosen (see Figure 3.5(a)). This indicates the existence of a
model mismatch for task B.
For User 2 the number of tasks with Π̂G 6= {} increased with the time from 50%
for task D (34.78% task B) in the first half of the task sequence to 75% (60.87%
task B) in the second half (complete task sequence: 62.5% task D, 47.83% task
B). However, as we can see in Figure 3.5(b), User 2 produced a lot of mismatches
between gaze and actual object movement at the end of the task sequence.
User 3 shows a similar development of gaze behavior as User 2 (at least for task
B), however, with a lower amount of tasks with proactive gaze behavior allowing
for estimating user’s intention (task B: 1st half 17.39%, 2nd half 60.87% total
39.13%; task D: 1st half 33.33%, 2nd half 33.33%, total 33.33%).

3.6

Discussion

The above results show that the proposed model provides a good basis for analyzing gaze data in the context of a task and in a dynamic environment. The small
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(a) Task of type B

(b) Task of type D
Figure 3.5: Comparison of estimated policy and true policy chosen by the users
for all tasks of type D. Bars above the horizontal axis indicate a match of estimated
intention and true policy, bars below indicate a mismatch. Missing bars indicate
that no intention estimation was possible.
study for evaluating our model already revealed some interesting findings which
need to be verified in further, more extensive studies.
Building the correct mental model for task B seems to be more difficult than for
task D. All of the four participants showed more mismatches for task B. Also
more proactive fixations and saccades could be observed for task D than for task
B. The difficulties users had with task B could be explained by a wrong mental
model about the functionality of the key, namely that the key determines whether
the point moves upwards or downwards instead of along one of the two diagonal
axes as shown in Figure 3.1. However, when asked after the experiments, all users
explained the functionality of the key correctly.
Gaze behavior strongly varyied among different users. However, also similarities
between User 1 and User 4 as well as User 2 and User 3 could be observed. The
differences between the two groups of users seem to be correlated with the quality
and certainty of the user’s mental model. This dependency, if verified in further
studies, could be used for automatically adapting the human-computer interface
according to the quality of the user’s mental model. For users with a correct mental model proactive gaze behavior could be used for intention recognition and for
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realizing proactive interaction techniques. Users with an uncertain or wrong mental model could be supported by adequate hints, which help to improve or correct
their mental representation of the system.
Based on the considerations from 2.2 we would expect the user to look at a certain
location on the screen for one or both of the two reasons: “control of input” and/or
“verification of system reactions or states”. The results of our study can be interpreted in the following way: the more proactive gaze behavior of “experienced”
users is caused by a switch from verification of system reactions for learning purposes to indirect control of absolute positioning of the object at key points of the
task.

4

Conclusion

The proposed model allows for analysis of gaze data in the context of a task currently executed by the user. Uncertainty of the mental model of the user can be
modeled and therefore it also provides a basis for studying the influence of learning processes on natural gaze behavior. We have demonstrated how it can be used
to provide an explanation for “why we look where we look” and as a general
framework for analyzing gaze data in context.
The evaluation of the model in a small user study has been shown that the various
kinds of visual control strategies of the user can be captured by the model and thus
can be made available for further analysis. We have observed that gaze behavior
is both, task- and user-specific. The results indicate, that a better mental model
leads to more proactive gaze behavior, allowing for intention recognition when
aligned with the task. This allows for designing new proactive user interfaces
and improvement of uncertain input devices (see also [BVK09]). However, the
study also revealed that not only a correct but also a wrong mental model leads
to proactive gaze behavior. We have demonstrated that such a model mismatch
can be detected with the proposed framework at an early stage, which allows for
designing adaptive systems providing help to the user automatically.
In future work the proposed model needs to be evaluated on larger data sets and
with more complex tasks. In this paper we have only focused on pre-object gaze
data. However, the model also can be used for analyzing gaze data during object
movement phases which contain further valuable information about user’s cognitive processes. Finally, new user interfaces based on the proposed model need to
be implemented and evaluated. In this context the proposed model also provides a
good basis for real-time recognition of user’s intention and cognitive states.
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Abstract: The essential key capabilities for a mobile robot are to determine
where it is located and gather an idea of its surroundings. For precise self localization several sensors are needed as due to noisy measurements no single
sensor is sufficient. The data from the sensors is fused to a combined estimate
resulting in a more accurate localization. As in most situations positioning
sensors like odometry and GPS alone are still insufficient, for example in case
of collision avoidance, it is preferable to incorporate exterozeptive sensors as
well. Furthermore it is possible to use these sensors to localize the robot in
a map. If a map of an area is unavailable, the robot has to build it while exploring the environment. This exploration and mapping is a very challenging
problem because of noise in the sensor measurements and approaches to solve
this so called simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) problem exist.

1

Introduction

The AMROS (Autonomous Multisensoric Robots for Security Applications) system, currently developed at Fraunhofer Institute for Information and Data Processing (IITB), is an autonomous mobile robotic system for multi sensor outdoor
surveillance of real estates and building complexes [EMF+ 07]. To perform autonomous surveillance and security inspection the robot must be able to patrol
around a building or navigate to certain points of interest.
The essential key capabilities for the mobile robot to be able to patrol autonomously is to determine where it is located and perform path planning and
following. For precise self localization several sensors are combined by means of
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multi-sensor fusion resulting in a more accurate localization. In addition to positioning sensors exterozeptive sensors are incorporated as well, for example for
collision avoidance. Furthermore, the exterozeptive sensors can be used to localize
the robot in a map. These maps can be built from raw sensor data yielding a dense
map or with an additional feature extraction step resulting in a map consisting of
distinct landmarks. In the former case the dense map can be interpreted as a single
landmark.

1.1

Sensors for Localization

To localize itself in the environment the mobile robot platform is equipped with
several sensors. The easiest way to perform localization is dead-reckoning, i.e.,
to use the odometry sensors (wheel encoders) of the robot by incrementally incorporating the measured revolutions of the robot’s wheels from a known starting
position. As these encoders only deliver relative measurements and all sensors are
subjected to errors, the uncertainty of the pose grows boundlessly over the covered distance. In outdoor environments navigation sensors like GPS and compass
can be used. They are measuring absolute quantities and therefore are not suffering from error accumulation but are prone to be disturbed locally by surrounding
objects. The measurements of the compass are degraded by disturbances of the
terrestrial magnetic field, e.g., by metal fences or ventilation fans of air condition
systems. Using a Differential GPS receiver the significant remaining source of error is the multipath propagation due to reflections and shadowing effects of large
objects like buildings. As the multipaths are dependent on the constellation of the
receiver and the satellites relative to nearby reflecting surfaces the errors are time
variant and locally varying [EFK08].
In addition, sensors which observe the environment like a laser scanner or camera
can be used for localization in a map. For navigation, a map is also advantageous as
it provides the possibility of path planning beyond the actual sensor coverage. The
required map can be provided by an official site plan of the real estate. However
the main disadvantage with this approach is that it is not granted that the sensors
detect the same objects as specified by the given map. Hence, in most cases, it
is better to create a map from the sensor data the robot gathers while exploring
the environment for the first time. This is a very challenging problem because of
uncertainties in the sensor measurements as can be seen in Figure 1.1. Because all
sensor measurements contain errors and the estimate of the robot’s pose depends
on the map and vice versa, the resulting map may become inconsistent [DWB06a].
The map was built as occupancy grid map by naı̈ve recording of the sensor data,
i.e., the robot’s odometry and a 180° 2D laser scanner (SICK LMS 200). It represents the world discretely as a 2D matrix. Its cells are considered independent and
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Figure 1.1: Naı̈ve recording of the sensor data and the robot’s path, estimated by
odometry only.
contain the probability of being occupied. A simple algorithm based on a frequentist approach is used for updating the cells: Each cell cx,y of the map contains two
values, one to count how often the cell has been inspected (ix,y ) and the other one
counts how often the cell has been found occupied (ox,y ). Each laser beam can be
described by a line from the sensor’s origin to the endpoint. The cell containing
the endpoint is deemed occupied, thus ix,y and ox,y are both incremented. For all
other cells being crossed by the line, only ix,y is incremented. The probability of
the cell being occupied is
px,y = p(cx,y
k )=

ix,y
k
ox,y
k

(1.1)

with k indicating the time. In Figure 1.1, dark areas show a low probability of
occupation, while the bright ones are occupied with high probability and gray
indicates no information. It can clearly be seen that the noise of the sensor data
results in an inconsistent map as the robot’s return path shows a second corridor
where there is only one.

2

Probabilistic Simultaneous Localization and Mapping

To build a precise and correct map, the robot has to simultaneously localize itself in
the so far registered map which contains errors and has to update it continuously.
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Figure 2.1: The SLAM problem as a Dynamic Bayes Network.
Consequently, the map built becomes inconsistent unless the dependencies between the uncertainty in the pose and the errors in the map are taken into account.
By observing areas or features of the map several times, the uncertainties in the
map are decreased and the map converges to a better solution. Several approaches
of probabilistic mapping exist to solve this so called simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) problem [DWB06a]. The SLAM problem and its dependencies between the state variables can be modeled as random variables in a Dynamic
Bayes Network (DBN), see Figure 2.1 [TBF05]. The path x of the robot is depicted in green, while k denotes the time steps. The position sensor measurements
are denoted as control inputs u and are shown in yellow. The measurements z of
the sensors observing the environment, so called exterozeptive sensors, are shown
in orange. They measure features θ of the environment. These features are also
called landmarks. The data association n is a very important auxiliary requirement
as it represents the correct associations between observations and landmarks in the
map. A SLAM algorithm has to estimate the full SLAM posterior
p(xk , Θ|z k , uk , nk )
where Θ = θN = [θ1 , θ2 , ..., θN ] is the map consisting of all N landmarks θ. A
variable with superscripted time like xk denotes the set of all its instances up to
time k.
There are several criteria for an algorithm solving the SLAM problem to converge
to a better solution when re-observing known parts of the map: The first criterion
is the incorporation of the dependencies between the pose of the mobile robot and
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the map or landmarks respectively and between landmarks themselves. Secondly, a
robust data association is important as wrong associations can lead to catastrophic
failures. Thirdly, in dynamic environments the detection of moving objects has to
be considered as they have to be eliminated from sensor data prior to mapping. If
data from dynamic objects is used for landmarks the map will most likely contain
spurious information or will even be completely incorrect.
Solving the DBN problem directly is computationally demanding as the effort
grows exponentially with time k. But the problem can be also seen as Markov
chain, cf. Figure 2.1. Given the Markov assumption that the present state is fully
described by the previous state and the current measurements, the problem can be
computed recursively and the map is built incrementally. This recursive update
scheme is also known as Bayes filter. In most cases the recursive update is not
solvable in closed form, meaning approximations are inevitable. By restricting the
SLAM posterior, the motion model, and the measurement model to multivariate
Gaussian distributions the well known Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) can be used
to estimate the full SLAM posterior [DNC+ 01]. Neglecting the state of the robot,
its memory requirement is quadratic in the number of landmarks while the computational complexity is even greater than O(N 2 ) as the covariance matrix has
to be inverted. Due to the high dimensionality of the problem when dealing with
maps containing a lot of landmarks the EKF can become computationally infeasible. Furthermore only unimodal distributions can be modeled and only a single
hypothesis in data association can be maintained. This renders the algorithm susceptible to ambiguous situations and incorrectly incorporated observations cannot
be removed. If many wrong associations occur, the algorithm will diverge. To
reduce the impact of wrong data associations in target tracking applications the
Multi Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) approach has been introduced [Rei79]. In situations where several association hypothesis are probable, new EKFs are instantiated according to each hypothesis, multiplying the computational effort. To keep
the number of filters from increasing steadily, heuristics are needed to remove
improbable hypotheses over time.
In contrast to the Kalman filter approaches being parametric approximations an
alternative method is discretization of the probability distribution. The complete
discretization of the state space would lead to either a very coarse representation
or incredibly high demand for computational power and memory. A more efficient
discretization strategy can be achieved with particle filters. Particle filters represent distributions with a finite set of samples, whereas the density of the samples
is proportional to the probability of the state. They have the capability to model
multi-modal distributions and implicitly incorporate multiple hypotheses over data
associations. On the other hand standard particle filters are only suitable for low
dimensional problems as in the worst case the required number of particles grows
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exponentially with the dimension of the state space. The dimensionality of the
SLAM problem also grows with the number of landmarks and the particle filter
may become inapplicable. However, it is possible to condition the landmark estimates on the robot’s path allowing the SLAM problem to be factored into independent landmark estimation problems, which is an instance of the Rao-Blackwellized
particle filter [DdFMR00].

3
3.1

Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter SLAM
Factorization of the SLAM Posterior

An implementation of a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter algorithm in the context of SLAM known as FastSLAM, was presented by Thrun et al. [MTDW02].
Regarding the Dynamic Bayes Network in Figure 2.1 it becomes evident that if
the robot’s path is known, the landmarks become conditionally independent from
each other. Applying this condition to the particle filter, each particle represents
a hypothesis of the true path of the robot, meaning the landmarks can be estimated independently, i.e., the SLAM posterior can be factored in the following
way [TBF05]:
N
Y
p(xk , Θ|z k , uk , nk ) = p(xk |z k , uk , nk )
p(θn |xk , z k , uk , nk ) .
n=1

The particles sample the distribution of the path posterior
p(xk |z k , uk , nk ) .

(3.1)

Each particle has N independent landmark estimators attached to it, meaning
every particle is carrying its own map. If the errors of the observations of the
landmarks are modeled as Gaussians these estimators are EKFs. The crosscorrelations between landmarks do not have to be maintained explicitly like in
the full EKF-SLAM, but are merely implicitly incorporated by the condition of
known paths.
It is not possible to directly sample from the target distribution, i.e., the path posterior (3.1). Therefore the M samples are drawn from the probabilistic motion model
[m]
p(xk |uk , xk−1 ) for each particle [m] separately. The propagation of the particle
with the motion model in combination with the assumption that the particles from
the previous time step are distributed according to p(xk−1,[m] |z k−1 , uk−1 , nk−1 )
yields the proposal distribution
[m]

[m]

p(xk,[m] |z k−1 , uk , nk−1,[m] ) = p(xk |uk , xk−1 )p(xk−1,[m] |z k−1 , uk−1 , nk−1 ) .
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In addition, each sample is given an importance weight which is the ratio of the
target distribution and the proposal distribution. This ratio is proportional to the
observation likelihood. Thus the set of weighted particles represents the probability distribution of the full SLAM posterior. As the landmark estimators are EKFs,
the importance weights can be calculated by means of innovation, which is the
difference between the current observation zk and the predicted observation ẑn[m]
k
based on the map
[m]

wk

=

target distribution
p(xk,[m] |z k , uk , nk,[m] )
=
proposal distribution
p(xk,[m] |z k−1 , uk , nk−1,[m] )

(3.2)

∝ p(zk |xk,[m] , z k−1 , uk , nk,[m] )


1
1
T −1
q
=
exp − (zk − ẑn[m] ,k ) Z [m] (zk − ẑn[m] ,k ) ,
nk ,k
k
k
2
|2πZn[m] ,k |
k

Zn[m] ,k being the innovation covariance matrix
k

Zn[m] ,k = HP
k

[m]
[m]

nk ,k−1

HT + R

(3.3)

with the linearized measurement model H, the covariance of the observed landmark Pn[m] and the measurement noise R [MT07]. The observed landmarks are
k
updated separately with an EKF. If several landmarks are observed at once, they
can be computed sequentially as the are conditionally independent.
If this recursive algorithm is processed for a long time it may suffer from degeneration of the particle weights, i.e., most of the wk become very small. To avoid the
degeneration an algorithm called Sequential Importance Resampling (SIR) was introduced by Rubin [Rub88]. Therein, a new set of unweighted particles is drawn
from the present set by sampling with replacement with probability proportional
to wk . Afterwards the importance weights are reset to wk = 1/M , which means
the set now consists of unweighted samples.

3.2

Consequences of Resampling

The necessary resampling has some drawbacks on the performance and convergence speed of the algorithm. In the resampling step particles are thrown away
while others are duplicated possibly several times. This so called sample impoverishment or particle depletion reduces the sample diversity and thus the performance of the algorithm degrades. As the dependencies between the landmarks are
not used explicitly but merely bound to the condition of a known path, this leads to
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an underestimation of the landmarks covariances and a slower convergence speed
of the algorithm or even a complete failure.
There are several reasons for sample impoverishment. If the robot is equipped with
noisy position sensors and accurate measurements of landmarks, the proposal and
target distribution do not match very well in the sense that many particles will get
very low importance weights and will be thrown away in the next resampling step
with high probability. A sensor configuration like this is found very often in mobile
robotics as most odometry sensors are not very accurate. An extension to the presented algorithm, the FastSLAM 2.0 algorithm, dealing with this problem has been
introduced by Montemerlo et al. [MT07]. It addresses the dissimilarity of proposal
and target distribution by introducing a new proposal distribution incorporating the
present sensor measurement. This will be discussed in Section 3.3.
A situation where a lot of samples are thrown away is the closure of large loops.
Due to error accumulation of relative position sensors like odometry the uncertainty in the robot’s path grows while traveling through unknown areas. While
closing a loop the robot enters known territory and the uncertainty in pose becomes very low. Thus a lot of particles are deleted from the set. Another aspect
regarding the growth of uncertainty in the context of closing large loops is the required amount of particles to ensure their diversity. The larger the loop the more
samples are required. To address this issue, the fusion of relative measuring sensors with absolute measuring sensors like GPS and compass to confine the global
error has been investigated in [EFK08].
Another reason are ambiguities in data association when dealing with densely
spaced point landmarks or in situations where the uncertainty in pose is very high.
The latter is especially prominent when closing loops while only using relative
sensors as the uncertainty in the pose steadily increases while driving in previously unknown territory. The problem originates from modeling the landmarks
as points. It can be very difficult to distinguish landmarks in the aforementioned
situations as the only discrimination possible is by the positions of the landmarks.
It is apparent, that an additional appearance-based attribute could improve the robustness of the data association. The idea of an extended data association will be
presented in Section 4.

3.3

Gridmapping with FastSLAM 2.0

Particle filters yield good results when the proposal and posterior distributions are
similar. Thus sampling from the motion model can be disadvantageous when the
robot’s motion is very noisy compared to the ambient sensors. In this case many
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particles are discarded in the resampling step, degrading the performance of the
filter.
To obtain a proposal distribution that better matches the target distribution the
most recent sensor observations are incorporated into the proposal distribution.
[m]
The particles xk are thus drawn proportional to p(xk |xk−1,[m] , z k , uk , nk,[m] ).
The new sampling distribution is obtained in an EKF estimation step per particle.
The prior distribution for the EKF is provided by the linear Gaussian propagation
of the particle of the previous time step. The likelihood of the measurement zk
is fused in the standard EKF update step and a new particle is drawn from the
resulting Gaussian.
The path posterior of the previous time step is assumed to be distributed according to p(xk−1,[m] |z k−1 , uk−1 , nk−1 ) as before. Together with the new sampling
distribution the proposal distribution is now given by the product
[m]

p(xk |xk−1,[m] , z k , uk , nk,[m] )p(xk−1,[m] |z k−1 , uk−1 , nk−1,[m] ) .
The importance weights have to be adapted accordingly, since the proposal
distribution has been changed:
[m]

wk

=
=

target distribution
proposal distribution
p(xk,[m] |z k , uk , nk,[m] )
[m]

p(xk |xk−1,[m] , z k , uk , nk,[m] )p(xk−1,[m] |z k−1 , uk−1 , nk−1,[m] )

∝ p(zk |xk−1,[m] , z k−1 , uk , nk,[m] ) .
As several concurrently observed landmarks are incorporated one after another, the
data association is done sequentially also. Thus the association of the first landmark will still be difficult as at this point only knowledge from the motion model
is available which is very noisy, i.e., in FastSLAM 2.0 the order of incorporating
several landmarks has to be considered [MT07].
An instance of FastSLAM 2.0 was implemented with a laser scanner and occupancy gridmaps similar to the algorithm found in [GSB07]. To compute the observation likelihood a scan matching step is performed per particle to find the best
match between the present sensor measurement and the map. The match is evaluated by computing the correlation between a local map built from the present laser
scan and the global map according to
P
x,y,global
− p̄) · (px,y,local (xk ) − p̄)
x,y (p
ρ = qP
,
(3.4)
P
x,y,global − p̄)2
x,y,local (x ) − p̄)2
(p
(p
k
x,y
x,y
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Figure 3.1: Map of the best particle and the robot’s path in red.
with
p̄ =

1 X x,y,global
p
+ px,y,local
2L x,y

being the average map value [TBF05]. px,y is the probability of the cell being
occupied, cf. Equation (1.1). Whereas global indicates the map and local indicates
a local section based on the actual laser scan. L is the number of cells being
covered by both the local and global map.
To find the best match, a gradient descent search is performed. Afterwards, a
local Gaussian approximation is computed around the found maximum for the
integration in the proposal for the EKF. The gridmaps are updated with the scheme
explained in Section 1 assuming the cells being independent and the importance
weights are computed according to equation (3.4).
Resampling is necessary to counteract degeneration of the importance weights, but
it can intensify the particle depletion mentioned earlier. Thus resampling should
only be carried out when the particles do not approximate the target distribution
well. This is the case when the variance in the importance weights grows, as directly sampling from the target distribution leads to equal weights for all particles.
A measure for the quality of the approximation can be estimated by the effective
sample size
M̂eff = PM 1 [m] 2
m=1

wk

as formulated by Doucet et al. [DGA00]. Resampling is performed only if M̂eff is
below a predefined threshold.
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Figure 4.1: Measurement ambiguity on the left and motion ambiguity on the right.
Figure 3.1 shows that the algorithm works very well. The sensor data is the
same used to build the map in Figure 1.1. The SLAM algorithm is capable of
re-localizing the robot in the map and thus generating a consistent map. An advantage of this algorithm is that it also considers the free-space. Dense maps also
have a great advantage for path planning as they also contain information of freespace while feature-based maps are normally sparse. Feature-based maps contain
only landmarks matching a given model extracted from raw sensor data discarding
information about the space in-between the landmarks. On the other hand, calculating the correlation (3.4) is computationally highly demanding. Furthermore,
for calculating the correlation the normalized quadratic distance between maps
is compared, which has no physical justification as it does not model the noise
characteristic of laser scanners.

4

Data Association

A reliable data association between observations and the contents of the map is the
second convergence criterion for SLAM algorithms, cf. Section 2. There are two
factors affecting the reliability, namely motion noise and measurement noise both
leading to ambiguities as depicted in Figure 4.1. While measurement noise may
lead to single wrong data associations, motion noise may lead to several erroneous
associations at once. In addition, motion noise is often stronger as pointed out
above.

4.1

Robust Data Association

In case of feature-based maps and a Gaussian error model of landmark attributes
the probability of an observation can be computed by a function of the innovation:
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[m]

= arg max p(zk |nk , n̂k−1,[m] , xk,[m] , z k−1 , uk )
[m]
nk

(4.1)



1
1
= arg max q
exp − (zk − ẑn[m] ,k )T Z −1
(z
−
ẑ
)
.
[m]
k
[m]
nk ,k
[m]
nk ,k
k
2
nk
|2πZn[m] ,k |
k

with Zn[m] ,k according to equation (3.3). This is an instance of a Maximum Likek
lihood (ML) estimator for multivariate Gaussians. If the likelihood of matching
the observed landmarks to any landmark in the map is below a certain threshold
a new one is placed in the map. If this threshold is too high, many landmarks
will be erroneously instantiated several times despite already existing in the map.
Being too low, newly observed landmarks will be associated wrongly to existing
landmarks in the map.
A particle filter implicitly represents multiple hypotheses over data associations
as the association is done per particle. Particles with wrong data associations will
obtain low importance weights and thus are more likely to be thrown away in
a resampling step at a later time. This can be considered as a delayed decision
making in statistically justified manner with no need for heuristics, as it is the case
with MHT. Although this is a great advantage, it might have an impact on the
sample impoverishment when too many wrong data associations occur and thus
indirectly affects the first convergence criterion.
Especially in ambiguous situations an improvement can be achieved with joint
consideration of multiple data associations per time step, as it is done for example in the Combined Constraint Data Association (CCDA) algorithm of Bailey
[Bai02]. Another possibility is to exploit the multi hypotheses property of the
particle filter further with Monte Carlo data association. The key idea of Monte
Carlo data association is to perform the associations probabilistically with probabilities proportional to their likelihood. In this way it accounts for ambiguous situations where several association hypotheses are probable but needs more particles
to achieve the same accuracy [MT07].
A further addition is the usage of negative information to remove erroneously instantiated or outdated landmarks from the map, which is beneficial in case of dynamic objects, erroneous measurements or changes in the environments. For this
purpose an additional value for the probability of its existence is attached to every
landmark. Positive evidence is found when reobserving a landmark and negative
evidence when a landmark of the map is in sensor coverage but is not observed.
If this probability drops below a certain threshold the according landmark will
be deleted from the map. The existence probability can also be used for delayed
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instantiation of landmarks by introducing another threshold which has to be exceeded. This is especially useful for FastSLAM 2.0 as the sequential data association is more robust when using landmarks with low uncertainties, i.e., landmarks
which have been observed repeatedly [MT07].

4.2

Extended Data Association

In the original FastSLAM algorithms 2D point features possessing two coordinates
as attributes are used as landmarks, which renders the data association susceptible
to ambiguities in areas where landmarks are dense and especially in situations
when closing a loop. The reason for the latter is the growth of uncertainty in
the robot’s path and map while the robot travels in unknown environments. It
seems apparent that an additional visual signature-based or appearance-based attribute could enhance the distinction between landmarks [DWB06b]. Especially
in situations where landmarks are densely spaced or the pose uncertainty of the
robot is very high, the appearance of the landmarks could greatly improve the data
association.
Landmarks are features of the environment and can be modeled as objects with
several attributes, i.e., an object-oriented representation of the the landmarks. Attributes with Gaussian error distributions can be incorporated directly in the ML
estimator (equation (4.1)) and the importance weights (3.2). If the attributes are
non-Gaussian but independent of the position, the ML estimator is able to incorporate the measurements of position zpos and appearance zapp of the landmark
independently:
[m]

n̂k


[m]
k−1
= arg max p(zpos,k |nk , n̂k−1,[m] , xk,[m] , zpos
, uk )
[m]

nk


[m]
k−1
p(zapp,k |nk , n̂k−1,[m] , xk,[m] , zapp
, uk ) .
The likelihood is computable if a measure for the difference between the observation zapp and the expected observation ẑapp can be computed.
Simulations have been performed to compare data association robustness and their
impact on overall performance of the SLAM algorithm between point landmarks
and landmarks with an additional appearance-based attribute. The implementation
is based on MATLAB code by Tim Bailey, which was extended by a ML data
association estimator according to (4.1). All motions of the robot and sensor measurements are affected by additive Gaussian noise. For comparison simulations
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Figure 4.2: Simulation with position attributes only.
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Figure 4.3: Simulation with additional appearance-based attribute.
with position attributes only and with an additional appearance attribute respectively were performed. The corresponding results are shown in Figure 4.2 and 4.3
showing the estimated maps of all particles as red dots.
The simulations were conducted with 200 particles and the same parameters. The
robot travels twice along the dark blue path. While the real landmarks are depicted
in green their estimates are shown in red. As every particle posses its own map 200
maps exist in the particle filter. The following results are summarized for all maps.
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In case of the position-only attributes 11303 wrong data associations occurred and
4200 times an already mapped landmark was erroneously instantiated. The robot
could not successfully close the loop in the second round leading to divergence
and failure of the mapping process.
With the additional appearance attribute all data associations were correct but it
still happened 430 times that an already mapped landmark was erroneously instantiated, leading to three landmarks being mapped twice. Nonetheless the robot
could successfully close the loop and build a consistent map except for the three
duplicated landmarks. Further improvement could be achieved by including joint
considerations of data association hypotheses, Monte Carlo data association and
inclusion of negative information as mentioned in Section 4.1.

5

Conclusion & Outlook

An introduction to the SLAM problem has been given and methods of probabilistic
SLAM based on Bayesian filters have been discussed. The FastSLAM algorithm
with its properties making it very flexible and powerful was explained in detail
regarding its advantages and shortcomings. Three approaches to improve the limitations of the algorithms have been illustrated. The advantage of an improved
proposal distribution has been explained. Besides the incorporation of absolute
sensors to confine the global error, the idea of an extended data association has
been presented. The addition of an appearance-based attribute allows for a more
robust data association. In consequence the particle depletion caused by wrong associations can be alleviated, wrongly instantiated landmarks occur less frequently
and the loop closure becomes more robust.
In future investigations the simulation results will be experimentally verified. As
additional sensor for the appearance-based attribute, a stereo camera in combination with the laser scanner is considered. From the sensor data, landmarks are to be
extracted with attributes for position and an additional appearance-based attribute
which is independent from position. The appearance attribute should be independent from viewing angle and statistically assessable for the data association and
computation of the importance weights. To avert the restriction of independence
from the angle of view and position an auxiliary algorithm to cope with partial
observability including the extension, splitting and merging of landmarks has to
be considered later on.
The object-oriented modeling of the landmarks allows for straight forward integration of different heterogeneous sensors. As a minimum requirement the position
must be extractable from sensor data in order to place the landmarks in a map.
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Thus the SLAM algorithm has the capability of fusing information from different sensors into a single representation, for example the combination of sparse
feature-based (landmark-based) maps with dense gridmaps.
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Abstract: Surveillance systems have become increasingly powerful. Conventional camera-based systems are extended with all kind of sensors, the
number of data sources increases, hardware and algorithms improve, and data
can potentially be shared between interlinked networks. Smart surveillance
systems take advantage of these developments and do not threaten solely the
protection of privacy; they also provide an opportunity to achieve data and
privacy protection on a new level. The current legal situation for ‘obsolete’
surveillance deployments has not been explored and is quite heterogeneous.
Hence the Fair Information Principles (FIP) are still the minimum privacy
requirements for surveillance systems.
This contribution identifies the key challenges for security and privacy in
smart surveillance that must be mastered in any future-proof system. Subsequently two potential solutions are presented that solve two of them. Privacy
issues are addressed by the Privacy Manager (PM), a framework for privacy
enforcement in smart surveillance architectures that achieves compliance with
the FIP. Authenticity of surveillance sensors is a security challenge, and a Web
of Trust for smart Surveillance Sensors is proposed that can be established
between surveillance operators.

1

Introduction

Many factors, such as decreasing prices, increasing capabilities, and the ‘war on
terror’ lead to a growing number of surveillance installations. The major cause for
deployment is crime prevention and most systems are still video based. Legacy
systems are typically closed-circuit, have few (analog) cameras and do not assist
the user. Modern installations are IP-based, can integrate a high number of cameras
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and assist the operator. Systems become not only more powerful and frightening
at the same time, but also more vulnerable. To assure success of surveillance
solutions security and privacy objectives must be achieved.
Surveillance is popular in the United Kingdom, and the current number of cameras can only be ‘guesstimated’, they differ between one million and 4.2 millions.
By comparison, Germany has about 30,000 cameras in public places and 400,000
in industrial environments. In some places, e. g., the central station in Frankfurt
(150 cameras) or Leipzig (120 cameras), the concentration of surveillance sensors
is comparable to the UK. Even if these impressive numbers1 are estimated, an extreme tendency towards surveillance is undeniable and it must be accepted that
the cameras will not disappear. Conventional surveillance systems cannot handle
the mass of information gained by the increasing number of sensors and smart
surveillance and become a popular area of research. Several approaches have been
presented , e. g., [HBC+ 05] [BEE+ 08]).
The paper is organized as follows. After a short motivation for addressing privacy and security issues, the author shows, why a holistic approach is required to
achieve security and privacy in modern surveillance systems. Afterwards the identified key challenges for privacy and security are highlighted and two potential
solutions are presented. Concluding the solutions are discussed and future work is
proposed.

2

Motivation

Conventional surveillance systems consist of n cameras, a video recording server
and an user interface that can either display one ore more of the n cameras or can
be used to search the stored video information. Most of these systems still contain many analog cameras and do not contain other sensors. Such installations can
be secured by physical isolation and access controls. Furthermore manipulation
of the collected data is difficult, costintensive and hence not worthwhile in most
cases. To reduce deployment costs modern installations are integrated into existing IT-infrastructures, which allows easy usage and data exchange. By contrast,
a surveillance system is opened for attacks on security and malicious operators
can relate personal data to other data sources. Due to the open nature of modern
surveillance deployments, they can can easily be extended with new sensors and
can be interconnected to huge surveillance networks that are used by different parties. In the UK surveillance systems are run together by the municipality, private
security providers and the police. The state has lost track of existing deployments.
1 References

and more details can be found in [VB09]
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These modern systems that get smarter inch by inch threaten privacy and data protection. To prevent ‘total surveillance’ and misuse of personal data new solutions
for privacy and security are required. These solutions must be compliant with law
and must be accepted by Society, hence an interdisciplinary (holistic) approach
for surveillance is required. Identified key challenges in security and privacy are
highlighted in Section 5. All of challenges must be mastered to develop futureproof surveillance solutions that can be used in practice. Technological developments, as the approaches presented in this work, must be discussed with lawyers,
sociologists, and system operators.

3

Related Work

Privacy in surveillance is a recent area of research and new solutions are required.
In the branch of video surveillance some approaches exist to ensure privacy and
security, most of the approaches blur regions of interest (RoI) that might imperil
privacy. In [SPH+ 05] Senior et. al. purpose a “privacy-preserving console” for
video surveillance. The console rerenders the video stream and hides sensitive details, detected by video analysis. Depending on the authorization level, access is
granted to rerendered videos (e. g. with blurred faces or even enriched with additional information) or the raw video stream. They also purpose a “privacy cam”,
which processes the video sources and transmits encrypted information streams.
In [CB07] Chattopadhyay and Bould also present a privacy cam, which is implemented on a Blackfin DSP and blurs RoI based on PICO [Bou05]. Another
scrambling approach is presented in [DE06]. Fleck’s approach to privacy [FS08]
is based on smart cameras, which transmit events instead of video data. Fidaleo
et. al. present in [FNT04] a privacy enhanced software architecture with a centralized server that hosts a privacy buffer, which can remove private or identifiable
information from the stream.
Approaches for security also exist, and just as in the field of privacy research the
approaches focus on video surveillance systems. One way to provide confidentiality, integrity and authenticity (CIA, e. g. [DNVHC05]) is to use video independent
solutions that have been proved to be successful, as symmetric and asymmetric encryption, signatures, certificates and public key infrastructures (PKI), and existing
security protocols (SSL, IPSec, Kerberos, etc.). However, in case of video data
more specific approaches have been proposed that take advantage of video characteristics. To ensure authenticity of images and video, a lot of research has been
done in the area of (robust) watermarking, e. g., [DF02] [TT01]. To achieve confidentiality of transmitted video data several approaches exist that achieve better
performance by utilizing video characteristics, e. g., [CP09].
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Holistic Approach

To develop efficient (adequate for several specific surveillance tasks) and accepted
surveillance technologies, a holistic approach for privacy and security is required
that considers legal and social aspects. Generally, technology improves at first and
subsequently the real potential emerges, alarms society and is then limited by law.
On the one side, relevant technologies improve with great speed and the gap to
areas as social networks or ubiquitous applications is closing. On the other side
perception and assessment of privacy change (extensive use of Twitter, Facebook,
etc.), and the question is, whether data protection will exist in future and if so,
a change towards enhanced data preservation is probable. Beside law and technology, social acceptance is essential for surveillance technology. Surveillance
must be more transparent to archive more confidence and must redress the balance
of the asymmetric relationship of vision between data controllers and data subjects [HT04]. Observed subjects need easy ways to interact with the system (or
control it). However, a holistic approach is required that considers law and social
acceptance from the beginning. To achieve a future-proof solution a control loop
must be established between the three disciplines. It must be assumed that the
potential of surveillance technology is exploited, even if it is prohibited by law.
Hence prohibition is insufficient, security and privacy compliant solutions must be
available, affordable and easy to use, so that no appeal exists for purchasing and
abusing an overpowered surveillance system. It is important to consider social and
legal changes that might happen or would do well in future and surveillance systems must follow realistic requirements. Technological enhancement also provides
new possibilities to achieve social acceptance and even better privacy [VB09].

5

Key Challenges in Privacy and Security

This work highlights the security and privacy challenges that must be mastered
in modern surveillance systems; seven key challenges exist, four for security and
three for privacy. Exact requirements for future surveillance systems are uncertain.
Hence a holistic approach must be followed that covers tendencies and surveillance
systems. The approach must be adaptable to specific surveillance scenarios, i. e.,
privacy and security guidelines and must be adaptable to the circumstances and the
surveillance task. Following the identified seven key challenges are described.
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Security

As modern surveillance systems are distributed and IP-based, they face the same
security issues as distributed systems (Secure architecture). Additionally other
issues arise that result from the flexibility and size of modern surveillance systems
(Flexible Architecture and Trust), the interconnection of surveillance systems and
sharing of information (Access Controls and Information flow), and the trust of the
users and validity in court, respectively (Certification).
Secure Architecture: It must be guaranteed that surveillance data cannot be stolen
or changed and it must be infeasible to prevent storing (authenticity, integrity,
availability). Any access to the storage must be logged, and access to data must
be granted according to the proper authorization level. To provide security for a
single component is manageable, but to provide security for an entire surveillance
deployment is a difficult task, which becomes even more complex in huge or flexible systems (changing users, tasks or sensors). To validate security properties
and to build trust, deployments can be built by using an open architecture or by
certification of the entire system.
Certification: Up to now, no appropriate certification for modern surveillance
systems exist. There is no international standardization for certification of such
systems. It is estimated that manipulation is very challenging and can also be
identified by experts. Even if it is hard to gain access to the system, manipulation becomes easier and the first law case about the authenticity of video data is
only a matter of time. An affordable international certification for entire systems
is required. Components from different distributors must be interoperable and system operators must be assisted during deployment (selection of protocols, sensors,
etc.).
Access Controls and Information Flow: Access controls must prevent unauthorized access to any information provided by a surveillance system that includes
access to raw data and meta data. Any access by a user or task must be granted according to least privilege, i. e. only data concerning a specific surveillance task or
even subtask is accessible and access should only be provided as long as necessary.
Dynamic allocation of authorizations is challenging in huge, flexible networks or
if data is exchanged between surveillance systems. It must be ensured that data
from different tasks cannot be combined and any forbidden information flow must
be prevented. Beside access controls for data access, access controls for injection
of sensor data must also be established.
Flexible Architecture and Trust: Trust in a flexible infrastructure, sensors, tasks
and other components can not easily be achieved. Definition and evaluation of trust
models is difficult and no sufficient model for a (multi-party) surveillance scenario
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exists. It is also an open question how existing systems must be extended to provide trust. Prior unknown partners, spontaneous interconnection and a changing
number of sensors make it difficult to validate integrity and authenticity of the system state or specific sensors (insertion, removal). Using wireless sensors makes
integration of sensors easier, but it must still be ensured that detected events and
control data is reliably transmitted.

5.2

Privacy

Privacy is a philosophical term and everybody has its own definition of it. In terms
of surveillance, the FIP provide minimum requirements and national law must be
considered as well. However, the sense of privacy changes with the surveillance
context (task) and over time. Hence systems must be adaptable to changing privacy
requirements. The Privacy challenges in surveillance are: data protection, trust in
surveillance and privacy-aware data exchange and communication.
Data Protection: Any surveillance task must be specified exactly, and only data
concerning this task must be generated and collected by the surveillance system.
Hence any data must refer to its surveillance task(s). For applicable solutions access controls must be quickly adaptable (granting and prohibition) to new surveillance tasks. The FIP require data minimization. In modern surveillance systems
this can be divided in minimization of data collection, data processing and data
storing. To minimize data collection, only required (as few as possible) sensors
must be used and irrelevant data must be deleted instantly (at sensor level). This
prevents area-wide surveillance and the creation of movement profiles. To ensure privacy as few as possible of the collected data and prior knowledge must
be processed (semantic level). If, for instance, an identified object is processed,
only relevant attributes must be accessible. Again, non-useful data must be deleted
instantly. In the end surveillance data is stored, which is also done in a data minimizing way. Only relevant events and only sensor data must be stored. The sensor
data must be stored privacy-compliant, i. e., according to authorization levels, only
a subset of the stored data is accessible. Access to stored data must be as granular as possible. Additionally, to be compliant with law, any observed subject can
request information about the personal data related to him and can dispose correction or erasing. Deployments that are not aware of privacy will not be compliant
with law and will not be accepted by the users (society). Modern systems have
the potential to ensure privacy on an unrivaled level. Hence one component of
the NEST (Network Enabled Surveillance and Tracking, [BEE+ 08]) architecture
is the Privacy Manager, which is described below. A more detailed description
about privacy in surveillance and the Privacy Manager can be found in [VBEB09].
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Data Exchange and Communication: As mentioned above, data can potentially
be used in another surveillance task, or for the same task in another surveillance
system. To guarantee privacy, person related data must be secured against unauthorized usage. Lifetime and usage in surveillance tasks must be restricted. Hence
a form of digital rights must be embedded in the surveillance data. In modern
surveillance any kind of personal information can be exchanged (video, location,
relations, etc.) and can be fused in a new data type for surveillance. Hence digital
rights for surveillance meta data are required.
Trust of the Surveillance Subjects: For observed objects it must be comprehensible that their privacy is respected and person related data is protected. Trust in
a system might follow irrational reasons and it cannot be said which mechanisms
enhance trust in privacy. Openness of the system architecture and certification of
privacy-compliance seem to be adequate solutions. Functionality of surveillance
system must be specified exactly and must be restricted to its purpose and technical mechanisms for privacy enforcement must be certified by a trusted instance.
‘Control of controllers’ and control of one’s personal data collected by the systems
will also enhance trust in the surveillance system.
A modern surveillance system must consider all of the challenges that have been
named above and the issues must be addressed right from the beginning—security
by design and privacy by design. In case of surveillance both is recent research
and innovative surveillance technology requires innovative security and privacy
solutions.

6

A Framework for Privacy Enforcement

The Fair Information Principles are the minimum privacy requirements for the
processing of person related data. Following a framework for privacy enforcement
is presented that is compliant with the FIP.

6.1

Fair Information Principles

The Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data serve as a rule for the EU directives on data protection (95/46/EC,
2002/58/EC), which must be enforced by the member states. The guidelines have
been published by the OECD in 1980. Even if the legal situation concerning privacy and data protection should be the same throughout the EU, surveillance and
data protection is handled differently in any state. The legal status in the US is also
different. The Guidelines contain eight principles for privacy (see below), which
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should be considered by any legislation. Due to the inhomogeneous law, these
principles can be considered as minimum requirements for surveillance systems.
Solutions that enforce privacy must deal with all principles, but must be flexible
enough to adapt privacy according to future (legal and sociological) requirements.
(P1) Data Collection Limitation Principle: There should be limits to the collection of personal data and any such data should be obtained by lawful and fair
means and, where appropriate, with the knowledge or consent of the data subject.
(P2) Data Quality Principle: Personal data should be relevant to the purposes for
which they are to be used, should be accurate, complete and kept up-to-date.
(P3) Purpose Specification Principle: The purposes for which personal data are
collected should be specified not later than at the time of data collection.
(P4) Use Limitation Principle: Personal data should not be disclosed made available or otherwise used for purposes other than those specified in accordance with
P3. Excep with consent of the data subject, or by the authority of law.
(P5) Security Safeguard Principle: Personal data should be protected by reasonable security safeguards against such risks as loss or unauthorized access,
destruction, use, modification or disclosure of data.
(P6) Openness Principle: There should be a general policy of openness about
developments, practices and policies with respect to personal data.
(P7) Individual Participation Principle: An individual should have the right to
obtain confirmation of whether or not data relating to him has been collected.To
challenge data relating to him and, if the challenge is successful to have the data
erased, rectified, completed or amended.
(P8) Accountability Principle: A data controller should be accountable for
complying with measures which give effect to the principles stated above.
In the following sections the author explains, how the eight principals (P1-P8) are
achieved by a framework for privacy management and a task-oriented approach.
Security and privacy are closely related (see P5) and besides these privacy requirements, security challenges exist that must be addressed by smart surveillance
systems.

6.2

The NEST Architecture

In the smart surveillance architecture NEST an operator specifies surveillance
tasks. He must not observe a great number of monitors and other sensors, the
system notifies him about events concerning his tasks (management by exception).
NEST is a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and the operator can create any
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surveillance task by composing services, e. g. path finding or person tracking services. Due to the flexible SOA design different sensor types can be integrated and
a huge amount of data sources can be linked into the system. Any information
is stored in the central Object Oriented World Model (OOWM) [BEVB09], it is
extracted from the sensors and fused on a higher level of abstraction. Hence the
OOWM is a good starting point to establish privacy and security.
Another unique characteristic of the NEST architecture is plug and protect. If a
sensor is plugged into the network, it automatically registers in the surveillance deployment and transmits its configuration details. In an open-world scenario many
sensors are not known beforehand, authenticity of sensors and trust in the corresponding data is challenge. In NEST a web of trust for surveillance sensors is
established to build trust in the deployed sensors. In the NEST framework focus is on the key challenges that match the unique characteristics of the NEST
architecture—privacy and data protection via the Object Oriented World Model,
SOA security for surveillance deployments and plug and protect. In the following the approaches for privacy enhancement and trust in surveillance sensors are
presented.

6.3

Task-Oriented Approach for Privacy Enforcement

In a task-oriented surveillance system the usage of a resource and each processing
step are assigned to a concrete surveillance task. The approach has two great advantages. On the one hand resources can be used more efficiently and on the other
hand data can be processed in according to the FIP. For instance, if one specific
person should be tracked in a central station. A sensor-oriented approach examines
the entire scene including the requested person. A task-oriented approach monitors
only the relevant person and ignores the others. It is required by law and the FIP
(P3) that the purpose of a surveillance task is specified before the task is executed.
If a task is specified strictly according to the purpose, a task-oriented System as
NEST can ensure best possible privacy and data protection for the user subjects.
As processing is task-related, person related data can be isolated in case of multiple surveillance tasks and privacy protection mechanism can be established very
granularly according to the requirements of the task. Hence a task-oriented system
is efficient and privacy-aware. Essential for privacy enforcement is the OOWM
that is encapsulated by a privacy framework—the Privacy Manager (PM), which
is shown in Figure 6.1.
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NEST Application Bus
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Figure 6.1: The Privacy Manager

6.4

Framework for Task-Oriented Privacy Enforcement

The PM enforces compliance with privacy guidelines by restricting the access to
the OOWM according to the deployed privacy policies for guidelines and law. It
is directly linked the World Model and hosts a Security Enforcement Sub-Module
(SESM). The latter enforces the actual access controls that are derived from the
privacy policies, performs authenticity checks and manages cryptographic keys.
Beside the Task Management (TM), the Low-Level Sensor Planer (LLSP) is also
essential for privacy enforcement; they are connected via the application and lowlevel bus, respectively. The framework contains modules for anonymization, identity management and user interaction (erasure or correction of personal data) and
a policy repository. If data is exchanged with other surveillance systems the PM
attaches digitals rights to ensure that information can only be used for a specific
task. All components in the PM are geared to task-orientation and enforce privacy
according to the FIP.
Privacy Enforcement Controller (PEC): The Privacy Enforcement Controller
is the central interface; it receives and processes data requests from high-level
services and controls all privacy-related modules (achievement of the FIP is shown
below). Request are handled according to predefined privacy policies that specify
legal guidelines. To control and minimize data collection at sensor level the PEC
also interacts with the LLSP and the TM. The SESM is also controlled by the PEC.
Identity Management (IdM): To guarantee privacy, the Identity Management
performs multi-layer identity management, i. e., the IdM handles Object IDs at
three levels: sensor level, operational level (in the OOWM) and access level (semantic level). For the latter, the IdM keeps track of surveillance tasks, and creates
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virtual IDs to anonymize user data to apply least privilege on privacy sensitive data.
Additionally it must be infeasible to combine information of different surveillance
tasks, separation is also addressed by virtual IDs. Problems occur at the operational level, if access controls change dynamically. At sensor level, it must be
ensured that gained information is assigned to the proper objects in the OOWM.
Problems occur, if objects are split up or fused due to misinformation.
Anonymizer (AM): The Anonymizer is closely linked to the IdM and ensures privacy conform access on information about objects. The AM enforces maximum
privacy for different accesses by anonymization. If possible (depending on the
surveillance task) location requests and attribute requests are anonymized. In most
cases access to sensitive attributes is restricted to a subset of services of a surveillance task. In general, as less as possible information of an object should be provided to a service. Depending on the surveillance task, imprecision or intentional
errors can be added intentionally.
Digital Rights Management (DRM): Task of this module is to attach digital
rights to any information that is sent to a service or to another surveillance deployment (OOWM). This guarantees that data is only accessible during execution
of a surveillance task or even just a subtask. Lifetime of data is restricted and data
is only available for authorized services. However, even if the information flow
can be controlled, services must be trusted. Once information has been observed,
it might be reproduced and misused.
Subject Interaction (SI): The Subject Interaction module handles the interaction
between an observed subject and the surveillance system. The subject can request personal data related to him and can induce correction or erasure. In some
surveillance scenarios a subject can import his own policies. Different options for
interaction with a surveillance system can be imagined, for instance: a personal
device, a kiosk or simply pen and paper.
Privacy Policies (PP): Privacy policies ensure a certain level of privacy for the
surveillance deployment. Policies concern one or more surveillance tasks (global
policies) or can be user specific (personal policies). Global policies are enforced
to achieve compliance with data protection law and the FIP. By using personal
policies the observed subject can specify a personal trade-off between functionality
and privacy.
Security Enforcement and Security Policies: As mentioned, security is closely
related to privacy. However, the SESM manages cryptographic keys and certificates, ensures authenticity of service end points and confidentially of transmitted
data. The SESM also logs any (attempted) access to the world model. The SESM
deploys and enforces the access controls derived from the privacy and security
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policies. The latter specify authorizations for services and resources that are not
privacy related.

6.5

Achievement of the Fair Information Principles

Principle P3 and P6, can by definition not be achieved by the PM. The purpose
for which personal data is collected must be specified before the surveillance task
is started. Most legislations require that the entire surveillance task (purpose) is
specified before it is started. P6 cannot be achieved by the PM and SM as well.
Information about the architecture, policies and operators must be easily accessible
for surveillance subjects.
Data Collection Limitation Principle (P1): The collection of data is firstly minimized at sensor level, i. e., the sensor services only select the potentially required
sensors for a surveillance task. As a result only potential relevant information is
fused in the OOWM and the relation to a specific task exists right from the start.
However, sensors can still deliver too much information for a specific surveillance
task that is not required. Hence the AM removes irrelevant information before the
response or event is sent back.
Data Quality Principle (P2): Relevance of data is already achieved by the taskoriented approach used in P1. Data Quality is achieved by a Data Quality Module
in the SESM, i. e., it performs integrity checks of the existing data, especially if
data has been altered by external services. The OOWM core, more exactly, the internal Instance Manager and the IdM are responsible for freshness and correctness
of the instantiated objects (for details see [BEVB09]).
Use Limitation Principle (P4): Use of data is restricted according to the surveillance task. Therefore accesses controls are enforced by the SM, access is granted
to all involved services during the duration of the task, and such general Security Policies are stored in the SESM. To enhance privacy, more specific Privacy
Policies can be specified that describe which attributes are accessible by particular
services. Data should only be used in a specific context and only during execution
of the corresponding task. Hence any information that leaves the World Model is
coupled with digital rights. This is done by the DRM. This is especially important, if data is exchanged between OOWMs. A service or OOWM must have the
valid credential to process the requested data, e. g., if a credential has expired, the
service or OOWM cannot process information of a subject and the credential must
be requested again.
Security Safeguard Principle (P5): Established security mechanisms and protocols are used to achieve CIA in the NEST architecture. For instance, certificates
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(Public Key Infrastructures) or IPSec. Although, these methods are sufficient,
more specific security mechanisms would enhance efficiency. In Section 7 a web
of trust for surveillance sensors is proposed to enhance trust in the authenticity of
surveillance sensors. Hence only sensor services that are assumed to be trusted are
allowed to deliver information into the OOWM.
Individual Participation Principle (P7): Besides the general privacy policies
mentioned above (P4), data subjects can also specify personal privacy policies,
i. e., a data subject can find his personal trade-off between efficiency and privacy.
Naturally not all surveillance tasks (e. g., thievery protection) allow personalization. The SI handles interaction between the surveillance subjects and the surveillance system and empowers user subjects to request the personal data related to
them. They can induce erasure (if it is compliant with the surveillance task) or
correction of their personal data.
Accounting principle (P8): Any services performed by a module inside the
OOWM, any external access by an actor and any data integration by a sensor is
logged. If, for some reason, a violation of access rules occurs, the operator is notified about it. These logs cannot be altered by the operator. Hence they can be used
to proof proper processing of personal data.

7

Web of Trust for Smart Surveillance Sensors

One challenge for modern surveillance systems is the establishment of trust in
unknown partners and sensors, even the authenticity of self-introduced sensors
cannot ensured. Potential surveillance partners might not trust each other and establishment of a common root CA can be difficult. Hence, we propose a web of
trust for building trust into surveillance sensors. The idea of a web of trust has
been used in PGP2 to establish trust in digital signatures. In the case of surveillance, a web of trust can be used to assign trust to known surveillance operators,
which is used to calculate authenticity of sensors. A surveillance system operator
A
A collects public keys of other operators (parties) in his public key ring (Kpub
)
and sets the owner trust for other surveillance system operators. He can set the
trust to complete, if he has full confidence in an operator B or to marginal in case
of marginal trust. If A has given complete trust to B, he considers any sensor digitally signed by B to be authentic. In case of marginal trust, any sensor sB signed
by B is partly trusted, i. e. information gained by sB is weighted less authentic.
Another party C that is marginally trusted must sign sB to achieve full authenticy(s)
≥ 1, x(s) denotes the
ity of sB . A sensor s is authentic, if A(s) = x(s)
X + Y
2 http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4880.txt
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Figure 7.1: Web of Trust for Surveillance Sensors
marginal trusts and y(s) denotes the complete trusts for s. X and Y denote the
number of required trusts to achieve authenticity. If A(s) ≤ 1, data received from
s is not considered for surveillance tasks. As in PGP X = 2 and Y = 1 seem to
be reasonable, but a surveillance operator can choose more restricted values. Optionally the information gained from s, can be weighted according to A(s). A can
also establish direct trust in s by signing the sensor directly. To extend his web of
trust A can specify trusted introducers. If B is a trusted introducer of A, A trusts
all operators bi , i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, trusted by B (marginal or complete). Figure 7.1
shows a web of trust with six surveillance parties (A-F ). A has self-signed his
own three sensors and one sensor run by C, hence they are all completely authentic. A has complete trust in B, resulting the sensor signed by B is also completely
of authenticity. A marginally trusts C and D, hence in each domain one sensor is
marginally authentic. The cumulative trust in C and D results in complete authenticity of one of the sensors operated by E. The other sensor is only signed by E,
A does not know E, hence this sensor is not authentic. B is a trusted introducer of
A, thus the sensor operated by F is completely authentic.
However, the major issue of a web of trust is that operators could carelessly trust
in other operators to get a huge network of authentic sensors, instead of having a
smaller but trustable sensor network. The authenticity that is achieved by a web
of trust reflects the trust in a sensor by the view of a system operator, it is not
a qualified signature, i. e. data gained by trusted sensors must be authenticated
additionally to guarantee that it can be used in court.

8

Conclusion and Future Work

The proposed Privacy Manager can be used in task-oriented surveillance systems.
Due to its flexibility it can be adapted to any privacy requirements. Future legal
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and social requirements must be specified and the approach must be discussed
between the involved parties. Similar, the web of trust for surveillance sensors can
(technologically) solve a security challenge, but it must be discussed with lawyers
and system operators have to discuss its practicability.
Nevertheless a lot of research must be done in the area of privacy and security
for surveillance systems. New anonymization techniques must be developed and
explored in practice. New approaches for privacy polices are also necessary. Existing languages do not fit surveillance circumstances and do not provide sufficient
mechanisms for automated derivation and flexible deployment. To enhance the
web of trust, degrees of believe will be combined with authenticity mechanisms to
couple trust, sensor signal quality and probabilities.
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Abstract: Analysis of data that are derived from advanced image acquisition
techniques, gains more influence in the image processing industry. One major issue in the visual inspection in the industry is the detection of anomalies.
Rather than detecting anomalies by describing them by features or detecting them by explicitly describing the non-anomaly case, the auto-regressive
models provide a way to eliminate expected pattern and emphasize the not
expected—the anomalies.
This paper introduces a new class of auto-regressive (AR) models that can
handle data which contain different kinds of modalities, where the modalities represent different aspects of the inspected surface. The theoretical
background of the AR models are presented, explained and analyzed.

1

Introduction

Recent developments in data acquisition, processing and not at least increased
computational power, make it feasible and applicable to acquire and process more
information of a specimen under examination. These additional information may
provide additional clues for detection, recognition and identification of anomalies
and structures in general. The original and additional information are refered here
as multi-modal data.
The necessity for archiving data about the quality assess, reproducable objective
decisions concerning the quality assess and the mere amount of products to assess are coercive reasons to assist man in this task. In the task of automated visual inspection, the detection could be simply accomplished in regions free of any
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structures. If the region is cluttered be structure, advanced methods are required
instead.
One methology is to build a vector containing features that are derived from an
image. These feature-vectors are classified for distinguishing regions that contains
only expected structures and regions containing anomalies. Another methology
is to model the expected structures, apply this knowledge and reduce the complexity of the remaining task. The auto-regressive (AR) models considered in this
report allow modeling the expected structures by using statistical methods. With
these models it is possible to capture the expectations (spatial as well as other information) in a statistically optimal way and render this knowledge useful in the
inspection.

1.1

Contributions

The novelty of this paper are two flexible auto-regressive models that are adapted
to multi-modal data. The combination of the ability of AR models to be adaptable to any pattern and multi-modal data, which can be obtained by emerging
new technologies in image acquisition and processing, allow a robust and reliable
emphazing of non-expected artifacts.
With the multi-modal AR models introduced in this report, the detection of structures is even possible, when the information required for detection is spread over
different modalities and is only substantial in combination. The usage of the maximum accessible amount of information, enable the potentiality of a very reliable
anomaly detection even in regions coated with other structures.

1.2

Related Work

Many procedures that are studied today and are deployed in the industry generates
feature vectors that are adapted to the surface and structures currently examined.
These vectors may be build from different feature generating processes. Each
vector is subsequently classified for indicating a region that contain an anomaly or
not.
[KP02] use Gabor wavelet features for the description of regions. Suitable Gabor
filters are selected by comparing defect-free and defect regions, a simple thresholding is used for distinguishing these regions. [ZPY01] use specially designed
wavelets for detection of defects on fabric. In [PP01], the outlier detection is
conducted by using robust covariance matrices.
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In the domain of auto-regressive models, the VAR (vector auto-regressive) model
and VARMA (VAR moving average) model are the concepts closest to the multimodal AR models proposed here. However, they are restricted to the onedimensional case and are therefore useless in the process of detecting anomalies
in multi-modal image data. Furthermore, they are not easily extensible to a high
dimensional configuration.

2

Definition of Multi-Modal Data

Multi-modal contain on a baseline of understanding different kinds of information for a single location. In theory, there are no further requirements such as
continuousity or equally spacing on the information if the data is discretized.
To derive a more manageable and appropriate data-structure for our case, we impose one additional constraint. We refer to data as multi-modal if for each spatial location (two-dimensional in image based data and three-dimensional in volume based data) serveral addition scalar information (identical in number) exist.
Furthermore, we require that this information is equally spaced.
The structure of each location in a multi-modal dataset may be expressed as shown
in Table 2.1.
Spatial system
2-dimensional (images, . . . )

s-dimensional

Element 
at each location
 inthe multi-modal data x

xm,n,c=1
Grayvalue at x, y
e.g.
xm,n = xm,n,c=2  = Surface inclination at x, y 
.
..
...

xi,c=1
xi = xi,c=2  i ∈ Ns is used to index elements
...

Table 2.1: Examples of the structure of multi-modal datasets
As we can see, it is posible and mathematical feasible to express a multi-modal
dataset as a tensor1 x ∈ Rs×d with the dimensions s for the spatial extent and
d as the extent in numbers of different modalities. The first s dimensions which
are most commonly associated with space, are primal for the multi-modal data.
Everthing is aligned to it.
1 A tensor is a generalized concept of matrices. A tensor of order n consists of several scalar elemets,
each of its scalar elements is accessible be using an index i ∈ Nn . A 2D matrix would be a tensor of
order 2. The values contained in a tensor are sometimes called Muxel [PMGC09].
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On a broader understanding: multi-modal data does not rely on any spatial reference as primal reference. Other referencing systems are possible and in some
cases appropriate. It is solely application dependent and does not inflict with the
further mathematical modeling of the multi-modal auto-regressive models. The
single necessity for the remainder of this paper is, that multi-modal data have to
be equally spaced—as shown in Table 2.1.
Weak Stationarity
The definition of the AR models as whitening filters provide the clue for monitoring their adaptation. Indirectly the property of weak stationarity in input data
ensures the applicability of the models.
Weak stationarity is a quality of data and derives from the theoretical modeling of
an image source as a stochastic process. Each multi-modal image x is a prototype
function of this stochastic process. It states two properties that ensures that the
data is statistical independent from locations up to the second statistical moment.
E{xa } = E{xa+d }

Cov{xa , xa+d } = Cov{xb , xb+d }

∀d if a, a + d are locations within x

∀d if a, b, a + d, b + d are locations within x

These two equations ensure, that the expectation value at a given location is equal
in the concerning region and the statistical spatial relation within the region is also
independent from the location.
The property of weak stationarity ensures that a model which has been build in
only one small region is feasible on the whole data. To make assertionts about the
stochastic process itself, e.g., pattern-analysis, the property of weak stationarity
has to be fulfilled as well as the ergodic hypothesis, nonetheless the ergodicity is
not required for the presented results in this paper.

3

Multi-Modal Auto-Regressive Models

The idea behind the usage of auto-regressive models is the explicit adaption of expected structures and subsequently statistical testing. The conducted test is called
Null-Hypothesis-Test (H0 -Test). It verifies whether the model is valid for the region it is applied or not. If the model is still valid, the region tested is sufficiently
close to the region the model was created for. It is therefore an indicator for the
abidance of expectation.
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(b) 2D/d

Figure 3.1: This sketch visualize both multi-modal auto-regressive models. The
AR coefficients are placed according to their application on the multi-modal data.
Same colors indicates same weight or factor.
All AR models are based on the same principle. They are linear, translationinvariant filters and are calculated using a convolution. The estimation of model
parameters and filter coefficient is in every model a crucial part and discussed in
detail in the following sections. AR models use only a finite number of filter coefficients. They count therefore to the FIR filters (finite impulse responses) and
are subject to the issue of stability. The stability of the filters is discussed in the
following sections dealing with the process of estimating the filter coefficients.
The following two novel AR models are introduced. The 3D/1 AR model use statistical information from the multi-modal data in each modality simultaneously for
adapting a model to the presented texture. The 2D/d AR model impose a simplification, which takes advantage of a special constrain on the statisical relation in the
data. The simplification results in a less complicated optimization problem, faster
calculation and an easier parameterization. Both models are depicted in Fig. 3.1.

3.1

U, Uc , E and Point of Reference

The coefficient model mask U or Uc
The coefficient model mask U defines the supporting area which is used for the
calculations that lead to the prediction of the point of reference. The mask has
great influence on the quality of the prediction and is used in the prediction (see
Eqn. (3.1) and (3.4)) as well as in estimation (see Eqn. (3.3) and (3.5)). Uc defines
the data elements that are to be used and may be interpretated as index set.
The design of the mask has to take the statistical properties of the structure into
account. This means, that the mask should be designed in such a way that the
statistical properties of the data are captured sufficiently.
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Figure 3.2: The multi-modal image in this paper consists of three axes. The traditional two spatial ones and one axis that indicates the modal dimension. This figure
shows a coefficient model mask Uc of 7 × 5 × 4 size with the point of reference in
c = 1 and rightmost in Uc .

(a) U

(b) Point of (c) Overlaid (d) χ ∈ R|U |
reference

Figure 3.3: The interplay of coefficient model mask, point of reference and the
resulting vector χ that is constructed according to Eqn. (3.2).

The AR models are used in a predictive manner. For a true prediction without any
influence on the value to be predicted, the coefficient model mask may not include
the point of reference.
A few considerations about the general design of the coefficient model mask besides the statistical ones are also worth mentioning: if the coefficient model mask
is recursive computable, the associated AR model could be used for texture synthesis. A special case of recursive computable coefficient model masks are the
causal coefficient model masks that trace back to the ages of the origin of the AR
models when they were mostly used in time series analysis.
The estimation region E
The filter coefficients are commonly called AR coefficients α and are estimated
using the coeffiencient model mask U, the estimation region E and a special algorithm for determining the coefficient. The estimation region E is in most cases
restricted to one image. But this restriction is neither necessary nor is it feasible
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(b) Causal

(c) Noncausal
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(d) NonConvex

(f) Top
(g) With
(a) Region of prediction vs. (e) Random
hole
region of estimation E
Figure 3.4: Figure (a) visualize the difference between the region that is used
for collecting information (estimation region E (green)) and the region that is predicted (light blue). Figures (b), (c), (e) and (f) visualize different possible coefficient model masks (yellow) and points of predictions (red). Figure (d) and (g)
shows possible estimation regions that might be appropriate for training the model
so that only valid or trustworthy image regions are included.
for each case. If the estimation region is spread over several images, the stochastic
process is captured more directly as it would be if the ergodic hypothesis is used.
Point of Reference
The AR models are used to predict the point of reference. This value is calculated
by using a surrounding and specially optimized AR coefficients c α. The surrounding is build according to the coefficient model mask Uc . This predicted value is
greatly influenced by the AR coefficients c α and the coefficient model mask Uc as
well as the estimation region E. The predicted value plays an important role in the
distinction of regions that contain anomalies and regions that did not contain any.

3.2

3D/1

The modalities are treated as ordinary data dimensions exactly like the spatials
ones (see Fig. 3.2). This implies, that the pre-condition of AR models must hold
and eventually enforced on the whole input data across all modalities.
The naming 3D/1 is based on the organisation of the coefficient model mask and
dimension of the prediction. 3D stands for two spatial and one modal dimension
which renders the organisation of the coefficient model mask a three-dimensional
artifact. /1 stands for scalar value predicted by this model at the point of reference.
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Fig. 3.1(a) visualizes how the coefficients are aligned in the coefficient model
mask.
The result of the prediction of the AR model on the data has to be weak stationary.
From this requirement by definition follows that the input data x must also be
weak stationary (see Sec. 2). Noise wm,n,c ∼ N (0, 1) is assumed to be normal,
uncorrelated and additive to the image.
After these prelimaries, the elementary mathematical structure of the 3D/1 AR
models are defined as follows. Keep in mind, that the 3D/1 AR models are
dedicated for the prediction of a scalar value only even in the multi-modal setup.
m, n are used for spatial coordinates and c for the modal coordinate. k, l are used
as control variables for spatial coordinates and i for the modal coordinate.
X
c
x̂m,n,c =
ak,l,i · xm−k,n−l,i = c αT χm,n
(3.1)
(k,l,i)∈Uc

xm,n,c = x̂m,n,c + c σ 2 wm,n,c = c αT χm,n + c σ 2 wm,n,c
Uc is the coefficient model mask which is specific for channel c (Fig. 3.2). It is
possible and in some cases beneficial to use a different coefficient model mask Uc
for each channel, i.e., Uc=1 6= Uc=2 6= · · · . But in most cases, good results are
achieved by using equal coefficient model masks for all channels with only small
modifications to account for the causality condition.
The difference of the actual value at the point of reference xm,n,c and its prediction
x̂m,n,c is called prediction error em,n,c and is calculated according to:
em,n,c = xm,n,c − x̂m,n,c = −c α0T χ0m,n

,

c 0
e2m,n,c = c α0T χ0m,n χ0T
α.
m,n

Here c α, c α0 represents the AR coefficients and χ, χ0 are the data from a
surrounding of a given location are defined according to


xm,n−1,1
c

xm,n−2,1 
 


a0,1,1


xm,n,c
−1
0
c
c 0
c




a
.
.
.
α = c
χm,n = 
.
α=
0,1,2
 χm,n = χ
α
m,n
xm,n−1,2 
...
...
χ as well as χ0 take the coefficient model mask Uc into account. Its creation is
deptied in Fig. 3.3. For determination of a 3D/1 model that is optimally adapted to
the multi-modal texture in the estimation region E on the specimen, the prediction
error has to be minimized. This minimization can be performed in different ways.
A closed-from solution is proposed here that also provides the advantage that the
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result is automatically stable [DM84] in BIBO terms (bounded input – bounded
output); at least with data similar to those in E.
The structure of the 3D/1 models allows not only a simple minimization of the
prediction error, but also minimizing the variance of the predication error which
yields much better results.
c

Γ = Var{e} = E{e2 } − E{e}2 = E{e2 } → min

(3.2)

The optimization problem c Γ is minimal and optimal in the least square sense
over the estimation region E if the AR coefficients c α are optimally determined.
In Eqn. (3.2) the quality of an optimal approximation is used by assuming the
squared prediction error is zero E{e}2 = 0.
The weak stationarity of e (used in Eqn. (3.2)) is needed to provide the statistical
justification to prefer the prediction error from only one prototype function (image
x) over all other possible realisations of the stochastic process. This methology of
using only one prototype function instead of the whole stochastic process is called
erodic hypothesis.
One special assumption of the 3D/1 AR models is the space filling coefficent model
mask E in the modal direction c. Therefore the limits of the summation within c Γ
varies only over two spatial componentes (m, n) ∈ E.
P
 P 2

xm,n,c χT
xm,n,c
m,n
m,n
m,n
c 0
 c α0
P
Γ =c α0T  P
χm,n xm,n,c
χm,n χT
m,n
m,n

m,n

!
=

X
m,n

x2m,n,c

c T

−2 α

X

c T

χm,n xm,n,c + α

m,n

X

χm,n χT
m,n

c

α

m,n

For the minimization of c Γ0 which yields also a minimal c Γ, it is necessary to
derivative c Γ0 with respect to the only uncommitted variable c α. To be truly minimal the Hessian has to be positive definite which in pratice is always the case
according to [Mak75].
X
X
∂ c Γ0
c
=
−2
χ
x
+
2
χm,n χT
α=0
m,n,c
m,n
m,n
∂cα
m,n
m,n

−1
X
X

⇒ cα = 
χm,n χT
χm,n xm,n,c
m,n
(m,n)∈E
c

(3.3)

(m,n)∈E

α solves the optimization problem c Γ and forms the coefficients describing the
spatial information of the texture. The global information of the texture c σ 2 is
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Figure 3.5: This figure shows the block structure of χχT if χ is defined accordingly. The modalities are plotted horizontally and vertically, each block indicate a
correlation between two image regions origined from the labeled modalities.
obtainable by evaluating a simplified c Γ. The function c(E, Uc ) ∈ N indicates the
number of the coefficient model masks that could be placed within E.
v


u
u
X
X
1
u
c

σ=t
χm,n xm,n,c 
x2m,n,c − c αT
c(Uc , E)
(m,n)∈E

(m,n)∈E

d · 3D/1
As we can see from the structure of the 3D/1 model, they can be easily expanded
to yield not only one scalar prediction but a vector. Theoretically all parameters
(Uc and E) may be modified in this process.
In the case of very different statistical P
properties between the modalities which
could be easily identified by analysing
χχT , it would be worth to identify different sets of parameters especially Uc or even separate the multi-modal data to be
processed by different models.
Classic 2D AR model
The simple two-dimensional AR model is defined on simple scalar valued data
that are arranged in two dimensions. If the model is interpreted as an operator on
a special multi-modal image, the multi-modal dataset would consists of s = 2 and
d = 1 as dimensions and all the math discussed in the previous section applies.
The 2D(/1) models require only one coefficient model mask, hence the index c
may be discarded from Uc to U and c α to α.
P
Structure of χχT
Within χ the multi-modal image content is encapsulated, sliced according to the
coefficient model mask Uc . The axes are systematically varied according to the
definition of Uc . This results in block structure of χχT that is visualised in Fig. 3.5.
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From the figure of χχT , it is clearly visible which blocks correlate among each
other. Each block indicates an image region for every modality. On the diagonal
all modality blocks are correlated with themselves.

3.3

2D/d

The 2D/d AR models are designed with the assumption, that the characteristical
texture is dominated by its spatial relative coordinates. This could easily be visualized in the example of stamped or embossed surfaces. In the process of stamping,
a stamp is placed spatially on the surface any suface-surface-interaction (which
might be force) occurs. The resulting multi-modal texture is now dominated by
the texture imposed be the stamp. In general, this is not a strict functional relation due to diffusion-like processes and special behaviours in the modalities. The
2D/d AR models simplify this assumption to a functional relation. This assumption states that the interchange across the modalities is negligible compared to the
statistical relations across the spatial domain. This leads to a coefficient model
mask that is arrangeable in spatial dimensions.
One special aspect of stamping or embossing are accidently caused stamps or embossments, which could by related with anomalies or defects, i.e., caused by an
accidentally slipped screwdriver.
The naming 2D/d is based on the organisation of the coefficient model mask and
the dimension of the prediction. The coefficient model mask is arrangable in 2D
and the predicted value at the point of reference is d-dimensional and contains the
predication for all modalities simultaneously.
X
x̂m,n =
ak,l xm−k,n−l = ∆m,n α
(3.4)
(k,l)∈U

xm,n = ∆m,n α + σ 2 wm,n ,

0
0
em,n = xm,n − x̂m,n = α0T ∆0T
m,n ∆m,n α

The structures used are defined as follows:


 
a0,1
1
0


α =
α = a0,2
−α
...






xm,n−1,1
xm,n,1
∆m,n = xm,n−1,2  xm,n−2 . . . ∆0m,n = xm,n,2  ∆m,n 
...
...
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The optimization problem for the determination of an optimal α for the given data
in the estimation region E is formulated as:
Γ = E{em,n } → min

Γ=

1
c(E, U)

X

em,n → min

(m,n)∈E

As in the previous section, c(E, U) ∈ N is the number of possible placements of
the coefficient model mask U within the estimation region E. Γ0 is derived from
Γ by neglecting constant factors irrelevant for the determination of the optimum.
Hence, Γ0 is given by

T
X  xT x
m,n m,n xm,n ∆m,n
Γ =α
α0
T
∆T
m,n xm,n ∆m,n ∆m,n
0

0T

m,n

!
=

X

xT
m,n xm,n

− 2α

T

m,n

The roots of

∂Γ0
∂α

X

xT
m,n ∆m,n

+α

T

X

∆T
m,n ∆m,n

α

m,n

m,n

= 0 yield the minimal Γ0 and also the minimal Γ. The deter-

mination of α from the roots of
squared sence according to:

∂Γ0
∂α

yields our optimal AR coefficients in a least

X
X
∂Γ0
= −2
xT
∆T
m,n ∆m,n
m,n ∆m,n + 2
∂α
m,n
m,n
!−1
X
X
⇒α=
∆T
xT
m,n ∆m,n
m,n ∆m,n
m,n

!
α=0

(3.5)

m,n

P
Structure of ∆T ∆
For emphasizing the distinction between
the 3D/1 and the 2D/d models, we take
P
a closerP
look at the properties of ∆T ∆ and compare it with the corresponding
matrix
χT χ of the 3D/1 AR model. Within the matrix ∆ information about
the image content in modalities
and space (column-wise) is captured.
P (row-wise)
Through the calculation of
∆T ∆ a statistical analysis of the captured data is
done.

For simplification, the following notation is used: ∆ = x0,0 x0,1 . . . ∈ Rd× ·

1
xi0 ,i1 2 xi0 ,i1 . . . where c xi0 ,i1 indicates the scalar value of the
with xT
i0 ,i1 =
modality c at the location (i0 , i1 ) ( xi0 ,i1 ∈ Rd×1 ).
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d · 3D/1
Qd
c=1 |Uc |

2D/d
|U|

opd2 · tmul +
d(opd − 1) · tadd

opd · tmul +
d(op − 1) · tadd

Number of AR Coefficients
Effort of prediction of one point
of reference x̂i
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Table 3.1: This table compares the different multi-modal AR models in complexity and numerical issuses. Uc is assumed to be o × p × d in size and U as
o × p.

0 2
0
x0,0
x0,0 0 x0,1
0
0
0 2
 x0,0 x0,1
x0,1


∆T ∆ =

...
|

=

{z

  1 2

1
...
x0,0
x0,0 1 x0,1 . . .
1 2
. . .  + 1 x0,0 1 x0,1
x0,1
... +...
...
} |
{z
}

∆c=0 ∆T
c=0 =Cov{∆c=0 ,∆c=0 }

d
X

Cov{∆c=i , ∆c=i }

∆c=1 ∆T
c=1 =Cov{∆c=1 ,∆c=1 }

(3.6)

i

The vector ∆c=i ∈ Rd×1 represents all information of one modality across all
spatial location within U, this is similar to χ. In Equation (3.6) it is clearly visible, that ∆T ∆ is the sum of covariance matrices for each spatial relation in each
modality. Through this equation we can easily see, that the 2D/d models are robust
against weak correlation between modalities and therefore preferable in situations
where the modalities in multi-modal data are weakly correlated. These models
nevertheless enforce the interrelation between the modalities.
Table 3.1 provides a short comparison between the d · 3D/1 and 2D/d AR models.

4

Inspection Framework

Input
As stated before, the data processed by an AR model has to be weak stationary.
The reasons and exact preconditions are stated in section 2. The first step is to
check for weak stationarity and eventually enforcing it. It could be enforced in
different ways, e.g., removing prevouisly known structures that destroy the condition. [BL98] propose a method, that is able to remove random lines from an
image.
Structual output
For compability reasons, the two multi-modal AR models have to produce the
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Figure 4.1: Scheme of the framework described in Section 4.
same structural data as result of their filtering. The 3D/1 is not compatible with the
2D/d models, as the 3D/1 models predict only a scalar value, while 2D/d predict a
vector. To derive a compatible output, the 3D/1 is repeated d times with appropiate
modifications such as that each model is responsable for the prediction of only one
modality. The resulting model is called d · 3D/1. Subsequently the d · 3D/1 must
have d different coefficient model masks Uc and points of reference.
One simple method to achieve this, is building a special series of coefficient model
masks that do not take any data on the non-primal dimension of the point of reference (see Fig. 3.2) into account. The resulting coefficient model masks are
therefore the same. Only the point of reference, which also have to be modified,
differs between those models. Nonetheless, if the coefficient model masks are
equal Uc=1 = Uc=2 = . . . , the χ-vectors of each model is equal.
Classification
After the structure of the output is comparable, the output has to be classified to yield an indicator that qualify a region whether it is free of anomalies
or not. The literature name many different methods to achieve this distinction.
For instance neuronal networks, support-vector-machine or support-vector-datadescription [Tax01].
In [TQD86] a method named CFAR (Constant False Alarm Rate) is proposed that
squares the prediction error, divide it by the local variance and apply a threshold
to the resulting value. The threshold is derived from a region known to be free of
anomalies.
A different approach employs the ability of more advanced classifiers for distinguishing not only one single feature vector but also combinations of feature vectors. The output of the AR filtering may also be combined with other feature
generating filters or the AR filter output is used as input for feature generating
processes.
The framework discussed here is depicted in Fig. 4.1.
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P T
Figure 5.1: This figure shows the
χχ from real world data. The different
correlations within one modality and between them is clearly visible in the figure.
Brigther color indicates a better correlation. The yellow line on the diagonal visualize the autovariance. We can easily see, that the correlative information between
the first five modalities are not negligible.

5

Experimental Results

The experiments were conducted on a small part of a cylinder barrel of a combustion engine. The multi-modal data were generated by using a variation of deflectory2 . [WMHB09] provide a complete introduction into deflectometry including
some insights into the problems and geometric reconstruction. The multi-modal
data derived here contain nine modalites.
P T
The coefficient model mask Uc used for the calculation of
χχ is enfigured
P T
in Fig. 3.3.
χχ is visualized in Fig. 5.1. It shows that not all modalities
correlate well with each other. In fact the figure shows that the autocorrelation in
weakly correlated modalities is smaller than the autocorrelation of modalities that
correlate well with some other modalities.
The d · 3D/1 AR models can cope with these data. Nevertheless the optimization
problem has high dimension and may be numerically unstable. The 2D/d AR
models takes advantage of the weakly correlated blocks shown in Fig. 5.1, but
they discard information in non-autocorrelated blocks. The data may be split with
respect to the statistical nature and processed separately optimaly in each fragment
by one d · 3D/1-Model or 2D/d AR model. The visible difference in the prediction
error of both models are negligible.

2 Deflectometry is done on highly specular surfaces.

Typical information gained from deflectometric
measurements are for example: synthetic grayvalue and hints for the surface inclination.
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Conclusion and Future Work

We presented two AR models that are specially designed for multi-modal setups,
which gain more influence in the visual inspection. In the automated visual inspection as well as in every image based algorithm, regions which are known to
be less trustworthy has to be explicitly respected in the calculation. Nonetheless,
methods that indicates which model has to be used, would be helpful.
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Abstract: The main principle of shape from specular surface acquisition
is to use a highly controllable environment, where a screen on which a
well-defined pattern is presented is observed via the specular reflecting surface. Knowing that pattern, it is possible—at least with certain additional
knowledge—to reconstruct the surface under test. In this paper, we discuss
two aspects of this principle: first, a new iterative algorithm for shape reconstruction using surface normal data is introduced, and second, some rules of
thumb for the experimental design of inspection systems are derived from the
investigation of the normal field induced by measurement.

1

Introduction

Let us consider our knowledge about object surfaces from a technical and visual
perspective. There are two aspects we can distinguish: the reflectance and the
shape.
Once the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) for every point
of the surface is known, all information about the reflectance properties of the
surface is available. The BRDF as a function of the geometric arrangements of the
illumination and the observation relative to the surface normal. It describes how
bright the surface will appear in proportion to a given irradiance. Many types of
automated visual inspection methods for industrial surfaces employ the knowledge
of the BRDF implicitly.
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Other surface properties that can be evaluated are geometric properties, which ultimately describe the object’s shape. The knowledge about this aspect is usually
represented through an object model. The simplest form of such a model is a 3D
point cloud, which consists of the raw data,i.e., 3D points of the objects’s surface,
that are obtained directly through the measurement process. The problem of finding a more appropriate model for given raw data is one of the fundamental problems for the reconstruction of 3D objects in computer graphics [Rem03, Hop94].
In the context of industrial automated visual inspection systems, we can stress at
least two inspection tasks considering object shape—first: how well fits the global
geometry of the object under test into its designed shape, and second: is there a
local object deformation.
How do these aspects appear in the context of the considered inspection task, the
inspection of specular surfaces? The at least partially specular nature of the objects under test implies the validity of the law of geometric optic reflection. This
knowledge is the only assumptions we will take into account. Hence, for specular
surfaces, the BRDF is well known. For partially specular surfaces, it is possible to
model the reflection through a specular and a diffuse component. For many types
of practically relevant surfaces, it is sufficient for the automated visual inspection to employ the well known Phong shading model, which assumes a perfectly
diffuse reflection component and a specular component that decays polynomially
from the ideal specular direction [Pho75]. In either case, it is assumed that it is
possible to determine the direction of the specular reflection.
For the shape from specular reflection problem, we will assume that the reflectance
properties of the objects under test are known and we will focus on the determination of the object shape. The main challenge in the field of automated visual
inspection of specular surfaces can be stated as follows: how can we gather information about a surface only by assuming its specular property? With deflectometry we denote the family of such methods, evaluating reflected images of a priori
known patterns, for specular shape information retrieval. According to this definition, shape from specular reflection is a special case of deflectometry, focusing
only on 3D-shape reconstruction, whereas other aspects of deflectometry, like the
estimation of surface deviations, are ignored.
The basic deflectometric principle can be described as follows: a presumably distorted (deflected) image of a well known and calibrated scene or light source L is
captured with an image acquisition device C such that the light path includes the
unknown specular surface S, cf. Figure 1.1. Knowing the intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters of the camera, the light source, and the image acquisition constellation,
it is possible to obtain normals of the unknown surface. Thereby the mapping lr
from sight ray to scene point—the deflectometric measurement—is usually done
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Figure 1.1: General geometric setup for deflectometric inspection.

by a unique coding of the scene positions. It is well known that the shape from
specular reflection problem for such a simple setup is mathematically ill-posed and
additional knowledge for the regularization of this problem is required [Bal08].

1.1

Contributions and Structure

There are two main contributions, which structure the report at hand:

1. A novel approach for the reconstruction problem for specular surfaces is
given in Section 2. Solving a nonlinear Poisson equation iteratively, by
means of finite element methods, yields a robust and fast converging method
for industrial inspection tasks.
2. It is well known, that observing specular surfaces in the deflectometric manner yields to normal-fields [Bal08]. Examing those fields is fruitful for the
experimental design of specular inspection systems. The answer to the question, where to place the camera and the screen in such a setup, is given in
Section 3.
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Because of the assumption that the reflection law holds for each surface point, the
following relation
s
sr
n=
−
= ŝ − sˆr
ksk ksr k
between the sight ray s to the surface S, the reflected ray sr , and the local surface normal n holds (vectors of unit length are marked by an additional hat,
i.e.kx̂k = 1). With sr = l − s (see Figure 1.1), from equation 2 follows
the relation 2.1 between possible surface normals 1 nm due to the measurement
and the measurement l(u) itself, with u ∈ U ⊂ R2 for all x ∈ Ω with
Ω = {x|x ∈ R3 ∧ P (x) ⊆ U }:
x
l(P (x)) − x
nm (x) = x̂ − l[
−x=
−
=: m(x, l(P (x)).
kxk kl(P (x)) − xk

(2.1)

Here P : R3 → R2 denotes the projection P (x) := ( xx31 , xx23 )> , x =
(x1 , x2 , x3 )> , u points in the image plane of the camera, and Ω describes the
cameras sight cone.
Note that for all x ∈ S and for all undisturbed measurement,
n̂(x) = n̂m (x)

(2.2)

must hold. For all x̃ ∈ Ω\S, n̂m (x̃) is a possible surface normal to a hypothetical
surface S̃ in the sense that S̃ would lead to the same deflectometric measurement
l(u) as S, cf. Figure 2.
We can summarize: the deflectometric measurement establishes a normal field
n̂m (x) so that the shape from specular reflection problem reads as: find the very
surface which fits into this measured normal field.

2.1

Shape Reconstruction for Surface Graph Representations

The surface S can be described as graph of a function f : (x, y) → f (x, y), R2 ⊃
Ωxy 7→ R using the parametrization


−∂x f
1
 −∂y f  .
S = {(x, y, z)> |z = f (x, y)}, n̂ = p
(∂x f )2 + (∂y f )2 + 1
1
(2.3)
1 The

induced normal field
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Figure 2.1: Example of solution manifold: hypothetical surfaces S̃ (solid lines)
and real surface S (dashed line) are presented as family of function graphs f λ .
For each surface point, Equation (2.2) must hold. This leads to the nonlinear
deflectometric partial differential equation (PDE)

−∇f (x, y) =

n̂m,1 /n̂m,3
n̂m,2 /n̂m,3




=: q(x, y, f ) =

q1 (x, y, f (x, y))
q2 (x, y, f (x, y))


.

(2.4)

Many deflectometric reconstruction approaches use a linear variant of this equation, see for example Massig [Mas01], which implicitly leeds to some regularization for selecting the correct normals n̂s to the real surface out of the normal field
n̂m 2 :
ζ : (x, y)> 7→ n̂s ,

R2 → R3 ,

n̂s (x0 , y0 ) ∈ {n̂m (x, y, z) | x = x0 , y = y0 } .

2 Selecting the correct normals in this sense is commonly done by a stereo approach [KKH04, PT04],
which therefore can be thought of as a linearizion process due to the elemination of the f (x, y)
dependency of the projected normal field q(x, y, f ) .
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With the surface representation of Equation (2.3), this mapping yields the linear
variant of problem (2.4) according to
−∇f (x, y) = q̃(x, y) .
Here we have to point out, that first selecting the normals n̂s is not sufficient for
reconstructing the unknown surface, since we need initial and/or border values to
solve the reconstruction problem [WBB07]. Furthermore, the normal field is not
necessarily curl free, which implies that a potential f might not exist and only an
approximative solution can be obtained.
In [WMHB09] the author of this report gives a short overview on commonly used
approaches for normal field integration methods in the context of deflectometry.
It is possible to directly utilize the nonlinear problem (2.4), which can be
transformed into a scalar PDE by applying the divergence operator according to
−∆f (x, y) = div q(x, y, f ) .

(2.5)

In the following, an iterative solution approach for this equation is presented. For
common inspection problems one can observe that the right hand side of equation (2.5) shows a weak dependancy on f (x, y). In Section 3 the vector gradient
of the normal field in a given direction is further analyzed. To eliminate the dependancy on f (x, y) in the divergence term, one can choose an estimate for the
surface. This can be done in several ways. First: model driven, because in industrial inspection tasks we always know the object we are inspecting and one is
mainly interested in shape deviations. Second: it is possible to linearize the problem by approximating the surface f (x, y) with a plane; in an upcoming paper we
will show that with a well-designed inspection setup, the plane cut through the
normal field leads to a negligible error for visual inspection tasks. Third: a linearization of problem (2.5) could be achieved by successive solving the following
linear Neumann problems for i > 0:
−∆fi (x, y) = div q(x, y, fi−1 ) ,
h∇fi (x, y) | ôi = h−q(x, y, fi−1 ) | ôi ,

(x, y) ∈ Ωxy ,
(x, y) ∈ ∂Ωxy ,

(2.6)

with the initial surface
f0 (x, y) = c(x, y) ,
where c(x, y) could be chosen as constant function c(x, y) = const and ô denotes
the outer normal to Ωxy , (h∇fi | ôi = ∂fi /∂ô) whith the scalar product h · | · i .
From the theory of partial differential equations, it is well known that a variational formulation for the problem (2.6) exists [BL05], which allows weak solutions. This means, instead of directly solving (2.4), one is looking for a solution
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fi (x, y) ∈ H1 (Ωxy ) of the equivalent variational problem [Ste08]
∀ν ∈ V0 ,

a(fi , ν) = Q(ν) ,

(2.7)

with the bilinear form
Z
h∇fi | ∇νi dx ,

a(fi , ν) =

(2.8)

Ωxy

and the linear form
Z

Z
div(q) ν dx −

Q(ν) =
Ωxy

hq | ôi ν do .

(2.9)

∂Ωxy

Here H1 (Ωxy ) denotes the Sobolev H1 space over Ωxy , V0 the space of test
functions, and do = ô do an element on ∂Ωxy .
For symmetric and positive bilinear forms, like equation (2.8), the variational
problem (2.7) is equivalent to the following minimum problem:
J(fi ) = inf 1 J(g) ,
g∈H

fi ∈ H1 (Ωxy ) ,

with the Ritz energy functional
J(g) =

1
a(g, g) − Q(g) .
2

Inserting equations (2.8) and (2.9) in the energy functional yields
Z
Z
Z
1
J(g) =
h∇g | ∇gi dx −
div(q) g dx +
hq | ôi g do .
2 Ωxy
Ωxy
∂Ωxy
With integration by parts of the divergence term according to
Z
Z
Z
−
div(q) g dx =
hq | ∇gi dx −
hq | ôi g do ,
Ωxy

Ωxy

∂Ωxy

the functional becomes
Z

1
2
k∇gk + h∇g | qi dx .
Ωxy 2
R
2
Adding the positive constant term 21 Ωxy kqk dx leads to the final result 3
Z
1
2
J(g) =
k−∇g − qk dx .
(2.10)
2 Ωxy
J(g) =

3 This

will not change the minimum of the functional J(g); the integral depends only on the
measurement n̂m .
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Figure 2.2: Adjusting the surface f˜i according to minimal distances to given
points.
Solving the variational formulation (2.7) of the Neumann problem yields a normal
adaption problem: find the function fi ∈ {g | g ∈ H1 } so that the normals to its
graph fits best to the given measurement. This is the deeper justification for applying the divergence operator in equation (2.5). A second justification follows from
the Hodge decomposition of a vector field F = ∇ϕ + ∇ × A + H, which deconstructs the field F in a rotational free part ϕ (the scalar potential), a divergence
free part A (the vector potential) and a harmonic component H, cf. [TLHD03].
Applying the decomposition to the measurement dependend field q, one can interpret Equation (2.5) as a normalization of the vector field q to ensure integrability,
that is the existence of the scalar potential f .
For solving problem (2.6) we propose finite-element-methods (FEM) [Sol06] due
to the following reasons:
1. By solving the corresponding variational problem (2.7), weak solutions
can be obtained, which allows the reconstruction of surfaces that are not
necessarily differentiable in a classical sense.
2. FEM implies a triangulation of the region of interest Ωxy , so that irregular
borders and regions, where the determination of the normal-field fails, can
be managed.
3. FEM is a computational efficient method due to ansatz functions with local
support.
4. Adaptive mesh refinement methods can be employed.
5. For further computation speed up, multigrid methods can be applied.
6. FEM is an industrial standard for solving PDEs, so that robust software
packages do exist.
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Because the deflectometric reconstruction problem for a monocular setup is illconditioned in a mathematical sense, further information is required. This means
initial and/or border values are needed. Some common regularization procedures
are described in [WMHB09]. Having additional surface points, its possible to
combine this information with the solution of equation 2.6 in an optimal manner
for the selection of the correct surface out of the solution manifold. The surface
fi is a solution of a linear problem, therefore f˜i = fi + const will also solve the
Neumann problem (2.6). Hence, it is possible to place the surface f˜i so that the
following distances dk = zk − f˜i (xk , yk ) from points pk = (xk , yk , zk )> to
the surface f˜i are minimal, cf. Figure 2.2:
1X
1X 2
dk =
pk,z − f˜i (xk , yk )
2
2
k

2

→ min .

(2.11)

k

This leads to an optimal solution in a twofold sense: first, regarding the surface
normals, the normals to the solution surface fit optimally to the measured normal
field n̂m , cf. equation (2.10), second regarding position dependent information,
the surface itself has minimal distance to measured surface points pk , cf. Equation (2.11). This approach allows the combination of surface gradient with position
sensitive methods.
Finally, we summarize our approach for the shape reconstruction problem in
Algorithm 2.1.
In Figure 2.1 the solution of Equation (2.7) for partially specular objects is shown.
Here the initial solution f0 was a plane. Shown are the reconstructed surfaces f4
after the fourth iteration according to Algorithm 2.1. Even in strong convex and
concave regions a clear solution is obtainted, e.g., the fork rakes.

3

Experimental Design

In Section 2, the connection of deflectometric measurement and its induced normal
field is derived, cf. (2.1). The question is still open: which is an optimal geometric
setup for deflectometric measurement with regard to normal field characteristics.
Some of the characteristics are presented by simulating a realistic example, like
the inspection of truck side mirrors.
The example surface is the following sphere:
S = {(x, y, z)> | z =

p
2002 − (x − 100)2 − y 2 + 190} .
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Algorithm 2.1 Iterative specular shape reconstruction.
1: Given: a region of interest Ω ⊂ R3 , the induced normal field n̂m (Ω) and a
non-empty set of points {pk | pk ∈ Ω} 6= ∅.
2: Select f1 = const. // Information about the measurement setup can be used.
3: Select termination condition .
4: Setup the FEM system (integrating scheme, linear solver, basis functions).
5: repeat
6:
fi−1 ← fi
7:
Generate a mesh M on Ω ∩ fi−1 → (Ωxy , M ).
8:
Calculate div q at the nodes of M .
9:
Calculate q at the edge nodes of M .
10:
Solve problem (2.6) with FEM on M → fi .
11:
Solve problem (2.11) for fi and {pk } → fi .
12: until kfi − fi−1 k < 

Figure 2.3: Real world examples (left column) and corresponding FEM solutions
of Equation (2.5) (right column).
Image acquistion device: camera with focallength = 30 mm, pixelsize = 6 µm,
resolution = 1000 × 1000 pixel. The camera is located at (0, 0, 150)> mm and
looks at (150, 0, 0)mm.
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true solution

true solution

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: Example of a solution manifold (a) and the corresponding curvature
(b), all solving the problem of Equation (2.5).
Light source: LCD with pixelsize = 0.294 mm, resolution = 1024 × 768 pixel.
For this setup, examples of the solution manifold are shown in Figure 3.1(a). The
family of solutions {f λ } can be obtained with several runs of Algorithm 2.1 with
distinct regularization points pλ . In Figure 3.1(b) the principal curvature in xdirection κx,λ for these solutions f λ are shown.
We can observe:
• All solutions are located in the sight cone Ω of the camera. Corresponding
points at different surfaces f λ are connected via camera sight rays, in other
words, there exists a scaling.
• Due to the LC-Display being located at a finite position, the solutions get
rotated while traveling along a sight ray.
• The shape, i.e., the surface curvature changes along the sight rays. Along a
sight ray, points with equal local curvature do not exist. Thus all solutions
have different shape. This observation is important when dealing with the
uniqueness of the stereo based normal estimation problem.
• At infinity, all solutions converge to an ellipsoid with infinite radius, i.e.,
if we place our object under test far enough away from the inspecting system, selecting the correct surface is an easy task due to the small change of
the surface shape with distance. This can be described as regularization by
approximation.
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b

a

c
Figure 3.2: Inspection setup. Shown are three sets of parameter variation, see text.
The dependency of the solution manifold from geometrical setup can be evaluated
by looking at the vector gradient of the normal field in a given direction v
V = Jn (n̂m ) · v ,
with the Jacobi matrix Jn of the normal field.
We will evaluate the norm of V for three parameter sets of the geometrical
inspection setup, cf. Figure 3.2.
In the first setup, the position of the LC-Display changes, whereas the position
of camera and object remained fixed. The camera’s distance to the xy-plane is
500mm. In Figure 3.3, the norm of the vector gradient in direction of the optical camera axis kJn [n̂m ] · êz k is shown for three positions of the LCD, thereby
zLCD denotes the distance of the LCD center to the xy-plane and zc the distance
from the optical camera center along the optical axis in camera coordinates, cf.
Figure 3.2(a).
With increasing distance of the LCD from the object plane, the change of the normal field decreases. The norm of the vector gradient converges to the same value
for all LCD positions. This normal field characteristic is shown in Figure 3.1(b)
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Figure 3.3: Norm of vector gradient of the normal field against distance from
optical camera center along a sight ray for different LCD positions, for the setup
depicted in Figure 3.2(a).
by means of principal curvature. The larger the distance of the LCD to the object,
the smaller the change of the normal field along a sight ray.
In Figure 3.4 the norm of the vector gradient in direction of the optical camera axis
is shown for three distances of the whole sensor to the object, z0 denotes thereby
the sensor distance, cf. Figure 3.2(b). The norm of the vector gradient does not
differ significantly for the three sensor positions, but dereases with increase of z0 .
Finally in Figure 3.5 the norm of the vector gradient in direction of the optical
camera axis is shown for several polar angles ϑ, cf. Figure 3.2(c). With increasing
polar angle the maximum of the normal field change moves to greater values of
zc . If one want a maximal change in the normal field, e.g., for determining surface
points with a stereo approach, a medium polar angle like 45◦ leads to good results.
In opposite, if one needs a very small normal change, the smallest possible polar
angel should be selected. Small changes are favored in cases like the regularization
by approximaten approach. With a plane cut through the normal field, only litte
errors with respect to the correct normals are made in that case.
Following rules of thumbs for the experimental design of inspection systems for
specular surfaces can be given:
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Figure 3.4: Norm of vector gradient of the normal field against distance from
optical camera center along a sight ray for different sensor positions, for the setup
depicted in Figure 3.2(b).
1. Determining surface points with a stereo setup, e.g., for the regularization
of the shape from specular reflection problem, needs strong varying normal
fields along search rays. The stereo method imply the determination of normal disparities like n̂1m − n̂2m for the normals of the two measurements.
For further details see [WI93, BS03, KKH04, PT04]. Large disparities can
be achieved through:
• Small camera to object and small LCD to object distances.
• Angle between camera / LCD axis and mean object normal about 45◦ .
2. Determining surface normals with high precision is supported through small
changes in the normal field. This allows approximation approaches for the
selection of the correct normals, even through plan cuts. To achieve small
changes one can select:
• Large system to object distances.
• Large LCD to object distances.
• Small angles between camera / LCD axis and mean object normal.
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Figure 3.5: Norm of vector gradient of the normal field against distance from
optical camera center along a sight ray for different polar angels, for the setup
depicted in Figure 3.2(c).

4

Conclusions and Further Work

In this report we presented a new approach for shape reconstruction using surface normal data. It is shown, that an optimal reconstruction can be achieved due
to the implicit employment of two minimizing problems. The normals to the reconstructed surface fits best to the measured normals and the surface has minimal
distance to given regularization points. This allows the combination of surface
gradient with position sensitive methods, especially by the inspection of partially
specular surfaces. Furthermore, the proposed approach is insensitive to unbiased
disturbances of normal and position data.
Two main aspects regarding normal field sensitivity for the system setup for automated inspection of specular surfaces can be considered: first, determining points
on specular surfaces needs strong varying normal fields along search directions,
and second, surface normals can be estimated with high precision in regions with
small changes. For both inspection tasks, some rules of thumb for the experimental design of the inspection systems are given. This insight can be achieved by the
investigation of the changes in the normal field induced by measurement.
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In an upcoming publication we present an extension of our proposed algorithm
to the inspection of complex surfaces, which requires the combination of several
measurements from distinct positions.
The characteristics of the induced normal field will be further investigated, above
all with regard to the global uniqueness problem of specular stereo regularization.
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Abstract: Uncertainties in the sensor data such as measurement noise, false
detections caused by clutter, as well as merged, split, incomplete or missed
detections due to a sensor malfunction or occlusions (both due to the limited
sensor field of view and objects in the scene) make multi-target tracking a
very complicated task. Thus one of the big challenges is track management
and correct data association between detections and tracks. In this contribution we present an algorithm for visual detection and tracking of multiple
extended targets under occlusions and split and merge effects. Unlike most of
the state-of-the-art approaches we utilize low-level information integrating it
in a unified approach based on a threshold-free probabilistic conception. The
introduced scheme makes it possible to utilize information about composition
of the measurements gained through tracking of dedicated feature points in
the image and resolves data association ambiguities in a soft decision using
a globally optimal probabilistic data association approach. Beside existence
evolution consideration we also exploit the spatial and temporal relationship
between stably tracked points and tracked objects, which along with observability analysis, allows us for reconstruction of compatible measurements and
thus correct track update even in cases of splits, merges and partial occlusions
of the tracked targets.
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Introduction

Most of the vision-based vehicle detection and tracking systems presented in the
field of driver assistance systems in the last few decades were focusing on the
front-looking applications and particularly on highway driving applications. Many
of them make use of various presumptions and restrictions regarding possible objects’ motion profiles and their lateral position (e.g. relative to the tracked lane
markings), as well as assumptions about symmetrical appearance, shadows etc.
In many other applications such as intersection assistance systems or side-looking
pre-crash systems, most of those restrictions and assumptions do not apply any
more. Many different object orientations have to be taken into account. Combined with a large variety of object types and large region of interest, this makes
it extremely challenging to detect and track objects based on their appearance in
real time. For the realization of such applications that are capable of a robust and
reliable object detection, a generic approach has to be chosen. Object hypotheses are often generated from the range data that are the result of binocular stereo
or motion stereo processing. Finding corresponding structures in two video images and reconstructing their depth using knowledge of mutual orientation of both
viewpoints, delivers range data, the so-called depth maps. After extracting a depth
map, road location is estimated and points belonging to the ground plane are removed. Spatial clustering of the remaining three-dimensional points delivers point
clouds which are used as an input in the data association step.
Due to the noisy range estimation process, combined with the well known problems of stereo vision systems such as difficulties of depth estimation in homogeneous image regions and gross depth errors in regions with regular patterns, the
results of clustering may vary from frame to frame leading to incomplete, split,
merged or missing object measurements as well as to phantom objects. Further
problem are incomplete measurements due to partial occlusions and limitations of
the field of view (FoV) of the sensors. Visible dimensions of objects entering or
leaving FoV or becoming occluded may change rapidly, which combined with a
centroid-based object tracking approach leads to strongly biased object position
and dynamics estimation.
The basic idea of this contribution is depicted in Figure 1.1. Instead of “blind” association between detections and tracks a novel detection-by-tracking algorithm is
proposed which allows for a correct reconstruction of appropriate detection based
on a feature-based probabilistic data association scheme. It utilizes information
gained by tracking object points in the image (and in 3D space) for creation of
point-to-track affiliation information. This information is then used for reconstruction of appropriate measurements and allows for a correct update of the object’s
position and dynamics in spite of partial occlusions, splits and merges.
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Figure 1.1: (a) Wrong data association in standard tracking-by-detection approach
in case of a clutter-based cluster merge. (b) Basic idea of the FBPDA: utilization of
the information about point-to-track affiliation for “reconstruction” of appropriate
measurements for the tracking (detection-by-tracking).
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Track initialization and termination as well as data association are done using a
globally optimal probabilistic approach which takes into account object existence
and observability probability and implements a track-before-detect approach. Additionally, we propose an observability treatment scheme utilizing a grid-based
object representation with occupancy and occlusion modeling for each cell. This
allows for a dedicated observability and occlusion handling.
The proposed Feature Based Probabilistic Data Association and Tracking Algorithm (FBPDA) consists of four major steps: time forward prediction, association
between detections and tracks, reconstruction of composite measurements from
associated point clouds and innovation. These four steps are described in Sections
3, 4, 5 and 6 respectively. The overall framework for visual object tracking is
introduced in Section 2.

2

Overall system description

The overall video-based object tracking framework used in this work is depicted
in Figure 2.1. It has been built in the course of the EU funded project APROSYS

Figure 2.1: Overall framework for visual object detection and tracking
[APR]. The goal was detection of imminent side collisions to enable timely activation of novel occupant protection systems [TZM+ 08]. The sensor system
under consideration here is a side-looking stereo video camera [TWG07]. Egomotion estimation and compensation is done using vehicle odometry data which
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was shown to deliver sufficient accuracy even for the structure-from-motion task
[WPGW07]. Detection and tracking of the feature points is realized similar to
the system proposed in [FRBG05]. Up to 3000 feature points are tracked simultaneously in 3-D space using Kalman Filters. Their six-dimensional state vectors
[x, y, z, vx , vy , vz ]T are estimated from the stereo depth measurements as well as
from their displacement in the image between consecutive frames (optic flow). The
measurement vector is thus [u, v, d]T with image coordinates (u, v) and feature
depth d.
After elimination of the ground points, the remaining points are clustered to the
point clouds that give measurements for object tracking. Object parameters are
estimated using an Extended Kalman Filter. Internally, objects are modeled as
cuboids with a centroid (x, y, z), dimensions (l, w, h), geometrical orientation φ,
motion orientation ϕ, speed v, acceleration a and yaw rate ϕ̇. This corresponds to
the Constant Yaw Rate Model with Acceleration, which has proved to deliver the
best performance in the case of a side-looking system [RGW08]. Due to the fact
that often only a part of an object is visible to the sensors, orientation of the object’s motion may differ from the estimated geometrical orientation. Object’s geometric orientation and dimensions are updated taking into account the occlusion
information as described in Section 5.
For performing the association between the point clouds and the tracks and for
the track state propagation we propose to use the Feature-Based Probabilistic Data
Association and Tracking Algorithm (FBPDA) which is described in the following
sections. For effective noise handling as well as for handling of split and merged
point clouds FBPDA provides affiliation probabilities of each point to the current tracks. These affiliation probabilities are exploited in the course of the data
association as well as for updating tracks’ position, dynamics and dimensions.
For handling of occlusions we explicitly model and propagate targets’ observability probability thus decoupling existence and visibility of the targets. Contrary
to other approaches ([MES94], [MSL+ 08]), we do not bundle two of the three
possible states ( ⊃ : “object existent and observable”, 6⊃ : “object existent but
not observable” and P : “object non-existent” (“phantom track”)) but model the
object observability by means of a separate Markov chain with the states “object
observable” and “object not observable” as depicted in Fig. 2.2(d). This leads
to object state propagation scheme with three cross-coupled Markov chains as depicted in Fig. 2.3. One of the Markov chains is responsible for object existence
propagation and implements an JIPDA scheme [ME02], the second one models
dynamic object state propagation which is done using an Extended Kalman-Filter,
and the third one is used for object observability modeling.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.2: Markov chain based modeling of object existence and observability
(a). The three possible track states ⊃, 6⊃ and P (object existent and observable,
object existent but not observable and object non-existent (phantom track)) can
be bundled in different ways. One possibility is to bundle the two first states to
the umbrella states “object existent” and “object non-existent” (∃ and @) as done
in [MES94] (b). Another possibility is to model occluded objects as non-existent
as done in [MSL+ 08] (c). This leads to existence-based track termination of occluded targets. FBPDA decouples existence and observability modeling object
observability as a separate Markov chain (d).

Figure 2.3: Three cross-coupled Markov chains used in the FBPDA
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Time forward prediction

At each time step, after having performed the ego-motion compensation, we start
by predicting the new track attributes. This includes prediction of the track’s
dynamic state as well as prediction of it’s existence and observability probabilities. The FBPDA state prediction of a track is identical to the common Extended
Kalman Filter prediction. The time forward prediction equations for the existence
and non-existence probabilities pxk|k−1 (∃) and pxk|k−1 (@) of a track x are:
pxk|k−1 (∃) = px (∃ → ∃) · pxk−1|k−1 (∃) + px (@ → ∃) · pxk−1|k−1 (@)
pxk|k−1 (@) = 1 − pxk|k−1 (∃)
with pxk−1|k−1 (∃) being the a-posteriori existence probability from the last frame
and px (∃ → ∃) and px (@ → ∃) denoting the persistence and the birth probabilities
of a track x. The last two factors are used for modeling the spatial distribution of
the target birth and death probabilities. This makes it possible to account e.g.
for the fact that at the borders of the field of view and at far distances the birth
probability is higher than right in front of the sensors.
For the computation of the observability probability and for the reconstruction of
occluded measurements we use a grid-based 3-D representation of the targets. For
each track xi , we define a 3-D grid with the origin at its centroid. The orientation
of the grid is aligned with the track’s orientation (cf. Fig. 3.1 (a)). Using this representation of predicted objects it is possible to calculate their appearance masks
in the camera image MAxi (u, v) ∈ {0, 1} by projecting the occupied grid cells into
xi
the image. The Appearance Probability Mask Mp(A)
(u, v) for each track is given
by
xi
i
Mp(A)
(u, v) = p(Axi (u, v)) = MAxi (u, v) · pxk|k−1
(∃)

where Axi (u, v) is the event of the track xi appearing at the image position (u, v)
i
and pxk|k−1
(∃) is the predicted existence probability of the track xi . By overlaying
the appearance probability masks of all the objects lying in front of the object xi
we get the occlusion probability map for the respective object in the new frame
(cf. Fig. 3.1 (b)). The occlusion probability pxi (6⊃, u, v) at each pixel (u, v) is
calculated as
[
Axr (u, v))
pxi (6⊃, u, v) = p(
i
xr ∈XO

i
with XO
being set of the objects lying at the pixel position (u, v) in front of the
object xi . After the occlusion probability map for an object is built, we can estimate the occlusion probability pxi (6⊃, c) of the object’s grid cells. This is done by
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: Grid-based object representation (a) and occlusion probability estimation for grid cells using occlusion map (b)
projecting the cell centers into the image and grabbing the corresponding value of
the occlusion probability map as shown in the Fig. 3.1 (b).
Based on these probabilities we can calculate the observability transition probabilities pxi (⊃→⊃), pxi (⊃→6⊃), pxi (6⊃→⊃) and pxi (6⊃→6⊃) of a track and predict
its observability probability and occlusion probability in the new frame:
pxk|k−1 (⊃) = px (⊃→⊃) · pxk−1|k−1 (⊃) + px (6⊃→⊃) · pxk−1|k−1 (6⊃)
pxk|k−1 (6⊃) = 1 − pxk|k−1 (⊃) .

4

Data association between detections and tracks

Given multiple active tracks and multiple detections, there are often several assignment possibilities being more or less probable. Unlike other methods such as
GNN, FBPDA does not choose one of these hypotheses for the innovation of a
track, but considers all assignment possibilities in a soft decision. For this aim we
define the set X={X 0 , xB , ©} as the aggregation X 0 ={x1 , x2 , ..., xn } of the n
current tracks plus two special elements xB representing a so far not known object
and © representing a clutter source and the set Z={Z 0 , z∅ , z6⊃ , z@ } as the aggregation Z 0 ={z1 , z2 , ..., zm } of the m current point clouds plus three special elements
z∅ , z6⊃ and z@ . The element z∅ stands for erroneously missed detection caused
by sensor failure, z6⊃ represents the correct absence of a detection because of occlusion of the target and z@ the correct absence of a detection because of the target
non-existence (death). The association between point clouds and tracks is modeled
as a bipartite graph with edges e : (x ∈ X 7→ z ∈ Z) between elements of X and
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elements of Z. Assignments between two special elements are prohibited. A valid
assignment hypothesis can thus contain six types of edges e:
• xi 7→ zj : assumption that point cloud zj has been caused by the track xi
• xB 7→ zj : point cloud zj has been caused by a so far not known object
• © 7→ zj : assumption that point cloud zj has been caused by clutter
• xi 7→ z6⊃ : track xi did not cause a point cloud because it is not observable
• xi 7→ z@ : track xi did not cause a point cloud because it does not exist
• xi 7→ z∅ : track xi did not cause a point cloud because of a sensing error
Fig. 4.1 illustrates four valid assignment hypotheses for the case of n = 2 tracks
and m = 2 point clouds.

Figure 4.1: Examples of valid assignment hypotheses
The probabilities of the six edge types are calculated in analogy to [MSL+ 08]:
i
i
p(e =(xi 7→ zj )) = pxk|k−1
(∃) · pxk|k−1
(⊃) · pzj (T P |xi ) · (1 − pzj (F P ))
i
i
p(e =(xi 7→ z6⊃ )) = pxk|k−1
(∃) · (1 − pxk|k−1
(⊃))
i
i
p(e =(xi 7→ z∅ )) = pxk|k−1
(∃) · pxk|k−1
(⊃) · pxi (F N )
i
i
p(e =(xi 7→ z@ )) = (1 − pxk|k−1
(∃)) · pxk|k−1
(⊃) · (1 − pxi (F N ))
X
p(e =(xB 7→ zj )) = (1 −
pzj (T P |xi )) · (1 − pzj (F P ))

i

p(e =(© 7→ zj )) = (1 −

X
i

pzj (T P |xi )) · pzj (F P )

(4.1)
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with pzj (F P ) being the probability that a clutter-caused point cloud appears at
the position of zj , pxi (F N ) the false negative probability for the track xi and
pzj (T P |xi ) being the likelihood function obtained from the Kalman filter.
With edge probabilities in (4.1) it is now possible to calculate the probability of an
assignment hypothesis E = {e1 , .., eq } by:
p(E) =

q
Y

p(ea )

a=1

The association probabilities βzxji are calculated as the sum of all assignment hypothesis probabilities including the edge e = (xi 7→ zj ) divided by the sum of the
probabilities of all assignment hypotheses assuming track xi as existent:
P
{E|e=(xi 7→zj )∈E} p(E)
xi
βzj = P
.
(4.2)
p(E)
{E|e=(xi 7→z@ )∈E}
/
βzx0i is the probability of the event that no point cloud originated from track xi . It
is calculated analogously to (4.2).

5

Handling of split and merge effects and reconstruction of compatible object measurements

For the handling of the possibility of split and merge events in the course of data association, one option is to allow the assignment of a set of point clouds to one track
or a set of tracks to one point cloud, respectively [KRSW06]. This would make
it possible to identify splits and merges but would not allow to make an appropriate update since there is a one-to-one association necessary for doing so. Another
possibility would be to create virtual measurements from the original measurements by splitting and merging them using predicted states of the tracked objects
as proposed in [GOM04]. This approach would maintain one-to-one matchings
between objects and associated point clouds and would allow to update the track’s
state after creation of compatible state measurement. The disadvantages of the
method are ambiguous partitioning of original measurements in case of merging
targets and exploding number of feasible associations. Furthermore, when using a
centroid-based tracking approach, in the case of split and merged targets the resulting measurement’s center of gravity (CoG) might not lie inside the gating ellipse
of the targets’ tracks. Another problematic case is the position update of a target
which is partially occluded (due to either other objects in the scene or restricted
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field of view of the sensors). If target position is updated based on the CoG of
the point cloud, it will cause a shift of the track’s centroid and induce an impulse
which will introduce bias to the estimated track’s state.
To avoid such problems we reconstruct for each detection-to-track association the
track’s centroid and orientation using stably tracked points. We hereby utilize
information about the affiliation of the tracked points to the tracks independently
of the currently occurred splits and merges. The reconstructed centroids can then
be used instead of the CoGs of the corresponding point clouds for the computation
of the state measurement for each track.

5.1

Determination of the point-to-track affiliation probabilities

The affiliation probability p(xi 7→ pq ) of a point pq to a tracked object xi is
determined based on the association probability βzxi of the point cloud z containing
pq to that object. For the realization of a memory effect we filter the affiliation
probabilities using a gain constant g ∈ [0, 1]:
pk (xi 7→ pq ) = g · βzxi + (1 − g) · pk−1 (xi 7→ pq ).

5.2

Point cloud based reconstruction of the track’s position and
orientation

For the reconstruction of the track centroid pO from an associated point cloud
we first calculate the CoG pCoG of the stably tracked points of this point cloud
both in the current and previous frame. Hereby we are weighting the points’ 3-D
positions with their track affiliation probability (known from the previous frame).
Having computed pCoG in both current and previous frames, we can for each
−−−→
tracked point pq reconstruct the vector (−
p−
CoG pO )q pointing from the pCoG to
the object centroid pO in the current frame using knowledge about the relative
−−−→
orientation of this vector regarding the vector −
p−
CoG pq in the previous frame (cf.
−−−→
Fig. 5.1). Building a weighted sum of the resulting vectors (−
p−
CoG pO )q according
to the affiliation probability of the respective points pq we get the new position of
the track’s centroid with respect to the considered point cloud. The track’s new
orientation can be obtained in the same way. Together those parameters form the
reconstructed measurement of the point cloud. All these measurements weighted
according to the association probabilities of the corresponding point clouds build a
composed measurement which is then used for the innovation of the Kalman Filter
responsible for the track’s dynamics.
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Figure 5.1: Object position reconstruction based on spatial relationship to stably
tracked points

5.3

Grid-based reconstruction of the track’s extent

The extent of a track is obtained in a similar way. We create one composite measurement from all point clouds associated to the track. This is done using the
grid representation of the track which is aligned according to its new position and
orientation gained through the innovation of the track’s dynamics. The points of
each associated point cloud are sorted into the grid. Thereby points of a point
cloud contribute to the occupancy value of the grid cell according to their affiliation probability to the track and the association probability of the point cloud. For
each cell c its current occupancy value o at time step k with respect to the track xi
is computed according to
oxk i (c) =

m 
X
j=1

βzxji ·

l
X


p(xi 7→ pq )

q=1

with m being current number of point clouds and l being the number of points pq
belonging to the point cloud zj and falling into the cell c. The grid is updated using
this occupancy values. To avoid an update of the occupancy value of an occluded
cell with 0, we filter the occupancy values of the cells using their occlusion probability. This process is visualized in Fig. 5.2. For each cell c its filtered occupancy
value ōk (c) at time step k is given by
i
ōxk i (c) = pxk i (⊃, c) · oxk i (c) + pxk i (6⊃, c) · ōxk−1
(c)

with pxi (⊃, c) = 1 − pxi (6⊃, c).
Object’s geometric orientation and dimensions are obtained using a RANSAC
based estimation of the main visible object surface in the top view and fitting
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Figure 5.2: Process of grid-based measurement composition for object extent
a rectangle with this orientation into the ground projection of the occupied grid
cells. Together, these parameters form the resulting composite measurement
which is then used for the innovation of the track’s geometric orientation and its
dimensions.

6

State, existence and observability innovation

In the innovation step, all three Markov chains are updated. The innovation of
the target’s physical attributes corresponds to the standard Extended Kalman Filter
innovation. For maintaining the centroid position obtained from the grid based
object extent computation as the reference point to be tracked, we switch to this
point as a new reference point at the end of each frame. This prevents the object
dimensions from jittering due to the one-sided changes of the visible object extent
(e.g. in the case of a target entering the field of view). The a-posteriori probability
of the track existence is calculated as the sum of the probabilities of all assignment
hypotheses assuming track xi as existent divided by the sum of the probabilities
of all possible hypotheses:
P
p(E)
{E|e=(xi 7→z@ )∈E}
/
xi
P
.
pk|k (∃) =
p(E)
{E}
The observability update is done analogously to the existence innovation.
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Experimental results

The algorithm has been validated with both simulated and real data. For our simulations we used a tool which generated point clouds with pre-defined parameters
and behavior. We modeled several scenarios that caused problems for the standard
approach such as splitting and merging point clouds, objects entering and leaving the FoV and occlusion scenarios. Compared to the standard association and
tracking scheme which lead to considerable corruption of the position and velocity
estimation and even to the termination and re-initialization of the tracks, FBPDA
managed to correctly update tracks’ parameters through multiple merges, splits
and occlusions.

8

Conclusion

In this contribution we have presented an algorithm for visual detection and tracking of multiple extended targets which is capable of coping with noisy, split,
merged, incomplete and missed detections. The proposed approach resolves data
association ambiguities in a soft decision based not only on target state prediction but also on the existence and observability estimation modeled as two additional Markov Chains. For the correct estimation of the desired object parameters,
low-level information about measurement composition is utilized which is gained
through tracking dedicated feature points in the image and 3D space. Along with
the occlusion analysis, spatial and temporal relationship between the set of stably
tracked points and the object’s centroid is exploited which allows for the reconstruction of the desired object characteristics from the data even in case of detection errors due to limited FoV, occlusions, noise and sensor malfunction. For tracking applications that have to cope with the ebove-mentioned efects, our algorithm
offers a much-needed enhancement which has the potential to greatly increase
detetction and tracking performance and overall system robustness.
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Abstract: The current state-of-the-art in pattern and character classification
still reveals many unsolved problems, e.g., a robust classifier with respect
to noise or other distortions in the character images is one of them. It is
desirable that a classifier is easy to train and on the other hand very robust
to any possible errors in the character images. Furthermore, the classification
procedure should be real-time capable. In this technical report we introduce
a new classifier that is based on trellis diagrams. It basically works like a
Viterbi decoder known from communication systems. The fundamentals of
the training and classification procedure are discussed in detail. In addition,
we show the performance of the classifier on data with and without additive
noise of different levels.

1

Introduction

In this report we introduce a new classifier, which is based on trellis diagrams. The
performance of this classifier is demonstrated on an example in optical character
recognition (OCR), which has a quite long history. The first patent on OCR was
filed in the year 1929 in Germany by Tausheck, whose system is based on optical
and mechanical template matching. In the United States, Handel applied for the
first patent on OCR in 1933. However, OCR was not satisfactorily applicable until
the 1950s when the first digital computers and improved scanning devices were
introduced. In 1955 the first commercial OCR system was installed at Reader
Digest, and since 1965 the US Postal Service has been using OCR for sorting mail.
Nowadays, since memory and computational power has become cheap, OCR is
applicable in several fields, like readers for the blind, automatic data entry of bank
account information, and process automation.
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In recent years many different systems have been developed. Most of them are
based on statistical methods, artificial neural networks, support vector machines,
or ensemble methods that cascade several weak learners to one powerful classifier. These methods are well known and have been investigated in detail. However, there are still a lot of not adequately solved problems, e.g., if there are any
changes in font, font size, or distortions in the images the performance of the classifiers significantly decreases. A detailed documentation about the advances and
the remaining problems of common classifiers can be found in [LF08]. For more
information about OCR the reader is referred to [MSY92, GS90, Man86].

1.1

Contributions

The application of the classifier we introduce in this report is on reading single
printed numerals on different kind of materials, sometimes under severe environmental conditions. Furthermore, the numerals are variable in size and font, which
requires a classifier with a good generalization ability with respect to different
fonts and font sizes. Since the classification task changes depending on the application we need a classifier that can be easily augmented with additional classes or
by new training data. The different materials the characters are printed on can additionally cause errors in the character images, which can be interpreted as noise.
Hence, the classifier has to be robust to noise occurring in the character images as
well.
The classifier we introduce in this report is based on trellis diagrams, where each
diagram represents one model corresponding to one class. The models consist of
states and weights, which are obtained in the training procedure. Basically, one
model is similar to a Markov model except that the number of states be variable.
The number changes with respect to the pixel position in the character image.
Furthermore, the transitions from state to state are weighted, which is similar to
the transition probabilities known from Markov models.
For classification the “shortest” path through the trellis diagrams is determined
with respect to a given test vector. The winning class is finally the model with the
“shortest” path. Basically, the classification procedure is similar to signal detection
of discrete time signals as known from many communication systems. For this
reason we use the Viterbi algorithm for the evaluation of the trellis diagrams, i.e.,
for classification.
In this report we point out the training procedure, which allows an easy augmentation of the classifier by new training data or even new classes. Furthermore, we
want to show how the performance of the classifier is influenced by noise in the
character images.
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of the entire classifier that discriminates between Nc
classes.

1.2

Structure

The technical report is organized as follows. The training of the classifier is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to the fundamentals of the classification
procedure. In Section 4 we demonstrate the performance of the classifier. Finally,
we give a conclusion and some remarks for future work in Section 5.

2

Training of the Classifier

The classifier we introduce is based on one model for each class, where each model
is built according to the available training data. Thus, the entire classifier consists
of Nc models for classification of Nc classes. The structure is shown in Figure 2.1. To keep the derivation of the training and classification procedure easy
we only consider a one class classifier. Thus, the superscripts indicating the class
are neglected in the following. Before the training procedure of the trellis-based
classifier is introduced we want to start with some assumptions.
The character image G ∈ BM ×N with M columns, N rows, and gray values in
B = {0, 1, . . . , 255} ⊂ N0 is represented by the column vector g ∈ BK of dimension K = M · N . This allows the interpretation of an image as signal sequence
similar to a received discrete signal transmitted over a communication channel.
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sP (K − 1)

Figure 2.2: Basic idea of a part of a model representing one class.
During the training we determine a model for each class, which consists of vertexes
sj (k) representing gray values that are called states in the following, and edges
assigned with weights wij (k). The weights can be interpreted as the cost of the
transition from state si (k − 1) to state sj (k), where k denotes the pixel position of
the image in the vector g. This is analog to the transition probabilities in hidden
Markov models. The structure of one model is illustrated in Figure 2.2, where
the transitions from state to state are indicated by arrows. The big arrows are for
simplification. They are indicating the transitions like the arrows on the left hand
side. Formally, the states in Figure 2.2 can be represented by matrix


s0 (0) · · · s0 (K − 1)

T  .

..
..
S := g1 g2 · · · gP
=  ..
 ,
.
.
sP (0) · · · sP (K − 1)
in which the P given training samples of one class are arranged line-by-line. Matrix S contains the different states sj (k) line-by-line whereas the columns denote
the pixel position k. In most cases the same gray value at position k appears
multiple times. But those have to be evaluated only once since they yield in classification to the same result. This is the reason why they can be merged to one state
with the corresponding gray value. Hence, every possible state is contained only
once in a column. This enables the alignment of the obtained valid states at the
beginning of each column k. Now, in every column are equal to or less than P elements. To keep the matrix structure the remaining elements of matrix S are filled
with −1. Thus, the corresponding transition weights can be neglected as well, i.e.,
they are set to infinity. For the model, the remaining weights wij (k) ∈ (0, 1] are
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determined according to
wij (k) =

1
,
1 + |eij (k)|

k = 1, . . . , K − 1 ,

(2.1)

where |eij (k)| denotes the number of transitions from state si (k − 1) to sj (k) for
all training samples of one class. This favors transitions that occur more frequently
in the training data, i.e., those paths are more likely.
This procedure has to be performed Nc times since we need Nc models for the
discrimination of Nc classes. The computational complexity of the training procedure is kept within a reasonable limit since the procedure is quite simple. This
results in further advantages. One of them is the easy augmentation of the classifier by a new class, since just a model for that class has to be added to the already
existing classifier models. Another one is that the existing classifier models can
be easily augmented by new training data without a re-considering of the old data.
For new training data, only the non-existing states and the corresponding weights
have to be added to the model. If the state already exists only the corresponding
weights have to be adapted.

3

Classification

For classification the evaluation of all models is necessary. This is done by determining the path of minimal cost—shortest path—for every model of the different
classes. According to the principle of optimality [Ber05] we can apply dynamic
programming since the path can be recursively determined. Dynamic programming reduces the computational complexity of the determination of the shortest
path through a trellis diagram. For this reason and the fact that this classifier is
similar to signal detection in communication systems the Viterbi algorithm is used.

3.1

Viterbi Algorithm

Andrew Viterbi [Vit67] introduced the Viterbi algorithm in 1967. This algorithm
is a so-called forward dynamic programming algorithm, which can be used for the
determination of the shortest path through a trellis diagram. The advantage of the
Viterbi algorithm is that it reduces the computational effort of the evaluation of
one trellis from a product
!
K−1
Y
O
B(k − 1)B(k)
k=1
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to a sum

K−1
X

O

!
B(k − 1)B(k)

,

k=1

where K is the length of the image vector g. Here, the number of states in the
trellis diagram at position k are denoted by B(k).
The determination of the shortest path through the trellis diagram starts at image
position k = 0 and recursively proceeds to the last k = K − 1. For all positions
k, the squared difference is calculated between gk and all given states sj (k) of the
trellis diagram. gk indicates the element of vector g—representing an image to be
classified—at position k. Formally, this can be expressed as
2

λj (k) = (gk − sj (k)) ,

k = 0, . . . , K − 1 .

In the next step the shortest distance leading to state sj (k) at position k is
calculated. At position k = 0 it is just equal to the squared difference
Λj (0) = λj (0) .
If k > 0 then the metric is given by
Λj (k) = min {Λi (k − 1) + wij (k)λj (k)} ,
i

k = 1, . . . , K − 1 .
The metric is the minimum of the sum of the shortest distance in state si (k − 1)
and the weighted squared difference λj (k) over all states i at position k − 1. If the
last pixel k = K − 1 of the image is reached, the algorithm ends and the shortest
path can be determined by
Λmin (K − 1) = min Λj (K − 1)
j

(3.1)

The algorithm that has been described so far is related to the evaluation of one
model. Hence, this has to be repeated Nc times if the classifier is trained with Nc
models to discriminate between Nc classes. In the next section, the entire classifier
that consists of Nc models is described in detail. Further information concerning
the Viterbi algorithm can be found in [Vit67, For73, Ber05, MS00].

3.2

The Classifier

In this section we discuss the entire classifier that consists of Nc models. The
models are necessary for the discrimination of Nc classes. The evaluation of each
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model is done by the Viterbi algorithm as described in the previous section. Hence,
the computational effort of the entire classifier increases Nc times to
!
K−1
X
O Nc
B(k − 1)B(k) .
k=1

According to Equation (3.1) the shortest path of one model is determined, which
is the basis of the decision. The winning class ω̂ is finally given by the minimal
cost over all Nc shortest paths
(ω)

ω̂ = arg min Λmin (K − 1) .
ω

For simplification of the derivation superscript ω—indicating the class—has been
neglected in Section 2, but now it is reintroduced since the classification task has
more than one class. In Figure 2.1 the block diagram of the entire classifier is
given.

4

Experiments

In this section the experimental results of the trellis-based classifier are discussed.
For that purpose a character dataset was created and randomly split into a training
and a test set. Additionally, the test set was affected by different noise levels to
show the robustness of this classifier.

4.1

Character Image Dataset

For the character database, numbers from zero to nine were printed in several fonts
and different sizes, see Table 4.1. The variation of the appearance is important
as the classification task introduced in Section 1.1 requires a certain robustness
against such changes. For digitalization, the printed pages were captured with
an industrial camera. Additionally, the single characters were separated such that
each image contains only one character. Finally, to get a consistent size of all
characters they were scaled to [24 × 24] pixel images. Due to the fact that two
disjoint datasets are needed for training and classification the character dataset was
randomly divided. The training set contains 5014 and the test set 1256 samples,
where all classes are almost equally distributed in both sets. For equalization in
illumination and contrast of the single character images, they were normalized
with respect to mean and variance of the gray values in each image.
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Fonts

Arial, Bookman-Old-Style, Book-Antiqua,
Century, Courier-New, Garamond, LucidaConsole, Lucida-Sans-Unicode, MS-Serif,
Tahoma, Times-New-Roman, Verdana
normal, bold, italic, italic-bold
10, 12, 14, 16, 18

Types
Sizes

Table 4.1: All fonts contained in the character dataset.

4.2

Experimental Results

The training with the introduced training set results in a classifier with ten models,
which has 85 states per pixel on average. Additionally, 5 · 106 transition weights
are approximately determined during training for every model on average.
Firstly, the classifier is tested on the training set on which it classifies all characters
correctly. Next, we determine the error rate on the test set containing 1256 samples. Again, all characters are classified correctly on this set, which indicates that
no overfitting has been occurred. Figure 4.1 shows a so-called boxplot, where the
(ω)
minimal values Λmin (K − 1) of all images containing number seven are plotted

(ω)

Λmin (K − 1) −→

105

104

103

102

101
1

3

2
(ω)

4

5

6
ω −→

7

8

9

10

Figure 4.1: Boxplot of Λmin (K − 1) for all images of class 7 contained in the test
dataset.
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7 →1

2 →1

Figure 4.2: All misclassified numbers of the test set affected by zero-mean white
Gaussian noise with σ = 25.5.
(7)

against all classes. In the plot one can see that the values Λmin (K − 1) of model
seven are significantly—about two orders of magnitude—lower than the values
(ω)
Λmin (K − 1) of the other models. Due to the fact that number one and seven are
(1)
similar, the values Λmin (K − 1) of model one show the second lowest values. In
spite of many outliers for model seven the discrimination of all sevens is correct.
(ω)

In the case of errors in the character images the values Λmin (K − 1) of all models
(7)
are increased and move closer to each other, i.e., the values Λmin (K − 1) are not
two orders of magnitude smaller anymore. For example, if noise is added to the
(ω)
character images of all sevens, the values Λmin (K −1) in Figure 4.1 are increased.
(7)
Especially, the values Λmin (K − 1) are dramatically increased, which makes the
discrimination of the classes more challenging.
To show the performance of the trellis-based classifier, we perform another experiment. For this experiment, the test set is affected by additive zero-mean Gaussian
noise with standard deviation σ = 25.5. This causes a slight increase of the error
rate to 0.48%. This corresponds to six misclassified characters that are shown in
Figure 4.2. As one can see, most of the misclassified numbers are similar to the
numbers assigned by the classifier, e.g., six looks similar to eight, or eight looks
similar to zero, which is additionally amplified by the noise. The numbers underneath the characters (on the left hand side of the arrows) indicate the actual class
and (on the right hand side) the class assigned by the classifier. Furthermore, the
figure shows the noisy images in which we can see how the noise influences the
characters.
For the next experiment we increase the standard deviation to σ = 44.2. In this
experiment the trellis-based classifier shows an error rate of 2.79%, which is acceptable considering the errors due to the additive noise. All misclassified characters can be found in Figure 4.3. Analog to the result of the previous experiment,
most of the misclassified numbers look similar to the assigned numbers. It is conspicuous in Figure 4.3 that many twos are classified as ones, in spite of the two
characters do not have significant similarities.
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5 →6

8 →0

8 →0

9 →0

8 →0

5 →6

2 →1

2 →1

2 →1

2 →1

2 →1

2 →1

2 →1

2 →1

2 →1

7 →1

2 →1

2 →1

3 →1

7 →1

5 →1

3 →1

5 →1

2 →1

2 →1

5 →1

5 →1

5 →1

2 →1

2 →1

2 →1

3 →1

5 →1

2 →1

7 →1

Figure 4.3: All misclassified numbers of the test set affected by zero-mean white
Gaussian noise with σ = 44.2.

4.3

Discussion

Finally, we can summarize that this new kind of classifier is very easy to train.
Hence, the classifier models can be easily augmented by new training data or new
models can be added if the new training data contains new classes. The results of
the experiment show that the performance even on noise affected character images
decreases as expected, but it is still appropriate. One main drawback is that a lot of
weights have to be stored and processed during classification, which mainly influences classification speed. Furthermore, the weights are determined according to
equation (2.1), which is not an appropriate approach. It will probably be a better
way to determine the weights adaptively during training, i.e., similar to the determination of the weights in neural networks. We assume that this will improve the
models of the classifier, since they will probably be better adapted to the training
data of course under the consideration that overfitting is avoided. Hence, we can
assume that the performance of classification will be improved, too.
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Conclusion

We have shown the fundamentals of the classifier that is based on the evaluation
of trellis diagrams using the Viterbi algorithm. The training procedure has been
discussed in detail and the simplicity of training has been pointed out. This implies
the simple augmentation of the classifier by new training data or even a new class.
Finally, the performance of the classifier has been demonstrated on the example of
character recognition. Furthermore, we have shown the performance on a character
dataset affected by noise of different levels. As expected the error rate increases
with a higher standard deviation of the noise, but it still remains low.
In future we will work on an adaptive determination of the transition weights
during the training procedure. Additionally, we will investigate whether a reduction of the number of states is possible without a significant loss of classification
performance. This will lower the computational complexity and thus, speed up
classification.
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Abstract: Automated cooperative maneuvers could help to avoid or mitigate accidents in road traffic. This report presents a tree search approach
for cooperative motion planning. Different branch and bound methods relying on precomputation and pruning are explored. Simulation results show
that successful collision avoidance in intersection scenarios is achievable with
acceptable computation times.

1

Introduction

Advances in communication technology enable wireless vehicle-to-vehicle communication. This capability may be used to increase road safety. Until now, research has focused on warning systems [MS06] and on vehicle platoons [Var93].
However, cooperative maneuvers offer a large potential for collision avoidance
and mitigation that has not yet been exploited. By negotiating a cooperative motion plan using wireless communication, vehicles might automatically intervene
in dangerous situations and prevent accidents more effective than a driver could
do on his own. Scenarios where the gain of cooperative actions becomes evident
include overtaking, obstacle avoidance and intersection situations [FBB08]. This
report describes a method to plan a cooperative maneuver for the vehicles within
a cooperative group [FBWB08].
Previous approaches to motion planning for multiple vehicles or robots usually
make certain assumptions which simplify the problem. Common simplifications
are motion planning in a fixed order of priority [ELP87, vdBO05] and decoupling
of path planning and velocity planning [KZ86]. These assumptions narrow the
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space of possible solutions, especially in the present context of vehicles with significant dynamics and high velocities [FBB09]. Therefore, cooperative motion
planning without those assumptions is pursued in this report. While it is rather
straightforward to formulate the planning problem in the composite configuration
space [LaV06], this approach has rarely been applied in practice due to its computational complexity. In this report, methods to alleviate the complexity are investigated. Especially, it is shown that precomputation of certain information enables
a more efficient search.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the problem of cooperative
motion planning. In Section 3, a loss functional and models of the vehicles and
their actions are presented. Section 4 proposes different algorithms to solve the cooperative planning problem using branch and bound search. Results are discussed
in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2

Problem Formulation

The following problem is considered in this report: given the initial positions x0
and velocities v0 of the m vehicles within a cooperative group and a time interval
[0, tmax ], plan a cooperative maneuver x(t) that optimizes certain criteria encompassing collision avoidance. In contrast to most work on motion planning, the goal
positions are not predefined. As this method is only applied to circumvent dangerous traffic situations, they can be optimized by the planning algorithm in order to
achieve the best collision-free cooperative motion.
Positions, states, capabilites, and geometric properties of the vehicles are assumed
to be known from the common relevant picture of the cooperative group [FBB08].
The resulting cooperative maneuver is transmitted to all members of the group.
Each vehicle performs a detailed planning within the tolerances determined by the
cooperative plan and executes its part of the maneuver. These steps are outside the
scope of this report.

3

Modeling

The planning algorithm described in this report has the advantage of explicitly
specifying the vehicle model, the vehicle actions, and the loss functional. This
allows to trace back effects observed in the resulting plans to the model assumptions, and hence a systematic design of the models. The models currently used are
presented in the remainder of this section.
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Vehicle Model

The configuration of the ith vehicle is denoted by xi = (xi , yi , φi )T , where
(xi , yi )T is its position in the road plane and φi is its orientation. The linear
velocity vi is regarded as an additional state variable. The control variables are
longitudinal acceleration acci and steering angle αi .
This yields the following vehicle model:
  

 
ẋi
0
vi cos φi
 ẏi   vi sin φi   0 
 =

 
φ̇i   0  + vi tan αi  ,
li
0
acci
v̇i

(3.1)

where li is the wheelbase of the vehicle.
The abstraction from slip angles and tire friction coefficients seems to be admissible as such effects can be considered during the detailed planning performed
subsequently by each vehicle. However, the presented algorithm is not restricted
to this particular model. The model can be replaced by a more accurate one if
necessary.

3.2

Actions

To allow a finite search, both time and the continuous control space are discretized.
Time is divided in equidistant intervals of duration ∆t. The planning horizon
consists of T such intervals: tmax = T · ∆t. Decisions are made at the points in
time t = 0, ∆t, . . . , (T − 1)∆t and the corresponding actions are executed for the
next time interval.
An action of the ith vehicle is denoted by ai , the set of all considered actions of the
vehicle by Ai . A cooperative action of m vehicles is a vector a = (a1 , . . . , am )T ∈
A with ai ∈ Ai . For simplicity of the analysis, we sometimes assume that all
vehicles have identical action sets A0 . In this case, A = Am
0 .
The action ai can be expressed in terms of the control inputs acci , αi . Its execution is simulated by numerically integrating the vehicle model (3.1) for the time
interval ∆t. The resulting trajectory xi : [j∆t, (j + 1)∆t] → R3 is denoted
by f (xi (j∆t), vi (j∆t), ai , ∆t), where xi (j∆t) and vi (j∆t) are position and velocity, respectively, of the ith vehicle at the beginning of the time interval. Analogously, f (x(j∆t), v(j∆t), a, ∆t) are the trajectories x : [j∆t, (j+1)∆t] → R3m
of a cooperative motion.
In this work, the modeled action alternatives consist of
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• turning sharp left, going straight, turning sharp right,
• hard braking, driving with constant speed, accelerating,
and combinations thereof. This choice has been inspired by the emergency
maneuvers commonly considered for a single vehicle [SOB06].

3.3

Loss Functional

A loss functional L is used to evaluate a cooperative trajectory x(t). The loss
functional can be considered the negative of a utility functional. Different aspects
including collisions, road departure, and control energy are incorporated by a sum
of several terms:
L{x(t)} := Lcoll {x(t)} + Lobst {x(t)} + Lroad {x(t)} + Lcontrol {x(t)}
For example, a simple approach to penalize collisions is as follows:
Z tmax X
m
m X
λcoll δij (xi (t), xj (t))dt
Lcoll {x(t)} :=
0

i=1 j=i+1

with the penalty factor λcoll  0 and


1 if vehicle i in configuration xi and vehicle j in
δij (xi , xj ) :=
configuration xj are in geometric collision .


0 otherwise
A more sophisticated loss functional could use information on the collision
momentum to estimate the risk of injury [MH00, WW02].
The terms Lobst for collisions with obstacles and Lroad for road departure can be
defined in a similar way. Obstacles may be stationary or moving on a known (resp.
predicted) trajectory.
The control term Lcontrol penalizes longitudinal and lateral accelerations which
cause energy consumption and passenger discomfort.

4
4.1

Branch and Bound Search
Tree Structure

Considering the possible decisions of one vehicle over time, a tree of possible
action sequences is obtained (Figure 4.1). At each node, a decision among |A0 |
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p(n1 )

t = ∆t

n1
a1

t = 2∆t

c1 (n1 , a1 )

Figure 4.1: Tree structure of one vehicle’s decisions.

different actions is performed. A level of the tree corresponds to a point in time.
The tree has |A0 |T leaves, each representing a distinct action sequence.
For m vehicles, the different approaches of decoupled and cooperative planning
can be demonstrated in the tree structures: decoupled planning yields m separate
trees with a total of m|A0 |T leaves, while cooperative planning results in one tree
having |A0 |mT leaves. A node of the cooperative tree has |A| = |A0 |m children
corresponding to all possible combinations of the vehicles’ actions at one point in
time.
In order to find the best sequence of actions, it is not necessary to construct the
entire tree. Instead, the algorithm only stores the path corresponding to the action
sequence currently under consideration. Additionally, the best path found so far
and its loss value L∗ are memorized.
A naı̈ve depth-first search for the best solution can become computationally intensive, as indicated by the exponential number of leaves. Therefore methods for
reducing computation time without affecting the quality of the solution have been
investigated. In principle, two approaches are possible:

1. Reduce the number of nodes expanded during search
2. Reduce the processing time per node

Both approaches will be detailed below, after the necessary notation has been
introduced.
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Notation

A node of a tree is denoted by n, its parent node by p(n). The child node of n obtained after executing the action a is given by the function cm (n, a). The position
vector of the vehicles and the previously executed action vector are annotated to
a node n by x(n) and a(n), respectively, yielding a(cm (n, a0 )) = a0 . The loss
functional and its components can be applied to node n as follows:
(
0
if n is the root
L(n) :=
L(p(n)) + L{f (x(p(n)), v(p(n)), a(n), ∆t)}dt otherwise
If the tree consists only of the decisions of vehicle i or of vehicles i, j, the nodes
are labeled ni or nij , respectively. The function nk (n, i1 , . . . , ik ) returns the node
of the k-vehicle tree which corresponds to n.

4.3

Branch and Bound

Branch and bound search is a standard method for eliminating irrelevant nodes
from the search. A node and all of its descendants can be pruned if it is known
that it cannot be contained in the optimal solution path. Let L(n) be the loss value
accumulated on the path from the root to node n, and L∗ the loss value of the
best solution known so far, identified by leaf node n∗ . Then, the loss value of
any solution containing n must be greater than L(n) because the loss functional is
additive over time and non-negative. This means that n can be pruned if
L(n) > L∗ .
Standard branch and bound can reduce the number of visited nodes considerably
in many cases, however, a further reduction is desirable. This will require a more
informed pruning criterion, i.e., the incorporation of knowledge on the subtree
under consideration. If a lower bound h(n) for the minimal loss value of any
path in the subtree can be obtained, the pruning can be improved as follows (see
Figure 4.2): the subtree can be eliminated if
L(n) + h(n) > L∗ .
The resulting general branch and bound search method is presented in Algorithm 4.1.
The tighter the bound h(n), the better the pruning. However, the complexity of
computing the criterion has to be traded off against the gain resulting from the
more effective pruning.
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Algorithm 4.1 General branch and bound method for cooperative motion planning
1: procedure S EARCH (t, n)
2:
for all a ∈ A do
3:
nc ← cm (n, a)
4:
Compute x(nc ) and L(nc )
5:
if L(nc ) + h(nc ) < L∗ then
6:
if t + ∆t < tmax then
7:
S EARCH(t + ∆t, nc )
8:
else
9:
L∗ ← L(nc )
10:
n∗ ← nc
11:
end if
12:
end if
13:
end for
14: end procedure
15: procedure P LAN (x0 , v0 )
16:
Perform precomputation
17:
L∗ ← ∞
18:
L(root) ← 0
19:
x(root) ← x0
20:
v(root) ← v0
21:
S EARCH(0, root)
22:
return n∗
23: end procedure

L∗ =

























n

n∗





= L(n)







≥ h(n)




Figure 4.2: Criterion to prune a subtree.
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Precomputation of Single Vehicle Information

A key to the derivation of a first lower bound h1 (n) for a subtree is the observation that several terms of the loss functional only depend on a single vehicle’s
actions. This means that these terms can be computed within the single vehicle
trees without requiring expontential complexity in the number of vehicles.
In the precomputation phase, the vehicle position xi (ni ) and the following loss
value is computed for each node ni :
L1 (ni ) := Lroad (ni ) + Lobst (ni ) + Lcontrol (ni )
When ascending in the single vehicle tree, a lower bound h1 (ni ) for the subtree
rooted at ni is obtained as follows:
(
0
if ni is a leaf
h1 (ni ) :=
L1 (ni ) − L1 (p(ni )) + min h1 (c1 (ni , ai )) otherwise
ai ∈Ai

The gain resulting from this precomputation is twofold:
1. A node n and its subtree can be pruned from the cooperative search if
L(n) + h1 (n) > L∗
with
h1 (n) :=

m
X

(4.1)

h1 (n1 (n, i)) .

i=1

2. The precomputed vehicle positions xi (ni ) and loss values L1 (ni ) are used
during cooperative search. Thereby, the processing time per node is reduced
drastically, as redundant computations are eliminated. This is possible because the position xi of a vehicle is determined solely by its own actions,
while the composite state x depends on the decisions of all vehicles.

4.5

Precomputation of Collision Information

As long as follow-up collisions are not considered, the collision loss Lcoll only
depends on the decisions of two vehicles [LH98]. Therefore, the idea from the
previous subsection can be pursued one step further: the collision information
can be precomputed by constructing every two-vehicle tree in advance, yielding
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L2 (nij ) := Lcoll (nij ). A lower bound h2 (nij ) for the collision loss in a subtree of
a two-vehicle tree can be computed as follows:


0
if nij is a leaf


h2 (nij ) := L2 (nij ) − L2 (p(nij ))


+
min
h2 (c2 (nij , ai , aj )) otherwise

ai ∈Ai , aj ∈Aj

These lower bounds improve the pruning criterion for the cooperative search:
L(n) + h1 (n) + h2 (n) > L∗

(4.2)

with
h2 (n) :=

m X
m
X

h2 (n2 (n, i, j)) .

i=1 j=i+1

5
5.1

Results
Collision Avoidance

The proposed algorithms have been evaluated on different intersection scenarios
involving two to four vehicles. Figure 5.1 shows some examples of successful
collision avoidance. The scenarios have been generated using the traffic simulator
described in [VNB+ 07].

5.2

Planning Time

In Figure 5.2, the runtime of the different algorithms is plotted with logarithmic
time axis scale. For a better comparison of the more efficient algorithms, Figure 5.3 shows the range below a runtime of 3 seconds with linear scale. The
portions below the black line are for precomputation, the remainder for the branch
and bound search. Each time shown is a mean value for more than a hundred different intersection scenarios with m vehicles and T decision points. The variants
of the algorithm are specified as follows:
branch-bound: Standard branch and bound without precomputation (Algorithm 4.1 with h(n) = 0).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.1: Visualization of planned cooperative maneuvers involving two to four
vehicles in intersection scenarios.
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algorithm
branch-bound
precomp L1
pruning h1
pruning h2

precomputation
0.00 ± 0.00
0.22 ± 0.02
0.23 ± 0.01
0.53 ± 0.18

total time
533.36 ± 779.23
1.73 ± 1.86
0.23 ± 0.02
0.53 ± 0.18
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expanded nodes
1100454 ± 1620584
1100442 ± 1620703
734 ± 2486
112 ± 307

Table 5.1: Mean and standard deviation of precomputation time, total runtime and
number of expanded nodes for 150 simulation scenarios with m = 3 and T = 3
(all times in seconds).
precomp L1: Precomputation of the single vehicle information (positions
xi (ni ) and loss value L1 (ni )), but standard pruning (h(n) = 0).
This variant is shown to distinguish the gain resulting by avoiding redundant computations from the additional gain by more
effective pruning.
pruning h1: Precomputation of the single vehicle information L1 (ni ), xi (ni ),
h1 (ni ) and pruning with criterion (4.1).
pruning h2: Additional precomputation of the collision information L2 (nij ),
h2 (nij ) and pruning with criterion (4.2).
The precomputation results in a substantial performance improvement. The pruning reduces the number of expanded nodes by several orders of magnitude (Figure 5.4). The variance of the runtime also decreases, as the precomputation effort
is less dependent on the particular scenario (Table 5.1). However, the precomputation of the collision information is advantageous only in rare cases because the
precomputation effort often outweighs the pruning gain.

5.3

Search Strategy

It is interesting to compare the described depth first branch and bound strategy
with the A* search strategy [RN03]. Preliminary results on this issue show no
clear preference in the average case. However, some scenarios that seem to be
rather easy for the branch and bound method are quite difficult to solve for A* and
vice versa. The avoidance of redundant computations as presented in this report is
crucial also for the efficiency of the A* strategy.
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Figure 5.2: Runtime of the algorithms (logarithmic scale).

6

Conclusion

A tree search method for cooperative motion planning has been presented.
Acceptable computation times can be achieved by using precomputation and
pruning.
Further studies are necessary to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm in other scenarios, e.g., obstacle avoidance and overtaking maneuvers.
Changes in the action models and discretization parameters might be required in
order to solve these problems.
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Abstract: This paper gives an overview of the components that have to be
taken into account for automatic situation recognition. Automatic situation
recognition in complex situations enhances situation awareness of decision
makers. The technical basis for achieving human situation awareness is provided through data fusion. Because of this connection, there exist unified
models which combine both situation awareness and data fusion. One of
these unified models is reviewed here. We also explain our interpretation of
the term situation recognition and conclude that the first challenge is to find a
suitable formalization of the term situation. Then, the basic requirements of a
formalized description of a situation are extracted from general definitions of
a situation. A possible formalization of a situation, which recently appeared
in literature and covers the requirements extracted before, is reviewed.

1

Introduction

Currently, the need for intelligent decision support systems in the surveillance domain increases. In existing systems, the signal processing aspects like detecting,
identifying, and tracking objects in the observed area are usually well developed.
The next challenge is to analyze the large amount of data, which can be generated
in a surveillance system, automatically. The general question is therefore, how a
situation, especially a threat situation, can be recognized. Essentially for human
beings for recognizing a critical situation is to be aware of the situation. In the literature, the term (human) situation awareness is used to describe this. Methods and
algorithms for analyzing complex situations by the use of data from several sources
are developed by the data fusion community. Because of this, data fusion can be
interpreted as the technical basis for achieving human situation awareness. In this
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article, we give an overview of the frequently used expressions situation awareness, situation assessment, and data fusion. Especially, we describe how these
terms are interpreted in literature. We explain our interpretation of term situation
recognition. By our analysis, we come to the conclusion that the first challenge
in situation recognition is to find a formal description of a situation. The requirements for a formalized description of a situation are then extracted from various
definitions of the term situation. We finally highlight one formal description of a
situation in literature that covers the requirements extracted before.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the expressions
situation awareness, situation assessment, and data fusion in literature and the connections between them. Section 3 deals with situation recognition in general. Here,
the essential components of how a situation can be recognized are pointed out. We
extract the requirements for a formalized description of a situation from general
definitions and highlight a formalized description of a situation that recently appeared in literature. In Section 4, we summarize this report and give an outlook to
future work.

2
2.1

Situation Awareness
Human Situation Awareness

A commonly accepted definition of the term situation awareness of human beings
has been introduced by Endlsey, see for example [End95]:
“Situation Awareness is the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their
meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future.”
In [End95], Endsley also points out the difference between situation awareness
and situation assessment. According to Endsley, situation awareness can be seen
as a state of knowledge whereas situation assessment is the process of achieving, acquiring or maintaining situation awareness. The meaning of these terms is
equivalently used in Niklasson [NRJ+ 08]. But there also exist some other interpretations in literature, for example Lambert [Lam01] defines situation assessment
as a stored representation of relations between objects and denotes the associated
process with the term situation fusion. But at least the interpretation of the term
situation awareness as a mental model of the environment according to Endsley is
almost accepted throughout the literature. Based on Endsley’s definition, situation
awareness can be described through three different hierarchical levels:
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Figure 2.1: Situation Awareness (taken from Endsley [EC08]).
• Level 1: Perception of status, attributes, and dynamics of relevant elements
in the environment, for example through sensory detection.
• Level 2: Comprehension of the current situation based on knowledge
of level 1 elements. In this level, the decision maker understands the
significance of objects and events in relation to the operator’s goals.
• Level 3: The ability to project the future actions of the elements in the
environment based on the knowledge of level 1 and 2. Level 3 consists of
extrapolating information forward in time to determine how it will affect
future states.

A simplified illustration of these levels is depicted in Figure 2.1. It should be noted
that the three different levels are not processed successively but rather parallel by
human beings and all of them are contributing to the operator’s situation awareness. Endsley [End95] showed that the decision process of an operator is strongly
determined by his situation awareness of the environment. Therefore, a good decision can only be made if the situation awareness is sufficient. Endsley [End95]
developed a model of decision making that takes situation awareness into account.
The model addresses the impact of critical factors like attention, working memory,
design features, workload, stress, system complexity, and automation on the operator’s situation awareness and the model can therefore be used to generate design
implications in complex systems. Based on the decision of an operator, an action
is performed that changes the state of the environment, see Figure 2.1. This state
change influences again the situation awareness of an operator and therefore, the
whole process can be described as a closed loop.
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The JDL Data Fusion Model

In [SBW99], the following definition of the term data fusion has been given:
“Data fusion is the process of combining data to refine state estimates
and predictions.”
The aim of data fusion is to improve the estimate of the state of an observed environment. This can be achieved by using synergistic differences of overlapping
information to determine relationships between multiple data from possibly different sources. As a result, data fusion allows improved estimation of situations and
therefore, improved responses to situations. The most widely accepted model of
the data fusion process is the JDL (Joint Directories of Laboratories) data fusion
model [SBW99]. The model was first developed with focus on the military domain
but is now well established as a general architecture model for system description,
design, and development. Because of this, there exist several revisions of the original model and in this article we refer to the more general version of [SBW99]. The
JDL data fusion model is divided into different fusion levels that can be interpreted
as a technical categorization of data fusion-related methods. The different levels
of the model are depicted in Figure 2.2 and can be described as follows:
• Level 0 - Sub-Object Assessment: the process of estimation and prediction
of signal states.
• Level 1 - Object Assessment: the process of estimation and prediction of
entity states. In this level, sensor data is combined to obtain reliable, consistent and accurate estimates of an entity’s attributes (e.g., identity, location,
velocity, heading)
• Level 2 - Situation Assessment: the process of estimation and prediction
of relations among entities. These can be entity-to-entity relations but also
entity-to-environment relations (e.g., close to, on top of, greater than)
• Level 3 - Impact Assessment: the process of estimation and prediction of
effects on situations of planned or predicted actions.
• Level 4 - Process Refinement: the process of adaptive data acquisition and
processing to support mission objectives.
Level 4 can be interpreted as a process that is concerned with monitoring and
optimizing the overall data fusion process. In the literature, level 0 and 1 are often
called low-level data fusion whereas level 2 and 3 are called high-level data fusion,
or even information fusion, which is motivated through the use of interpreted data
as input.
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Figure 2.2: JDL Data Fusion Model (taken from Steinberg [SB04]).

2.3

A Unified Model

Obviously there is a correlation between the human situation awareness levels
and the JDL data fusion levels proposed in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2, respectively. Lambert [Lam01] associates the data fusion levels of the JDL model with
the situation awareness levels of Endsleys mental/human model as follows:
Data Fusion Level:
sub-object and object assessment
situation assessment
impact assessment

↔
↔
↔

Situation Awareness Level:
perception
comprehension
projection

Level 4 of the JDL data fusion model influences all data fusion levels and is
skipped here for simplicity. Associated to human situation awareness, the process refinement level can be interpreted as organizing and classifying the information in mind. The JDL Data fusion model can therefore be seen as the technical
basis for achieving human situation awareness. The connection proposed by Lambert [Lam01] is quite evident and often used in literature. Niklasson [NRJ+ 08]
used this connection to introduce a unified situation analysis model that allows
the combination of automatic and human interaction at different levels. He argues that within the near future, the high-level data fusion tasks (such as impact
assessment) cannot be fully automated and will mainly be performed manually.
Therefore, he proposed a descriptive model for integrating automatic, manual, and
semi-automatic decision support, which is depicted in Figure 2.3. In this model,
situation analysis implies the collection and processing of relevant information,
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the knowledge of the relations between the different information and how the information influences future decisions. In Figure 2.3, human situation analysis can
be seen on the right-hand side and machine situation analysis on the left-hand
side. Important in that model is the possibility to combine the analysis processes
by the use of interaction channels. The central human computer interaction channel allows interaction between human and machine situation analysis and the inter
level interaction channels allow interaction between different levels of human and
machine situation analysis. In this model, situation awareness is interpreted as a
result of human or machine situation analysis and it can be an output of one level
as well as an input to another level of situation analysis. Therefore, the interaction
channels allow the transportation of situation awareness between different levels
and between humans and machines.

Figure 2.3: A Unified Model (taken from Niklasson [NRJ+ 08])
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Situation Recognition
Situation Recognition in General

Based on the information in Section 2, we can state that human decision making is
a complex task and that the main aspect of making a good decision is the achievement of sufficient situation awareness of the decision maker. It is known that
complex situations can easily lead to insufficient situation awareness, which is the
main cause of human mistakes and accidents (see for example [EC08]). Hence,
in complex systems, an automatic assistance for enhancing situation awareness
of the human decision maker is required. But on the other hand, as pointed out
in [NRJ+ 08], the situation awareness of a human decision maker might become
worse if the system processes too many tasks automatically. These facts have
always to be taken into account when a decision support system has to be designed.
In today’s decision support systems, automation of the lower levels of the JDL data
fusion model like object detection, identification, and tracking is present. But there
is still a need for approaches in high-level data fusion like the automatic recognition of specific and complex situations. Generally, automatic situation recognition
has to deal with the following problems:
• relevant features of the reality have to be observed and stored over time,
• observations of the reality usually imply uncertainties (sensorial uncertainties caused for example by noise),
• formalized descriptions of situations that have to be recognized are necessary (the system have to know what situations have to be recognized),
and
• situations are often not accurately describable (different configurations of
observed features may imply the same situation).
Automatic situation recognition addresses the problem of how to match the observed reality with predefined situations under uncertainties, hence situation recognition is a typical classification problem. The main problem is that complex situations are typically not accurately describable and also that the relevant observed
features are typically afflicted with uncertainties. The connection of automatic
situation recognition with the JDL data fusion model and the human situation
awareness model of Endsley is depicted in Figure 3.1. The top layer shows the
situation awareness levels introduced by Endsley and the middle layer shows the
data fusion levels of the JDL model. The bottom layer shows a possible technical
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Figure 3.1: The connection of Situation Recognition with Situation Awareness
and Data Fusion.
realization of the upper layers, whereas the components of the technical realization
are adopted from the description of the data fusion levels in the JDL model. The
predefined situations, which are matched with the observed reality, are illustrated
as an input for situation recognition We argue that the situation recognition part
should be inserted after determining the relations among entities, because situation recognition is an interpretation of the entities and its relations. Based on the
results of the situation recognition, the state changes based on different actions can
be estimated.
Actually, the first challenge in situation recognition is to provide a formal description of a situation. In the following section, the main components of different
definitions of the term situation are investigated.

3.2

Requirements on a Description of a Situation

On different online-dictionaries, the following definitions of the term situation are
given:
• “The way in which something is placed in relation to its surroundings”
([Mer])
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• “The set of things that are happening and the conditions that exist at a
particular time and place” ([Cam])
• “The general state of things; the combination of circumstances at a given
time” ([Wor])
All definitions include objects and how they can be characterized (“state of
things”). The characterization of objects can be described by associated relevant
attributes. Also the relations between different objects is highlighted in these definitions. It has to be noted that it is not clear, whether a situation occurs at a specific
point of time or whether a situation is defined over a time interval.
At this point we can state the following requirements for a formal description of a
situation:
• objects are an important part of a situation,
• objects are characterized by attributes,
• time or time intervals should be considered, and
• temporal, spatial, and attributive relations between objects are important.
These basic requirements are illustrated by the following simplified example.
Imagine the problem of recognizing the transport of illegal immigrants over sea,
let us say from Lybia to the island Lampedusa in Italy. The situation can be described by a small, but fast boat that crosses the maritime border and approaches
the island. The objects that are part of the situation are the boat, but also the maritime border and the island. In this example, the situation is also characterized
by spatial relations. Therefore, the spatial positions of the objects are mandatory
attributes to describe the situation. In case of the boat, the position is a dynamic
attribute whereas in case of the maritime border and the island, the position is a
static attribute, respectively. Further attributes of the boat are a mixture of static or
dynamic types. Necessary attributes of the boat for the description of the situation
are the size, the velocity, and the heading of the boat. Considered relations are
the distance of the boat to the maritime border and the distance of the boat to the
island.
This example is quite simple, because only few objects, especially only one moving object, are considered and only a few attributes are necessary to describe the
situation. However, although the situation seems to be quite simple, there are
more problems to consider. One problem is the classification of the attributes.
That means especially when is the velocity of a boat considered as fast? Or at
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which size is a boat considered as small? Another point concerns the inclusion of
uncertainties into the description of a situation because the situation is not accurately describable. In our example, this could be the trajectory of the boat, which
is not included in our example. So the boat could make a detour and will not heading directly to the island. The interpretation of the situation is then the same but
attributes like the heading of the boat can have different values.

3.3

A Formalized Description of a Situation

In literature, a formalized notation of situation is not clearly defined. One general formalization has been presented by Jakobson in [JBL07], which should be
outlined in the following. Jakobson states that the modeling of a situation can
be divided into three components: the structural, dynamic, and representational
component. The structural component defines the topology of the represented situation. Structural objects are entities, attributes of the entities, classes of entities,
and relations between entities. The dynamic component includes the behavior of
the entities over time and the representational component concerns the utilities by
which the situation can be described. This is usually a set of languages, for example the Web Ontology Language, see [OWL], or the Unified Modeling Language,
see [UML].
In the structural component, the main elements are entities e ∈ E, where E ⊆ U
is a subclass of all entities of the universe U . Each entity e is characterized by
its set of attributes {a1 , . . . , ap }, where each attribute is a collection of attribute
properties like name, type, value, default value, etc. The attribute property value
is represented as a triplet containing the actual value, uncertainty estimation and
time t. The value-triplet of an entity is defined during the existence of the entity
and is denoted by a(t), t ∈ δ. δ denotes the time interval δ = (t0 , t00 ) whereas t0 is
the creation time and t00 the clear time of the entity. A relation is mathematically
defined as a subset of entities R ⊆ E1 × . . . × Em with Ei ⊆ U for i = 1, . . . , m.
Similar to entities, a relation can be characterized by a set of attributes {b1 , . . . , bh }
and the attribute value of the relation is also only defined
Tm during the existence of
the relation and is denoted by b(t) with t ∈ δ ⊆ i=1 δi . In case of a binary
relationship, the notation ei Rej is used. The lifespan δ of a binary relation is then
δ ⊆ δi ∩ δj .
In the dynamic component, Jakobson [JBL07] distinguishes three types of situations. An entity-based situation Se (d) of an entity e over a time interval d ⊆ δ is
defined as the collection of specific attributes a1 (t), . . . , am (t) of the entity e that
have the same value during the time interval d. So for all t, t0 ∈ d the equality
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ai (t) = ai (t0 ) (i = 1, . . . , m) holds. We will denote this by
Se (d) =< a1 (t), . . . , am (t) >d .

(3.1)

Equivalently, a relational entity-based situation of a relation R over a time interval
d ⊆ δ is defined as the collection of specific relational attributes b1 (t), . . . , bh (t)
of the relation R that have the same value during the time interval d. So for all
(t, t0 ) ∈ d the fact bi (t) = bi (t0 ) (i = 1, . . . , h) holds. We will denote this by
SR (d) =< b1 (t), . . . , bh (t) >d .

(3.2)

The last situation type, the relational situation, considers only the relational aspect
of the situation and is not concerned about the attribute values of the relation or
the entities. In case of a binary relation, the relational situation over a time interval
d ⊆ δi ∩ δj can be denoted by
S(ei ,ej ) (d) = ei Rej .

(3.3)

More complex situations can now be described with the three basic situations (3.1),
(3.2), and (3.3) by using a kind of set-theoretical union and intersection operations.
If S1 (d1 ) and S2 (d2 ) are two basic situations of the above types, a new situation
S with the lifespan d = d1 ∩ d2 can be defined through
S(d) = S1 (d1 ) ∪ S2 (d2 )
or
S(d) = S1 (d1 ) ∩ S2 (d2 ).
This formalization of a situation by Jakobson [JBL07] is quite general but also
powerful because it allows to describe a lot of complex situations. But one critical
point is that no kinds of uncertainties are considered in the situation description.
We argue that, for example, a specific situation does not imply that the relevant
entity has to hold the same attribute values during a time interval. This point
was also highlighted in our example in the previous section where the heading of
the boat can be different but the interpretation of the situation is the same. But
on the other hand, the formalization fulfills the requirements on a formalization
of the term situation that have been stated in the previous section. Objects are in
Jakobson’s formalization represented by entities with associated attributes and also
time intervals are included. The relations in Jakobson’s formalization can also be
of temporal, spatial, and attributive types. If the description is useful for situation
recognition has not been investigated by Jakobson. Therefore, this question may
be a topic in further research.
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Summary and Outlook

In this article, an overview of the terms situation awareness, situation assessment,
and data fusion is presented. Especially, the connections between these terms are
highlighted. Situation awareness is the key factor in making good decisions, but
complex situations may easily lead to insufficient situation awareness of a human
decision maker. Therefore, it is necessary to support the decision maker by automatic situation recognition. We present the main problems in automatic situation
recognition and state that the first challenge in automatic situation recognition is
to find a suitable formalization of a situation. Based on various definitions of the
term situation, we extract the requirements for a formalization of this term and
outlined one formalized notation that is present in literature.
An important topic in future work will be to identify more formalizations of the
term situation in literature. The first aim is to obtain a general, suitable, and useful formalization, which can be used for situation recognition. Further research
may also concern matching the observed reality with predefined situations under
uncertainty conditions.
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Abstract: Navigating an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) is a difficult
task. Dead-reckoning navigation is subject to unbounded error due to sensor
inaccuracy and is inapplicable for mission durations longer than a few minutes. To bound the estimation errors a global referencing method has to be
used. SLAM (Simultaneous Localization And Mapping) is such a method. It
uses repeated recognition of significant features of the environment to reduce
the estimation error. Devices for environment sensing that are used in most
land applications like cameras, laser scanners or GNSS signals cannot be used
under water: GNSS signals are attenuated very strongly in water and light
propagation suffers mainly from turbid water. In more than a few hundred
meters water depth there is also no sunlight. Sonic waves suffer much less
from these problems and that is the reason why sonar sensors are the prevalent
sensor type used under water. A main difficulty is to extract three-dimensional
information from side-scan images to perform SLAM. An overview of existing approaches to underwater SLAM using sonar data is given in this paper.
A short outlook to the system that will be used in the TIETeK project is also
presented.

1

Introduction

Dead-reckoning navigation in vehicles is subject to unbounded error due to accumulation of sensor inaccuracies. The most common solution to bound the estimation errors is to use some global referencing, e.g., GNSS (global navigation satellite system) signals. Under water GNSS (or similar) signals are unavailable and
therefore other means to bound the estimation error are necessary. SLAM (Simultaneous Localization And Mapping, sometimes also termed Concurrent Mapping
and Localization, CML [RRPL04]) is a method that uses significant features of the
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environment to reduce that error and to additionally build a map of the environment
which allows self-localization within that map.
The difficulties in underwater SLAM are mainly due to the fact that cameras do
not provide valuable information in most cases as there is no sunlight and small
particles in the water scatter light and therefore limit the range of the area that
could be lighted. However most research on SLAM is done on land using cameras
or laser scanners. Due to the aforementioned reasons sonar sensors are used in
the vast majority of underwater applications. There are different kinds of sonar
sensors. Multi-beam sonar sensors are able to directly give distance information
while side-scan sonars only provide an echo amplitude level varying over time.
Furthermore, SLAM relies on features in the environment that can be repeatedly observed and can unambiguously be associated to already known features.
Seafloor has naturally a structure that is mostly fractal [BL97] what makes it rather
difficult to distinguish different features that have a very similar appearance.
In Section 2, an overview of the different sensors used in deep sea environments
is given. Section 3 shows the difficulties and ambiguities of interpreting sonar
echo returns. Methods for extracting 3D information from side-scan sonar data
are outlined and some solutions from literature to that problem are described in
Section 4. Section 5 shows approaches to SLAM in underwater context. In Section 6 the plans for the TIETeK project and its realization are shown. Section 7
gives a short summary of the paper.

2

Sensors for Underwater Navigation and Localization

Deep sea navigation and mapping is more difficult than land or air navigation. The
two main challenges are the lack of a GNSS under water and being unable to use
cameras for image acquisition. An exhaustive review of the underwater acoustic
image generation process is given by Murino and Trucco in [MT00]. Here only
the most important sensors for underwater navigation are presented.

2.1

Dead reckoning

Using only inertial sensors like accelerometers, gyroscopes, magnetometers, and
depth sensors an estimate about the motion performed by the AUV (autonomous
underwater vehicle) can be given. Over the time period of a mission the accumulation of the sensor noise leads to significant errors. Therefore, inertial sensors
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alone do not allow sufficiently precise estimation of ego-motion. They need to be
supported by complementary sensors.

2.2

Cameras

While it is technically possible to use cameras in deep sea applications, their practical use is small: As there is no sunlight in deep sea, passive cameras are useless
and active lighting is necessary. Lighting is possible only for short distances because particles in the seawater scatter the light back to the camera – comparable to
high beam headlights in a snowstorm. There is an interesting approach to alleviate
that problem: a technique called gated viewing is able to overcome the scattering
on particles by opening the camera shutter only for light that traveled over a certain
distance [And05].

2.3

Long Baseline (LBL)

The lack of a GNSS can be overcome by setting up a so-called LBL array, where
additional transducers have to be placed on the seafloor at known positions. They
regularly send out a sonar beacon. From the delay of the signals an AUV can
localize itself in the area within the transducers by means of trilateration. This
approach is quite accurate but rather inflexible, complex and relatively costly.

2.4

GNSS Aided Ultrashort Baseline

In an ultrashort baseline (USBL) configuration a surface vessel sends an acoustic
beacon to the AUV and the AUV sends an answer. From the angle of the incoming
signal and the time delay, the relative position of the AUV to the surface vessel can
be calculated.
Together with accurate GNSS (e.g., DGPS) information one gets global referencing of the AUV position. That information is then sent via an acoustic link down to
the AUV. As the acoustic signals travel thrice the distance to the AUV (2× beacon,
1× data), the position measurement arrives with some seconds of delay that has to
be considered in the fusion step. A more detailed description is given in [MGJ01].
The usable range of the sound pulse restricts the area where one can communicate
with the AUV. The term inverted USBL is used when instead of the surface vessel
the AUV measures angle and distance to get the relative position to the ship.
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Figure 2.1: Side scan sonar beams
(schematically).

2.5

Figure 2.2: Side scan sonar echo formation (frontal view).

Sonar Sensors

Sonar sensors cover a long range as sound waves are attenuated only very lightly
in water. The sonar wavelengths allow resolutions down to centimeters. On the
downside, sonar sensors are prone to exhibit speckle noise due to the use of coherent waves [Wes06]. In spite of the speckle noise sonar-based sensors are the de
facto standard for underwater applications. Different kinds of sonar sensors exist,
the most common are side-scan sonars and multi-beam sonars.

2.5.1

Side-scan Sonars

Side-scan (or side-looking) sonars have a very narrow beam (≈ 1 ◦ ) in the horizontal plane perpendicular to the traveling direction of the AUV and a wide beam
(≈ 50 ◦ ) in the vertical plane (see Figure 2.1). The side-scan sonar typically has
only one transducer beam per side. It sends out a so-called chirp and records
the amplitude of the echo return over time. The sonar echo formation process
is depicted in Figure 2.2. That information only yields a single scan line that is
highly ambiguous. There is no way to directly extract the sea bottom relief from a
particular echo as it is an ill-posed inverse problem.
Methods that try to recover the true relief from images belong to the family of
shape-from-shading methods. Some that are used with side-scan sonar imagery
are described in more detail in Section 4.
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Multi-beam Sonars

A multi-beam sonar is the sonar equivalent of a LIDAR system. Usually it uses
a fan of single pencil beams and has a separate transducer for each beam. That
way it can immediately return a distance information per beam. Compared to
the side-scan sonar, the spatial resolution is lower as for each ‘pixel’ a separate
transducer is needed. That is also the reason why multi-beam sonars are usually
bulkier and need more power. On the other hand, data interpretation is easier
compared to side-scan data as multi-beam sensors directly provide 3D information
about the environment whereas the 3D information from side-scan sonar images
has to be extracted first and is ambiguous. Fairfield [FKW05] investigated different
sonar geometries with respect to the suitability for underwater SLAM applications
concluding that a configuration with three mutually orthogonal great circles works
best. This configuration yields only relatively sparse 3D information but big areas
of the sensor coverage are overlapping that way.

3

Ambiguity of Side-scan Sonar Returns

Side-scan sonar echo returns contain very much information additional to information about the shape of the seabed. Extracting the shape information is an ill-posed
inverse problem and can only be solved through regularization.
That is probably the reason why most studies that were conducted did not focus
on quantitative results but rather concentrate on giving qualitative correct results
or classifying the seabed into regions of different types like sand ripples, rocks or
flat silt areas.
What increases the complexity futher is the illumination/ensonification direction
of the side-scan sonar [BCW99]. The sonar beam hits the ground at a low angle
of incidence for the most part of the ensonified area and that same area will have a
very different appearance when being viewed from another direction.
All reconstruction approaches do not consider dynamic objects like, e.g., fish and
assume the seafloor to be completely static.

3.1

Challenges in Extracting Elevation Information

To be able to reconstruct 3D shape from side-scan images one has to regularize the
problem first. The amplitude of the echo is influenced by many effects, where the
most important are:
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Figure 3.1: Many different geometries would yield the same echo image.
• angle of the seafloor relative to the source,
• distance to the source,
• sediment absorption characteristics,
• surface scattering properties,
• absorption and dispersion of sound in water,
• water currents,
• varying sound speed in different depths, temperatures as well as areas of
different salinity,
• multipath propagation, and
• sonar beam form.
For regularization one has to make assumptions about these aspects. Assumptions
that are common in literature are Lambertian surface scattering (i.e., a surface that
is rough and isotropic and reflects energy equally in all directions) and the flat
seabed assumption. Additional constraints can be given in the form of surface
smoothness requirements (i.e., continuous, differentiable). Influences of sediment
type, absorption and currents are neglected in most cases. Multipath propagation
is only of minor importance because sonar uses time-gated pulses. The sonar beam
form is either known in advance or can be estimated in parallel [CPL07].
Naturally, there is no information about shape in shadowed areas of side-scan images. Several different shapes could generate the same echo (see Figure 3.1). The
side-scan imaging process also introduces geometric deformations especially in
short distances to the sensor: foreshortening and layover [Wes06]. Foreshortening
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Figure 3.2: Long slopes may appear
shortened in the echo image.

Figure 3.3: Echoes from different parts
of the ground may arrive simultaneously at the sensor.

Figure 3.4: Change of side-scan resolution across-track.

Figure 3.5: Change of side-scan resolution along-track.

describes the effect that a slope towards the sensor is shortened in the sonar image. Layover describes the effect that echoes from points higher above the ground
may arrive simultaneously with other echos and the echos could overlap. This is
described in Figures 3.2 and 3.3.
Related to foreshortening is the observation that side-scan sonars exhibit changing
spatial resolution across-track. Along-track the resolution is also varying due to
the beam widening as the range increases (see Figures 3.4 and 3.5 adapted from
[Maz85]). The mentioned effects stem from the sensor principle and cannot be
avoided in general.
Despite the mentioned drawbacks and ambiguities side-scan sonars are used very
often as the simple construction makes them comparably cheap. The output can
also be easily visualized and is often interpreted by humans. That makes side-scan
sonars probably the most prevalent sensor used in deep sea applications.
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Simulator for Side-scan Imagery

J. Bell developed a sophisticated simulator for side-scan imagery based on raytracing that considers a stratified water column, sonar beam width, sonar beam
directivity, multipath propagation, transmission losses, and ego-motion [BL97].
Most of the ambiguities shown in Section 3.1 have been taken into account. The
resulting images were not only visually compared to real sonar images but the image statistics of the simulated images were also checked against real sonar images.
It allows to compare shape reconstruction algorithms quantitatively with ground
truth. A good simulation tool can also be seen as a formulation of the forward
problem that needs to be inverted.

4

Elevation Information from Side-scan Data

To be able to make full use of the sensor measurements for SLAM, it is desirable
to obtain a 3D representation from the 2D sonar measurements. A few methods to
accomplish that are presented in this section.

4.1

Estimating Elevation from Shadows

Reed et al. [RPB04] use co-operative statistical snakes to detect highlight regions
with neighbouring shadow regions that are facing away from the sensor. Assuming an otherwise flat seabed reconstructing object elevation information from the
shadow lengths with the help of the theorem on intersecting lines is a simple and
natural approach. Some methods work on two-dimensional images. Those have
to be created via registering the single scans lines first. The easiest approach is
to just stack the scan lines. More sophisticated approaches would pre-process the
scan lines considering geometrical configuration as well as vehicle motion prior to
stacking.

4.2

Propagation Shape-from-Shading (SfS)

Propagation SfS was pioneered by Langer and Hebert [LH91] and modified with
a different scattering model by Dura, Bell and Lane [DBL04]. The seafloor reconstruction uses one scan line at a time. The reconstruction is starting from directly beneath the sensor where a flat seabed is assumed. The vertical distance
from the sensor to the seafloor is either known or can be estimated from the sonar
data. Starting from there, the inclination angle to the surface normal is propagated
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towards the outer end of the sensor coverage area depending on the reflectivity.
Propagation SfS is quite robust against shadowing effects and gives good results
on directional surfaces like sand ripples. Langer and Hebert suggest additional
scan line preprocessing for noise reduction. They propose median filters and a
graduated non-convexity (GNC) filter which is able to maintain discontinuities.
Pre-filtering is necessary due to noise which is easily corrupting the reconstruction
as errors add up towards the outer ends. As every sonar line is processed individually this approach lends itself well to online use. However the correct mutual
registration of the processed scan lines depends on the ego-motion of the AUV
which has to be estimated. Ego-motion estimation errors lead to errors in the 3D
reconstruction of the seafloor surface.

4.3

Linear Shape-from-Shading

The Linear SfS method [DBL04] from Dura, Bell and Lane is based on the work
from Bell et al. on side-scan image directionality effects [BCW99]. The approach
is working in the frequency domain and uses the fact that the sonar image is a
directional filtered version of the seabed height map. They provide a linear transform that relates the Fourier transform of the two-dimensional sonar images to the
seabed height.
Linear SfS is not as robust as Propagation SfS when processing ripples, however, it is much more robust in the presence of noise and in processing isotropic
seabeds. Processing two-dimensional sonar images makes it more difficult to use
this method as an online method.

4.4

Hierarchical Recovering of Shape from Side-scan Data

In the works of Coiras, Petillot and Lane ([CPL07], [CPL05]) an elevation map is
reconstructed from side-scan sonar images. They start at a coarse resolution using
an expectation-maximization approach with gradient descent to iteratively refine
the most probable shape that corresponds to the echo amplitude. They assume
Lambertian surface scattering.
Their method is not designed as an online method. They work with twodimensional side-scan images. This has the advantage of incorporating parameter
dependencies across scan lines but needs scan line registration first.
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SLAM on Sonar Data

SLAM is a method to reduce and bound uncertainty in vehicle localization and the
resulting environment map through multiple re-observation of salient features and
incorporating prior knowledge via a motion model. For the method to succeed it is
essential that a certain feature can be recognized with high certainty and is not mistaken for another one. When the algorithm is able to identify landmarks as already
visited ones the accumulated errors from inertial navigation can be significantly
reduced.
Side-scan sonar images, however, do not provide 3D information directly. The
sensor output after registering the scan lines is 2D. Although 3D information is
not strictly necessary to perform SLAM, the different appearance of features when
ensonified from different angles makes it nearly impossible to recognize landmarks
from the 2D image alone. Therefore, it is clearly beneficial to be make use of the
three-dimensional reconstruction from the methods described in Section 4.

5.1

SLAM on Side-scan Data

An approach using side-scan sonar data for SLAM is introduced in [RRPL04]. The
localization is done only in 2D with three parameters (2D position and yaw angle,
[x, y, φ]). Not only a side-scan sonar has been investigated but also a forwardlooking sonar that is able to make more frequent re-observations of landmarks. A
comparison with dead reckoning alone shows that the drift error in the estimation
that makes additional use of the side-scan sonar is half of the pure dead reckoning estimation error. The landmark matching however was done offline by hand
yielding perfect matches and no mismatches. All landmarks were observed twice
or thrice. They use EKF-SLAM, which is unsuitable for large numbers of landmarks and works only correctly when no mismatches are present. The focus of
the paper, however, lies more on the offline post-processing using a Rauch-TungStriebel (RTS) smoother [Sär08] and they did not compare their SLAM algorithm
without the RTS smoother. The authors emphasize the great value of smoothing as
a post-processing step.

5.2

3D SLAM on Sonar Data

Fairfield et al. [FKW07] use multi-beam sonar information to create a map of
the environment. The sonar sensors give sparse 3D information about the shape
of the surroundings. Their SLAM method is based on Rao-Blackwellized particle
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filters (RBPFs) [MT07]. Additionally, they use a sophisticated data structure called
Deferred Reference Counting Octrees (DRCO) to keep the memory requirements
low as each particle has to carry the full evidence grid. They show an adaptive
method where they use only as many particles as is feasible for real-time operation.
They are able stay well below 10 m of localization error even after about 10000
SLAM iterations. This is a very promising approach that shows how to combine
such conflicting requirements as real-time operation and using as many particles
as possible at the same time.

6

Outlook – The TIETeK Project

In the TIETeK (Tiefsee-Inspektions- und Explorations-Technologiekonzept)
project an AUV is developed that is able to autonomously map and explore the
bottom of the deep sea. As water pressure is very high in the deep sea, most parts
of the AUV should be built in a pressure independent manner to withstand depths
of about 6000 m. However, emphasis is also on creating a comparatively cheap,
highly configurable vehicle that is able to use different sensors depending on the
task at hand.
The main sensor will be a high resolution side-scan sonar accompanied by IMUs
(inertial measurement unit), DVL (doppler velocity log) and depth sensors. Additionally, SLAM will be used to support navigation and to facilitate exploration.
The SLAM procedure to be developed should also work with multi-beam sonar
data.

6.1

Project Workflow

The first step will be to extract seafloor elevation information from the side-scan
sonar data. Vehicle movement at acquisition time has to be taken into account to
interpret the echo correctly.
Next, it is important to find salient features within the relief that can be re-observed
with high reliability. This is a very challenging task as the appearance of the
features will change significantly when the viewing direction changes. The relief
of, e.g., sand ripples may be nearly unobservable for the side-scan sonar when
viewed from certain angles. In case the approach is unfeasible due to landmark
extraction and association being too ambiguous, a grid-based approach using 2.5D
elevation maps will be evaluated.
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Thirdly, the SLAM method will be employed to obtain accurate navigation and
map information. It is crucial to keep the map sizes low and use the computing resources efficiently as the algorithm needs to run in real time on COTS (commercial
off-the-shelf) hardware inside the AUV.
The map and the improved ego-motion information from the SLAM algorithm
will be used to support vehicle navigation and is the basis for explorative actions
taken autonomously by the vehicle. In an additional post-processing step, maps of
higher quality than the online maps will be built.

7

Conclusion

The side-scan sonar echo return is highly ambiguous which makes shape extraction
from that signal a challenging task. Additionally, SLAM in underwater applications is far from being as well-understood as in airborne or land applications. As
ground truth is basically unavailable, quantitative evaluation is extremely difficult.
That is the reason why an underwater simulation environment is of great help.
SLAM has been used only very sparsely in underwater applications yet. Once
computational power becomes cheaper, more real-time solutions to underwater
SLAM will surely emerge.
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Abstract: Modern autonomous systems are challenged by a necessity of the
permanent situation awareness: perception, comprehension, and prediction of
the surrounding environment. A basis for such awareness is a reliable world
modelling that serves as an efficiently structured memory.
This contribution proposes several new approaches in the world modelling. The Progressive Mapping represents a dynamical description of real
world elements with mapping sets of objects and attributes. The prior knowledge about object types and relations is introduced as a collection of semantic
networks of classes, while dynamic relations within the world model are represented by semantic networks of objects. Also, current contribution presents
a processing of degree-of-belief distributions and a possibility of calculation
of memory limits.

1

Introduction

An autonomous system operation requires constant situation awareness (SA). The
most acknowledged definition of SA was given by Endsley [End95]:
“the perception of elements in the environment within a volume
of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the
projection of their status in the near future”
The foundation for such awareness is a world modelling, which describes the surrounding environment and serves as an information hub for all subsystems. The
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information can be provided by sensors or by prior knowledge storage. Each incoming information piece contains some amount of uncertainty that can be characterized by a degree-of-belief (DoB) distribution and can be merged into existing
models by means of Bayesian fusion.
Modern world modelling systems for autonomous systems are usually limited to a
concrete set of tasks. For example, in the case of path planning, exploration and
localization tasks, the modeling system is often represented by SLAM or other geometry and topology systems. For another example, the autonomous receptionist
or medical assistant robot is classifying surrounding objects and situations for reactive decision taking. In the most common case, the world modelling system has
to represent all objects and relation of the surrounding environment and to model
them in a way of a digital sandbox. This allows for reactive as well as proactive
operation, which are vital for many advanced applications (e.g., autonomous cars
or humanoid robots).
A world modelling subsystem presented in this contribution accumulates information, builds relevant models of the real world, and provides information to other
subsystems. The modelling can process information streams in a form of Degree
of Belief distributions with parameterized uncertainties and merge distributions
with Bayesian fusion. An adequate and efficient environment representation requires modelling of the environment elements and as well their relations. Each
element can be described as an object and its relations as connections in semantic
networks. It is important also to specify semantic of each object by introducing
information from a prior knowledge. The modelling subsystem serves also as an
information hub for all subsystems from lower levels (hardware response) to the
highest one (planning, context recognition, etc).
The presented material is structered as follows: Section 2 describes the structure of
a prior knowledge, Section 3 deals with dynamic modeling, Section 4 introduces
the idea of probabilistic matching of dynamic objects to prior knowledge, Section 5 presents the experimental set up and test results. Finally, a short summary
is given in Section 6.

Modelling domains The description of the environment is performed by modelling its elements and their relations. It is convenient to design the modelling
system within the object-oriented methodology, where the real world elements
are represented by classes and particular things by class instances (objects). For
clear terminology, it is important to distinguish domains of environment and model
realms: the Dynamic World (real things and relations), Dynamic Models (objects and networks), and Prior Knowledge (concepts of classes and relations, prior
records) (Figure 1.1).
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Real world
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World modeling

Dynamic World

Dynamic Models

Prior Knowledge

Dynamic elements
things;
relations

Dynamic instances
object and attribute
instances;
semantic networks
of instances

Class concepts
object, attribute,
and relation types
Relation concepts
semantic networks
of class concepts
Prior records
specific elements

Figure 1.1: Modelling domains.

The Real world realm is represented by the Dynamic World domain. It is populated by environment elements, which can be perceived by sensors or estimated by
cognition processes.
The World modelling realm covers the Prior Knowledge and Dynamic Models domains. The Prior Knowledge domain (Section 2) contains Class concepts (known
types of real world elements), Relation concepts (relations between classes), and
Prior records (information about specific environment elements). The Dynamic
Models (Section 3) domain contains semantic networks of objects (Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2: Example of a semantic network.
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Prior Knowledge

The prior knowledge domain defines the class and relation types known to the
modelling subsystem, relations between concepts, and additional information
about specific objects.
Class concepts The Class concepts define object, attribute, and relation types
and semantic.
Relation concepts Relations specify possible connections between objects and
are defined as semantic networks of Class concepts. Most of the previous researches on knowledge representation for autonomous systems are focused on a
narrow set of tasks, using one or two semantic networks (e.g., geometrical and
functional primitives [RDR95] or spatial hierarchies with additional attributes
(color, weight) [Fri98], [Rie97], [Rog03]). However, an autonomous system
requires different relations (e.g., “part of”, “is a”) of correlated classes or objects. Thus, multiple semantic networks over the same classes or objects are vital
(Figure 2.1), which allows for multi-dimensional relations processing.
1

2

3

Geometry
Functionality
Specialization

4

Figure 2.1: Multiple semantic networks.

Levels of abstraction One of the relations defined within the relation concepts
is the specialization, i.e. a hierarchy of classes with the “is a” connection (Figure 1.2). Specialized classes have more attributes than the more abstract parent
class. Specializations can be arbitrary assigned to some abstraction levels by
known attributes. The hierarchy can be represented as a pyramid of abstraction
levels (Figure 2.2) with the blank class at the top, meaning the existence of “something”. Each object of a world model can be processed on any abstraction level
[GHB08] above the reached one, thus containing different granularity of information. Dynamic objects for world modelling can be instantiated from the Class
concepts of the hierarchy of abstraction pyramid [GHB08].
The concept of abstraction hierarchies is motivated by several ideas. At the very
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Figure 2.2: Classification abstraction pyramid.
beginning, the autonomous system knows little about the environment and perceives only things around as much as sensors allow. As time passes, it gathers more
information about the surrounding world and updates the model objects, lowering
their abstraction level in the pyramid. The shift to lower levels occurs, for example, by specialization of the object from a common structure (e.g., “box”) to some
specialized structure (e.g., “postal package”). If some inconsistencies are found
in the model (e.g., “postal package” starts to fly) the object is raised to the upper
abstract levels of the pyramid hierarchy, which corresponds to removing wrong
specializations.
Another reason for processing objects on different abstraction levels is context dependency. The same object can be viewed differently depending on the context: a
bookcase is considered an obstacle during a path planning (leaving many attributes
and contained books out of scope) or a storage for books by text finding.
In spite of advantages of categorization of objects according to prior knowledge,
the classification mechanism is affected by several problems:
1. Multiple hierarchies – it is not clear how to organize a specialization hierarchy if the system receives different sequences of data, like in one case
”shape” before ”temperature” (visible distant thing), in another case ”temperature” before ”shape” (large complex structure in the proximity). Which
attribute should be on a lower level of abstraction is not obvious in this case;
2. Fixed construct limitations – the classification approach is, in principle, rigid
and limited comparing to symbolic description [Ahl02]. This means, it is
possible to classify objects only among predefined categories and on the
basis of expected attributes. An arbitrary unexpected situation cannot be
processed properly;
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3. Quantity complexity – a set of classes can be enormously large for representing any complex real-life environment. Large information sets are hard
to develop and maintain for programmers and are also memory and CPU
consuming. Moreover, large sets lead to increased miss-matching due to a
large number of objects of similar structure and different semantic.
Due to the first two problems, the classification approach represents an engineering workaround limited in its narrow scope of given tasks. A more flexible approach has to be used to advance objects through hierarchy levels and to select
matching attributes for different tasks. This approach is the Progressive Mapping
(Section 3.3) that allows flexible selection of attribute sets for each given task or
matching to prior knowledge (Section 4.1).
Prior records Prior records contain information about specific things and
relations of the environment (e.g., information about a specific person or location).
Prior knowledge storage The prior knowledge about the real world can be
stored as semantic networks at back-end layer. The idea of back-end comes
from the consideration that prior knowledge database should represent all relevant knowledge about the real world, thus, it can be too complex for a real-time
dynamic modelling.
The size of the prior knowledge collection is limited by the combinatorial complexity of large multidimensional data sets. To overcome this problem (the third
problem in Section 2), a modular thematic architecture is proposed. Each module
contains information relevant to a current scene (e.g., kitchen or living room) or
context (e.g., party or siesta). The back-end system can load and unload modules
on demand by cognition subsystem.

3

Dynamic Models

The Dynamic Models domain contains semantic networks with objects and their
relations, which are found in the surrounding environment.

3.1

Uncertainty

Dynamical modelling implies modelling object attributes, which are in the ideal
case, single values. However, sensor data contain uncertainties due to acceptance
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Table 3.1: Attribute modelling with uncertainty.
Representation Type (t)
Mass (m) [g]
Fixed value
Netbook
1000
Fixed value
Netbook (48%)
1000 ± σ
with uncertainty
(σ = 32)
Marginal DoB Netbook (48%)
0.48 · N (1000, 32)
distribution
Ultraportable laptop (40%) + 0.4 · N (1200, 35)
Thin laptop (12%)
+ 0.12 · N (1600, 45)
DoB

P(m)

60
50
40
30
20
10

Pair DoB
distribution
...
Joint DoB
distribution

Thin
laptop

Ultraportable
laptop

Type

Netbook

0

m
P(s, m)
...
P(s, m, ..., k)

problems or environment noise. The uncertainty can be specified, for example,
via confidence levels for discrete values and the standard deviation for continuous
values. Though, the more informative representation is a Degree of Belief (DoB)
distribution P (Table 3.1). The DoB of objects with different attributes can be simplified to marginal distributions for each of the attribute or given as a joint DoB
distribution of correlated parameters.
The lower the level of the representation is, the more information about the attribute it contains. It is always possible to process information at any level above
but not below. Although the joint DoB is preferable as the most complete description, it is not used in this contribution due to fast growing (e.g., exponential)
complexity.
The Degree of Belief considered in the current contribution is a distribution P (s)
over one attribute parameter s (Table 3.1). Each attribute of the modelling object is
given by a DoB distribution P . The incoming information I1 is fused with existing
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information I0 :
I

1
P (s|I0 ) →
P (s|I0 , I1 ).

The entropy of the DoB distribution is:
X
H(s) = −
P (s) log(P (s)).
s

The incoming information narrows the distribution peak over a given value, thus,
reducing the entropy. The change in the quality of information (mutual information) can be calculated numerically as a change of the entropy from the initial state
to the state with information I1 :
M I(s; I1 ) = H(s|I0 ) − H(s|I0 , I1 ).

3.2

Object Aging

Elements of the real world are not persistent: an apple on a table is not meant to be
on its place for all time. So, each object in the model should be reconfirmed after
some amount of time or stated to exist with some decreased DoB value (object
aging). The object aging represents awareness about changes in the real world
and a need to perceive them. Each modeled object contains a DoB of existence
[GHB08]. If its value exceeds some threshold Dc , then the object is counted to
exist in the model at least as a blank one. If it decreases below some level Dd , then
the object is deleted from the world model.
The object’s life cycle is given in [GHB08] as a constantly falling DoB of existence
(e.g., by exponential decrease with aging factor Faging ) with risings on sensory
reconfirmations (Figure 3.1(a)). The reconfirmation threshold Dr assures that the
system is signaled about sensory validation need. The validation itself can occur
during some allowed time period determined by Dr − Dd and clock frequency.
Similar to object aging, which decreases the existence DoB value, an attribute
aging can disperse the attribute’s DoB distribution. For example, if a DoB of the
“temperature” attribute is peaking sharply at 21°C, it becomes flatter and wider
as time passes, reflecting the increased uncertainty about the current temperature
(Figure 3.1(b)).
The concept of aging helps also by learning corrections. For example, if a system
has noticed a car driving over water (actually, over a large puddle), it can classify
the car as an amphibian (peaking the DoB distribution over the “amphibian” type).
With passing time, the system perceives that this object drives only over ground
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P(T)

creation
threshold Dc
reconfirmation
threshold Dr
deletion
threshold Dd

time
found

reconfirmed

deleted

(a) Object aging.

T
21°C

(b) Attribute aging (DoB dispersion).

Figure 3.1: DoB of existence (a) and attribute (b)
(increasing DoB peak over the “car” type), so it “forgets” about the water floating
possibility (similar as a human being does).
The aging factor Faging can be different for different classes. For example, a table
is more persistent than a cookie. So, an aging correction, called “class correction”
Cclass can be applied to the aging factor F0 . A context (e.g., party or siesta) and
other world parameters can also alter the aging, introducing a set of corrections
Ccontext , . . . , CN to F0 :
Faging = F0 + Cclass + Ccontext + · · · + CN .

Since objects are deleted after reaching the Dd , the aging factor and a set of corrections determine memory time limits (i.e. for how long can the system contain
objects) and enable numerical estimation of memory usage at an arbitrary time
point.

3.3

Progressive Mapping

The dynamical models represent environment elements as objects and their relations. The incoming sensory information, the cognition results, and the object
aging refresh the dynamic state of the model. Objects can be instantiated from
classes of the Class concepts domain and reinstantiated by derived specialization
classes each time new information arrives [GHB08]. This approach, though, is not
optimal for dynamic states due to problems mentioned in Section 2. Instead, this
contribution proposes a dynamic description of objects – an on the fly assignment
of attributes.
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The dynamic description approach developed in this contribution is called
Progressive Mapping (Proming). The incoming information (even unclassified)
are fused into the existing model by the means of Bayesian fusion. The atomic
level of information is an attribute, which describes an arbitrary parameter (e.g.,
position or color) of an environment element in a form of a DoB distribution. Like
real world attribute, each modelling attribute can have multiple values (e.g., a ball
can be white-black colored), so, peaking over multiple values in the DoB distribution. Objects contain a set of attributes, which describe physical properties,
semantic meaning, or other information. Objects of one part of the environment
(e.g., room or area) are grouped into a scene. The visual scheme for such an architecture is presented in Figure 3.2.
Scene 1
Object
1
Object (table)

Object (table)
2
Object

Attribute 1

Attribute 1

Attribute 2

Attribute 2

P(a1) . . .

P(a2) . . .
...

P(a1) . . .

. . .

P(a2) . . .
...

Figure 3.2: World modelling architecture.
Each information piece contains intrinsic properties, like name (e.g., “temperature”, “color” for attributes; “Andrey”, “coffee machine” for objects), DoB distribution and some others.
At the beginning, each object is created as an empty container. The incoming data
is fused into existing maps with consistency and meaning checks between new and
existing information. The progression of information maps over the time is shown
in Figure 3.3. The granularity of Proming levels is so small that it is not reasonable
to distinguish them. The abstraction pyramid becomes quasi gradual as shown in
Figure 3.4.
The Progressive Mapping mechanism eliminates the first two problems of the direct classification approach (Section 2). Namely, instead of static class specializations, flexible progressive data structures are employed.
Although, the Progressive Mapping delivers flexibility of a dynamic description,
it has problems with prior knowledge representation. A solution to this issue can
be achieved by a hybrid approach: the dynamical world model is represented by
Proming, which is linked to Prior Knowledge domain (Figure 3.4).
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P(i | I1)
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Figure 3.3: Progression of a scene map over the time with a typical life cycle of
an object.

deducing missing
attributes

ST

Concrete

matching on DoB basis

PO

Dummy

specialization

Blank

Predefined class and relation
concepts

Dynamically modeled class
instances

Figure 3.4: Classification (left) and Proming (right) pyramids.
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Domains Interchange

For correct cognition and semantic processing of environment elements it is vital
to synchronize the dynamic models with the prior knowledge.
Inspite that the Classification pyramid implies the classical object-oriented approach, the modelling objects are not instantiated from these classes directly. The
Proming is based on container objects, which can be assigned to specific classes
by a matching process described in Section 4.1. The container objects concept lays
aside the object-oriented methodology.

4.1

Class Matching

One of the most important things in the world modelling is the connection of dynamical model and prior knowledge. At this point, model objects with a set of
perceived attributes are recognized as objects of known classes (class matching) or
known class instances (prior record matching). During matching, a set of object attributes is compared to class attributes in the classification pyramid on a probability
and semantic basis. An attributes deviation vector σ(a1 , a2 , . . . , aN ) determines
the confidence level of the matching to some known Class concept. The class
matching advances objects through the pyramid as soon as object attributes match
a predefined class and constantly links the object to prior knowledge (Figure 3.4).
For example, if an object is classified as a cup, then the system automatically receives information that the object can be used to carry liquid, has a stable surface
on the bottom, and can be found in a kitchen. The matching process can go recursively to lower levels as long as the attributes and semantic deviation is less than
some limit σmatching .
A deduction of missing attributes can also be made upon class matching. For example, if an autonomous system detects a ball of about 22 cm diameter and of a
distinct black-white pattern of truncated icosahedron, then it can try to match the
prior knowledge and classify the ball type as P (t). The type distribution can, for
example, peak over the “football” P (t = F ) and, due to perception uncertainty,
a volleyball P (t = V ). The missing DoB distribution for the attribute “weight”
P (w) can be estimated from the DoB for the type P (t) and the prior knowledge
about the weight attribute given the class type P (w|t = X):
P (w) =

X

P (w|t = X)P (t = X).

X

A similar process of matching and deduction can also be useful for other tasks,
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like context (e.g., party or siesta) recognition.
The abstraction pyramid allows a classification mechanism, where each modeled
object is assigned to some abstraction level. A model object is progressing over
the time (receiving more attributes and values) and can be at any moment matched
to Class concepts of the abstraction pyramid. A deduction of missing attributes
can also be made upon class matching.
Objects of a world model can be viewed and processed on all levels from the classified to the top (Figure 3.4). For example, a football can be processed on the levels
of football, ball, point cloud, bounding box, centroid, and blank object.
The prior knowledge back-end represents not only the classification pyramids for
object specializations but also semantic meanings to possible attributes and relations. This helps finding inconsistencies, like the measured temperature is below
0 K or a door has two rotation axis.

4.2

Dynamical Prior Records

Prior records are predefined or can be created dynamically by an autonomous system during the perception and cognition processes. Since the dynamical information is affected by object and attribute aging, it can be lost after some time. There
are situations when such a direct deletion of objects is not optimal. For example, a
cup is moved from a table into a dishwashing machine. After several hours the cup
should be recognized during the dishwasher unloading process. For this case, the
deletion of the object can be performed in two steps. Firstly, the object is shifted
from the world model to dynamical prior records. This reduces the model, saves
processing time and system resources, and at the same time preserves the object.
After a while, unused objects of the prior records are ultimately removed (e.g., a
person was a visitor for a single time) similar to object aging mechanism (Section 3.2).
The prior records can be organized in the same manner as class and relation concept domains. The matching of detected objects and those from the prior records
is similar to class matching (Section 4.1).

5

Experimental Tests

The practical realization of the current contribution is performed within the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) Sonderforschungsbereich (SFB) 588
“Humanoid Robots – Learning and Cooperating Multimodal Robots” project (Figure 5.1). The world model contains environment knowledge in form of objects and
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relations and serves as an information hub for all subsystems of the robot.

Figure 5.1: SFB 588 world modelling (Armar-III robot) [M2].
Also, a reduced world modelling was implemented in Network Enabled Surveillance and Tracking (NEST) project, developed at the Fraunhofer-Institute for Information and Data Processing IITB. “The model represents relevant information
extracted from a large number of sensors of a surveillance system, fused into a
single comprehensive, dynamic model of the monitored area” [EGB08].
The world model in SFB 588 is realized in a modular cross-platform (i.e., Windows
or Linux) architecture. The Core subsystem is responsible for dynamic models and
the Back-End for the prior knowledge (Figure 5.2).
External system

OOWM Core

OOWM Back-End

Write / read interfaces,
information fusion,
custom consistency
checks, etc.

Management
and Consistency
Write / read interfaces,
common consistency
checks, etc.

Management
and Consistency
Write / read interfaces,
queries and matching,
etc.

Memory Store
Proming (STL),
XML processing,
multi-threads and
transactions processing

Semantic Relations
Semantic networks,
ontologies,
etc.

Figure 5.2: Object-oriented world modelling architecture.
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The communication interface to the External system is realized via XML data exchange. The XML coupling allows serialization capability for persistent storage,
network interchange, or snapshots recording.
The OOWM Core front-end consists of the Memory Store and Management and
Consistency modules. The Memory Store module contains semantic networks of
objects with attributes of arbitrary type. It provides robust processing and clone
storage independent of external objects in a multi-threaded and transaction safe
manner. The Core Management and Consistency module provides interfaces for
external subsystems and performs basic consistency checks (e.g., a cup is reported
to be two cups with overlapping spatial disposition). It also communicates with
the Back-End subsystem.
The OOWM Back-End subsystem consists of two parts: the Semantic Relations
and Management and Consistency modules. The Semantic Relations retain semantic networks of prior knowledge and attributes schema. The Back-End Management and Consistency module communicates with the Core subsystem, delivers
information per queries (matching), and performs basic consistency checks (e.g.,
checks on type miss-match).

6

Conclusion

This contribution presents an object-oriented world modeling for autonomous systems based on hybrid Progressive Mapping and classification approach. The world
modeling provides a foundation for a permanent situation awareness and serves
as an information storage and hub for all subsystems. The Progressive Mapping
allows a much more flexible dynamic description of environment elements compared to a direct classification approach. Dynamic relations and prior knowledge
are represented by multiple semantic networks. All object attributes as well as the
object existence are defined as probability distributions in a form of Degree of Beliefs, which gives the advantage for information processing by means of Bayesian
fusion. The class matching approach enables matching of prior knowledge and the
model objects on a probabilistic basis. A mechanism for constant information reconfirmation is given by objects and attributes aging. The aging is represented by
a set of factors affecting the DoB distributions, which allows estimation of object
time limits and memory usage at an arbitrary moment. The overall architecture
presented in the current contribution is developed within the DFG SFB 588 “Humanoid Robots – Learning and Cooperating Multimodal Robots” project and can
be used as a high-level memory model for any autonomous or surveillance system.
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